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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, August 25, 1971

Max Dowdy
Named Chief

104 Per Copy

Jurors Are
- Listed For
Court Term

Max Dowdy was relected as
Chief of the Murray Rescue
Squad at the meeting held at the
Squad headquarters on North 4th
Street on Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
Named as assistant chief was
Jimmy Johnson. Elected as chief
of the Water Rescue unit was Bob
Hoke with Frankie Brandon as
his assistant. Jimmy Kelley is the
secretary and Edwin Jennings is
the treasurer.
Bernard Steen was elected as
captain of the trucks. Jerry
Edwards was named as north
lieutenant with Jimmy Kelley as
assistant lieutenant. The south
lieutenant is Frankie Brandon
with his assistant being Edwin
Presenting awards to the top winners in the senior dleilis of 4-H clothing demonstration comJennings.
These officers will serve until petition, held Aug. 19 at the Kentucky State Fair, is Omani Fekilgr(lefti, assistant director of Exmachine as champion in this
tension for 4-Hwith the University of Kentucky. Receiving a
August, 1972, according to
on County), with her demonDonald Thorn who was elected as demonstration division was Myra Barker, 13, RT. 4, IllaysvMs
stration entitled "Be A Model Every Day." Winning seiner*
were Karen Alexander (second
reporter for the squad.
from right), 903 Coldwater Rd., Murray (Calloway County), nghter of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Alexander, second with her demonstration called "Knew Y
wing Machine:" and Melanie
Bowman(right), Hi, RT. 4, Glasgow (Barren County), third with *demonstration entitled "Tie-Dye
David Copeland Will Be
Color Happening." The Lily Mills Co. sponsored awards in We
demonstration contest.

Vol. LXXXXII No. 200

Ford Challenges
Nunn to End 5%
Sales Tax Now

The list of jurors for the September term of Calloway Circuit
Court has been released by the
office of Sheriff Clyde Steele. The
names were drawn in open court
By Charles Pentecost
lunch at the 1971 Kentucky State
on May 27 of this year.
Fair here, also called for imCircuit Judge James M. LOUISVILLE
(UPI)—Lt. Gov mediate legislative, action on
Lassiter has ordered the office of Wendell
Ford
Tuesday imposition of a severance tax on
Sheriff Steele to subpoena the challenged Gov. Louie
B. Nunn to minerals.
persons on the list to appear in call a special session
of the There was no immediate
Court in Monday, September 13, General Assembly to
end the reaction from the Governor's
at nine a.m.
five-cent per dollar sales tax on
office in Frankfort on Ford's
The 1st is as follows:
food.
statements.
Desiree Caldwell, Mrs. Carrie Ford, speaking at the
annual
LAN Magazine says "If you
Story, Ed Carroll, Mrs. Eli Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce
Ford, one of the four guberdon't believe that success is
Alexander, Leon Miller, William
natorial nominees appearing at
merely luck, ask any failure."
Porter, Desiree McGehenn, Cleo
the lunch, urged Republican
Grogan, Mrs. Michael Miller, and
nominee Tom Emberton to urge
We notice that the Cardinals
Jackie Byerly.
Nunn to call the special session.
are coming together in threes and
Ben Nix, Mrs. Billy Joe Crick,
Referring to Nunn as Emfours once more. This would
Giles Jackson, Mrs. Claude
berton's "political mentor," Ford
indicate that the "territorial
Vaughn, Ben Humphreys, Mrs.
charged that Emberton had
imperatives" are breaking down
Hollie Alderdice, George Hodge,
"reversed himself" in the
30W that the nesting season is
Mrs. Edgar Childress, Rob
position he took in 1968 when he
drawing to a close.
Gingles, and Dee Lamb.
Mrs. Mancil Vinson, Mrs. The home of Orville Whitlow, was Nunn's "chief lobbyist with
Escort For State Pageant
Territory is vital in the spring
Janice Adams, Ray Ross, Willie located about two miles west of the General Assembly for the
but not of so great a consequence
B. Wrather, Sam Miller,Randall the Flint Baptist Church, off U. five-cent sales tax with abDavid Copeland, 15 year old son
in the late summer and fall.
Patterson, Glen Beach, Mrs. T.G. S. Highway 641 North, was solutely no exemptions."
of Mr. and Mrs. Byron Forbus of
The Lieutenant Governor
Curd, Keys Keel, and Ted Lovett. damged by fire on Tuesday about
Murray and Austin Copeland of
accused both state and national
We hope Don Keller is suc- Mayfield, was selected by the
Marshall Brandon, 'Nell 4:40 p.m.
cessful in his effort to instigate director of the Miss America
Denton, Edmond Gamble, Called to the scene was the Republicans of "inaction and
Miss Janet Usrey, daughter of
action on antilittering and anti- Tenn-Age Pageant to escort the
Sherwood
Potts, Ellis Perry, Murray Rescue Squad to help lack of leadership."
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Usrey of
fight the flames. The squad used
Emberton has made the
seeks
the finalists during the Kentucky
pollution in the city. He
Dwight
Watson,
James
Murray Route one, placed second
about seven hundred gallons of removal of the 5 per cent tax on
backing of a civic club in this pageant which will be held
McKinney,
Oliver
McLemore,
•
as the Reserve Champion over all
worthwhile camp*. Lot of September 4 in Lexington at the
Mrs. L.D. Miller, and Joe Dortch. water from the tank of the squad food a major issue in his camthe 4-H Clothing projects at the
talk
but
about
pollution,
people
Mike Charlton, Chester truck which holds about one paign. In his address Tuesday,
Phoenix Hotel Convention Hall.
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville,
few people do anything about it. Copeland is the brother of
Reeder,
Euphrey Cohoon, Damon thousand gallons to bring the fire he concentrated on jobs and the
weekend.
last
economy.
Carson,
Gus
Robertson, Jr., Mrs. under control.
Nancy Copeland Forbus, who is
The local girl also won the first
Emberton announced
a
It Is time for some real action
Robert McCage, Jr., Luther Donald Thorn of the Murray
of the finalists in the pageant
place championship in the First
Rescue Squad said the fire was proposed four point program
on the part of local industry to along with Jeanie Starks of
Geurin,
Newman
Grogan,
Dress division of the State Fair.
check their effluent to see if it is Murray.
Laurine Stiles, and Mrs. Hall thought to have been caused by which included presenting a job
She had won the unit chamlightning as it occurred during opportunity for every Kentucky
,
polluting, public streams belong
OWN
McCuiston.
pionship for first dress in the 4-11
the height of the electrical storm resident, creating job opto everybody and no person has
Paul Ragsdale, Mrs. Wayne
County Style Show on April 3 and
here in Murray and Calloway portunities for the young, ofthe right to pollute it.
Clark, Mrs. Hunter Love, Charles
the championship in first dress at
County.
fering the chance for jobs to
Mason
Baker,
Mrs.
Bennie
the Purchase Area 4-H Style
Damage was reported to the Kentuckians forced to go to
It is easy to champ garbage out
Maddox,
Brenda
Mae
Erwin,
Review
held
at
Clinton
on
July 1.
al an automobile window, but just Miss Jennifer Trotter will leave
Joseph E. Sledd, Nelson Blalock, roof and attic of the two story northern industrial states, and
Her dress also won the chaxn.
day, August 29, to enter the
frame house. The fire fighters offering those presently emas.aorpi.16.Ainta trash caa, InGene
E. Watson, and Charles
iversity of Kentucky School of Jebedi Norwood, 11, Kirkeey pionsiatie at the Calloway Cow*
had to cut a hole in the roof to get
stead of dumping things out a car
Chilcutt.
ICseatinsed on Page Eight
(Calloway County), was selected Fair this year and she also had a
cy at Lexington.
to the flames
around the
window, take them home and put
e
4
third
in
the
junior
division
(for
champion
poster
on
"How
To
Can,
Miss
Trotter
is
a
graduate
of
chimney.
Some
clothes,
odd
them in a garbage can, or place
II
ages 9-13) of state 4-H entables, and chairs, and other
them in any of the trash cans in urray High School and has just tomology demonstration com- Fruits".
His Jamet Usrey
During the past year she has
mpleted her second year at
Içems
in the attic were destroyed
the alleys about town.
urray State University. She is petition, held Aug. 21 at the served as vice-president of the Fair. That year she also had
the flames.
Kentucky
State
Fair.
Jobeth's Penny 4-H Club.
cooking as a project and entered
ughter of Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Before the Rescue Squad had
People sit around outdoors and
otter of 313 North Sixth Street, demonstration was on how to In her third year in 4-H work, her recipe box winning a Steve Compton has been
arrived the neighbors had helped
dump litter at their feet and day
make and use an insect killing Miss Usrey made a skirt and championship at the County Fair oepted as a student at he the Whitlows to remove furniture
after day the litter piles up and urray.
jar. Each 4-Her taking part in blouse which won the cham- and a red ribbon at the State University of Kentucky Sch,l of from the downstairs part of
the
lbe people are not conscious of it.
this state contest had earlier been pionship at the County Style Show Fair. Her apron made in her first Pharmacy and will
ister house. Water from the well at the
We must become "litter" conselected junior champion in 4- and the County Fair , and a blue year won a blue ribbon at the Tuesday, August 31.
com- Whitlow home was used before
SCIOLIS.
H entomology demonstration on ribbon at the State Fair.
pleted his pre-pharmacy this the electricity went off to help
County 4-HFashion Revue
ALEXANDRIA, Ky.( UPI)—
the county and area levels to
During her second year, she Mrs. Richard Armstrong and summer at Murray State fight the fire.
Trash cans can be provided at
Campbell County Circuit Court
become eligible for state com- made a skirt with a bought blouse Mrs. Jewel McCallon have been University.
construction jobs to contain
Judge Paul Stapleton Tuesday
petition. She is the daughter of winninng the County Style Show the clothing leaders for Janet Compton is the son of Mr. and
litter. We can gee that in 20 yean
for the second time dissolved a
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ed Norwood, and County Fair championships during her four years in clothing Mrs. John Compton of 009 Sunny
or so, strong laws against
temporary restraining order
Lane. He has been employed in
An appeal for volunteers to join and a student at Kirksey School. and a blue ribbon at the State
(Continued on Page Eight'
pollution will become a must.
which prevented Campbell
pharmacy
of
the
the
Houstonan Arthriitis Victory Team to
County
pulbic schools from
McDevitt
attending
Clinic while
help raise hinds for fighting
operating on a new split session
Murray State.
arthritis in Calloway County was
The United Campus Ministry
The Murray man is married to will offer a section of Biblical schedule.
made here today by Mrs, Gerry
Attorneys for the schools '
former
Paula
Kay
the
Owen.
She
Requarth and Mrs. Fred GardLiterature 201, The life and
has completed two years at Teachings of Christ, at Murray system told Stapleton during a
ner, County campaign cohearing Tuesday they would
University,
Murray State
The Park League baseball chairmen for the Kentucky
State University for the fall immediately file an answer to the
majoring
in
French,
and
will
also
players will leave Saturday, Chapter of The Arthritis Founsemester.
suit seeking the injunction.
By Robert P. Dalton
legislators or in the mind of a district lines by the 1972 session be attending the University of
August 28, at eleven a.m. from dation.
Fred Morton, a staff member Stapleton then agreed to
the
new
let
legislature.
He
the
of
federal judge.
Kentucky.
the Park League Field to attend
The campaing will begin
of the United Campus Ministry, dissolve the temporary order and
boundaries stand for the
the baseball game at St. Louis, September 14, and has a goal o FRANKFORT (UPI)-.--The For Kentucky and the other
will be the teacher for the three set a hearing.on the permanent
year.
this
election
November
states
that
redistricting
unconstitutional
had
their
fate that has
$1,200.
Mo., on Saturday night.
semester hour course which will injunction for today.
lucky.
was
Kentucky
plans
overturned by the federal
The call is for men and women befallen Kentucky's legislative
Each child is to furnish his
meet Monday, Wednesday and
Stapleton said he would hear
The federal judges in the other
own money for eats and drinks at who get satisfaction in helping reapportionment plan is an ourts, 4w.main reasons was too lour
Friday mornings at 8:30 a.m. It the case on its merits and the
drastic
more
took
states
much
the
difference
outcome
shared
in
by
five of the 17
the game. The group will return their neighbors and in working to
will be listed as Biblical hearings would continue until the
states that remapped their populations of the districts. The action.
reduce human suffering,
The Lynn Grove School Parent- Literature 201-3.
home after the game.
the
issue was settled, hoepfully by
Virginia,
Mississippi
and
courts ruled the reapportionment In
appeal to people who realize that districts this year.
Teacher Association will meet
Saturday.
courts ruled the boundaries
plans
did
U.S
,.
not
the
meet
arthritis,far from being a matter
Meanwhile, about
redrew them. The Thursday, August 26, at 7:30 p.m. Biblical Literaturee 201 is an
5,400.
of minor aches and pains, is a In Kentucky, the redrawing of Supreme Court's one-man, one" illegal and boundaries are not at the school.
experimental program sponsored Campbell County school children
court-drawn
serious disease and literally is district lines is a matter that is a vote mandate.
New officers will be elected and by the university whereby returned
"tirClass today after a
subject tot review by a higher
Judge
U.S.
long
way
from
of
Mac
Swinford
settledeither
in
living hell for thousands of its
all interested parents and per- campus ministries may offer one-day
impromptu holiday and
court, the U.S. Supreme Court
victims, the co-chairmen said the minds of the individual District Court at Lexington orconuriunity
sons
are
of
inthe
a•edit courses in religion. Two will attend classes on the split
dered Kentucky to redraw its ruled in the Mississippi case.
vited and urged to attend.
other denominations, the session schedule.
The "Newcomers' Coffee" will The Arthritis Foundation is a
Montana and New Jersey,
In
Baptist and the Church of Stapleton said his ruling to
be held Saturday, August 28, at voluntary organization, which
the
courts ordered
the
Now You Know
ten a.m. at the social area of the means that volunteers are its
legislatures to disregard county By United Press International Christ, participated last year and dissolve the temporary order and
Without dedicated
with eac) hear the case for a permanent
home economics department in lifeblood.
lines if necessary to achieve Stephen Foster, whose songs will again thks
offering a section of Biblical injunction immediatdly was
the Applied Science building at people working for the cause,
districts.
equal
to
millions
are
familiar
of
By United Press International
Murray State University, ac- both during fund-raising camKentucky apparently missed persons around the world, died Leterature 201, a spokesman Intended to get the students back
said.
cording to Mrs. S.M. Mataraizo, paigns and the year round, there BELFAST, Northern Ireland American
`vJUth the pitfall Montana!' and New
in the classrooms.
bases
penniless in a Bowery flop
Morton, who has been on the
president of the MSU Women's would be no programs to help the —A bomb blast ripped through Vietnam.
A group of parents whose
Jersey encountered because a house.
7517 arthritis; sufferers living in the headquarters of the North4 %aft of the UCM for two years, is children attend Campbell County
Society, sponsor of the coffee.
federal court suit filed prior to
Calloway County, Mrs. Reguarth ern Ireland Electricity Board
a minister of the United public schools filed the suit to
SAIGON—South Vietnamese the special session last spring
Mrs. Matarazzo said the coffee and Mrs. Gardner said.
today, killing one person and
Methodist Church. He obtained block the split sessions last
Thieu ruled that counties could be split
is for all new women faculty and Right now, the Kentucky injuring at least 32. The blast President Nguyen Van
his undergraduate. degree at Friday. That order was granted
country's to achieve more equal districts.
his
affirmed
today
staff and wives of new faculty Chapter of the Arthritis Foun- brought the dead toll in Ulster
Princeton
University
and but was dissolved on Saturday for
will be The state constitutional forbade
and staff at Murray State. All dation needs a special task force to 33 since Aug. 9. The presidential elections
completed his seminary work at lack of a $5,000 bond.
schedule— splitting counties for districtsofficers, committee chairmen, of thousands of men and women explosion came in the wake of carried out on
the Divinity School, Duke
only meaning lopping off a section of a
The suit was refiled Monday
and members of the membership who will join the Arthritis Vic- five other bombings in Belfast, despite Thieu being the
University. He and his wife am with the bond and Stapleton again
with
putting
it
and
county
lsible
candidate.
Two
committeecif the society are tory March set for September. although the earlier incidents
two children live at 1612 Sunset granted a temporary injunction,
ponents to the South Vietna- another Aiunty to form a district.
urged to attend to meet the The funds raised will be used did not cause any deaths.
Street, Murray. Anyone having forcing school officials to
from Some counties were split in
withdrew
mese
president
newcomers.
for expanding services to arany questions about the course temporarily suspend classes.
the election, charging Thieu Kentucky's reapportionment
thritis patients in Kentucky, for SAIGON—The U.S. command
may contact Morton at the United
"rigged" the balloting in plan, but not enought to achieve
If a permanent injunction is
had
research seeking cause and cure, warned today of an expected
Campus Ministry, 202 N.. 15th St. granted, the students will again
mathematical equality of
his
favor.
and for education and training. Communist offensive to coinMurray, (753-3531)
populations in the districts.
be out of school until the case can
Volunteers are asked to phone cide with the South Vietnamese
The United Campus Ministry is be presented to an appeals court.
-Edward Hanra- County splitting proved to the
CHICAGO
either campaigning co-chairmen, presidential ejections. The
a joint effort in campus ministry
top prosecutor, the major bone of contention for
The new schedule, set up
Mrs. Gerry Requarth at 753-2477 warning came against the han, Chicago's
at Murray State University because of an increase in
has been indicted on charges of the legislature when it began
Variable cloudiness with w
Mrs. Fred Gardner at 753-5319. backdrop of a Communist
sponsored by the Christian enrollment and a lack of
obstructing justice in connec- trying to drop just the right
scattered showers and thunMiss Linda Farley, Victory sapper attack against the giant
Church (Disciples of Christ). the classroom space, calls for
tion with a 1969 police raid ntmiber of persons into each
derstorms through Thursday. March Chairman,
representing allied base at Cam Ranh Bay, which
Episcopal Church, the Roman students in grades one through
Black Panthers district boundary.
left
Scattered showers and thun- the
two
National
Secretaries an attack which set off dead.
Catholic Church, the United eight to attend classes from 7
Also indicted were other
derstorms ending from the west
Association, may be contacted at explosions in an ammunition
the a.m. to 1 p.m. High school
Church,
Methodist
police and public officials. Again,county splitting could be
Thursday. Highs today and
753-5M6 or persons may get in dump lasting 13 hours. CommuPresbyterian Church, U.S., and students in grades nine through
Chicago's police chief was the problem when the legislature
Thursday in the Kn. Lows
touch with any member of the nist gunners also carried out
the United Presbyterian Church 12 attend classes from 2 p.m.
named a co-conspirator but not (Continued on Page NUM)
tonight in the 60s.
shelling attacks against five
National Secretaries Assn.
Fred Merge
U.S.A.
until 8 p.m.
Indicted.
"Present law enforcement is
committed to safeguarding the
lives and property of the public
and protecting the peaceful
against violence and disorder.
Ow- society must progress to the
degree that certain and just
punishment for the criminal is
the rule, not the exception. We
cannot-settle for less. To "keep in
place" in the battle against crime
is to lose"....J. Edgar Hoover.

Whitlow Home
Damaged By
Fire Tuesday

Miss Janet Usrqy Places Second
In 4-H Clothing at State Fair

Jennifer Trotter
o Enter School

Compton Will Enter
Pharmacy School

Volunteers For
The Arthritis
Drive Needed

Park League Group
To Leave Saturday

Biblical Class
To Be Offered

Kentucky Luckier Than Some
States With Remapping Plan

Lynn Grove PTA To
Meet On Thursday

Newcomers' Coffee
Planned Saturday

World News In Brief

•••=1...g
The Weather

Schools In
Alexandria
Are Reopened
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ZOO ANIMALS SLAIN
HARRISON, N.Y. (UPI)—

PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING 'COMPAN Y Inc., 103N ltttSt., Murray, Kentucky 42071, 00110110 7S.T1M.
JAAAESC WILLIAMS,PUBLISHER
Ne reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor.
Or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best interest
Of Our readers
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
AAachson Ave , Memphis, Tenn. Time a. Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.:
Stephenson Bldg , Detroit, Mich.
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
as second Class Matter.
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray, 5.35 per week, $1.52 per
month By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties, $7.50 per year;
other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $15.00; more than 150
miles from Murray, $15.00.

Intruders, believed to be
"malicious young boys" broke
Into a email children's loco
Tuesdey and slaughtered nearly
all of its animals.
In what was described u a
ritual-like slaying, 11 rabbits,
three pigeons and a chicken
ripped apart while still alive
and their blood smeared over
windows, police said.
Zoo Supervisor Angelo Valentino said one monkey managed
to escape up a tree with a
severe head wound.

The Outstanding Civet Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Ten Years Aga Today

airosPiE
'ii- wout_P
s
raify WIME LIAKED 712 nig ligresPAPiR'

LISPO011t•TOW MLR

Mrs. Annie Iamb died yesterdey at her home at 412 North 4th
Street.
Army Specialist Four Joe B.Lawrence recently wasassigned to
the U.S. Army Garden, Fort Greely, Alaska.
NOMmuim Foundation allotments to school districts were
released by the date and both the Manny Graded School District
and the CaBoway County School district will receive lens than last
year.
Mies Judy Shoemaker and Larry McGuire were married
August Matthe home of Mr.and Mrs.Wayne Wilson.

yap*RE

20 Years Ago Today

agir
RgliA5F-D

Should the town allow
the gown to vote?

Lam"
cosi- OF
46.3mimeo
AT

LIDO=•TOMS PIM
Mrs. Bud Hendricks, age 80, died yesterday at her *home in
Hegel.
on a
Employees of the Murray Manufacturing Company went
o'clock.
nine
about
morning
yesterday
strict
"wildcat"
of the State LP Gas
C. Wayne Doran attended the meeting
Convention held in Louisville.
of Murray, will
Dr. Roy Beaman of New Orleans, La.,formerly
Church.
Baptist
Memorial
speak August 26 at the
a two
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gingles have returned home after
Mates.
western
the
through
trip
motor
mile
thousand

constantly assuring us that only a "tiny
AS THE SOUTH'S newly freed slaves minority" of our students are radical. It
learned a century ago, a constitutional amend- assumes that students would vote as a bloc,
ment doth not a voter make, necessarily. And whereas the political philosophies and opinmany of America's 11 million 18-to-20-year- ions of studenft are really as diverse as those
olds are discovering that the ratification of of the rest of the citizenry. It assumes that
Relax in Air
the 26th Amendment didn't automatically most students want to vote where they go to
Conditioned Comfort:
SHOWS
reserve them places on voter registration college, whereas a Gallup Poll reveals that 67
places.
rolls or at the polling
Mtdy at 7:30 & 9:30
per cent of Americans in the 18-to-20 age
C.111.t
Those with the problem are about seven group would prefer to vote in the old home
Plus
Sat. & Sun.
million college undergraduates, two-thirds of town. And it assumes that students don't pay
Matinee at 2:08
whom will be living in college towns away taxes, which must come as a surprise to the
Hall Wallace presents
from their family homes, come September. students.
Many of them have no intention of ever living
in the old home place again and have no
They're counted in the census
arriving on the heels of"Summer of 42"
interest in the political candidates and issues
Color Rated GP
there. They're much more interested in the
Students who are employed pay income and
'See both nitely at 7:45
affairs of the towns where they go to school, occupational taxes at the same rate as anyone
Plus Matinee Sat. & Sun. 2:15 *
and they want to register and vote there.
41
else in their tax brackets. Surely the merPoliticians, voter registration officials and chants in those college towns know that
a
SEE
j
kr/
KtitA
.
t
"permanent residents" of the communities students pay sales taxes. And Anne Wexler,
:
CM
involved—particularly small towns with large who heads a voting rights project for Common
Icalills Also HOW
BLACK
a
colleges within their boundaries—are alarmed Cause, notes that fewer than 30 per cent of
ated BEAUTIFUL color
4` rxxx
*
*
by the prospect of their local governments the nation's students live in tax-exempt cola
No one under 111 unless proof of marriage.
*
being overwhelmed by the academic "out- lege housing. The rest own or rent property,
* * **** * * ***** * * * * * ****** * * * * * *
siders." And in most places—even some in the and thus directly or indirectly pay local
five states that have specified that students property taxes, which they might not be
may vote where they go to school—registrars eager to raise.
simply won't put students on the rolls.
Also, the U.S. Census counts a resident
Earlier this year, for instance, officials of student as part of the population of the
Murray
two small Kentucky university towns,
town where he goes to school, thus entitling
agencies as the Department of aircraft, passenger and
and Morehead, were alarmed when students the town to greater legislative representation
Transportation, the Depart- baggage processing, airport
MACOMBER
FRANK
By
began showing an uncharacteristic interest and nwre federal aid. Students contribute
ment of Defense and the Civil access and egress, parking and
Writer
Mllitary-Aenispece
in local politics and attempted to get their greatly to the economy of those towns, too,
Aeronautics Board in the drive air terminal location.
Copley News Service
They are the chief congestion
names on the registration rolls. The issue of especially in small towns like Morehead and
to muffle engine noise. The
interest in each case was a local-option Murray 'where education is the largest local
3roject is called CARD,for the
is
have
vitich
agency
hangups
space
federal
The
election on legalizing the sale of alcoholic Industry.
and
discouraged many people from
such mundane 3vil Aviation Research
into
clipping
beverages.
is
seeks
If "permanent residency" or "community
3evelopment. What it
As student interest grew, Rowan County loyalty" is to be used to strike students from projects as migratory bird •eductions of at least 10 flying if they can find other
build
to
means of transportation short
how
and
research
proregistration
their
registrars tightened
the voting rolls, shouldn't the rule also apply
teethe's of noise each 10 years
cedures and purged from the voter rolls many to the 19-year-old who lives in a boarding airplane engines which operate intil aircraft engine racket is of walking.
Morehead State University students who al- house, works in a factory, and might more so quietly the sound blends in aippressed and fades back into
The CARD study shows that
ready had registered. Calloway County regis- at any time' What about the young business with an airport community's nere background noise instead
toolitile work.has been dune to
tered only those Murray State University executive who expects to be transferred .normel background noises.
a pain in the ear.
streemline airport systems and
Not all the National If being
students who could "show permanent res- every three years for most of his career?
ear reduce congestion, especially
human
the
AdPresently
Space
and
from
freedom
or
Aeronautics
County
Calloway
idency in
What about the retired person who, after
plans :an withstand about 115 in the handling of passengers,
parental control."
spending his productive life somewhere else, ministration's spending -white
iecibels of sound, but this level baggage and thail.
show up in black-and
moves to Florida or California and takes no terms or figures in the annual s not acceptable to many
Court
Supreme
Headed for
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Kansas City May Have
More Trouble This Year

Major League
Leaders

Detroit Lions Are
Very Optimistic

By United Press International
Leading Batten
National League
is aging at 36 but was
By RICHARD L. SHOOK
G. AB R. H. Pct.
Torre, St L 130 506 76 180 .356
DETROIT (UPI)-The pride 'tampered by a bad knee which
the Chiefs a stout secondary with Jim
Once again,
By CHARLIE SMITH
Bart, Chi
of Lions has returned to ie played on anyway last
121 486 76 172 .354
probably will be great front- Marsalis and Emmitt Thomas
UPI Sports Writer
teason, will help this departGrr, Atl
Detroit.
126 516 83 170 .329
runners. But if they get behind, on the corners and Jim
Mo.
(UPI)
CITY,
KANSAS
Chnnt, Pit
"We've got the same feeling nent.
other safety.
107 426 68 140 .329
For years the Kansas City as all teams occasionally do, Kearney at the
The Lions' offensive line,
Jns. NY
on this club we had on our
109 416 48 136 .327
The front four of Aaron Brown,
seem
noisier
doesn't
the
striking
been
among
pro
Chiefs
have
Brck, St I. 125 505 100 164 .325
championship clubs of the 50s," entered by Pro Bowl man Ed
Buck Buchanan, Curly Culp and
football's finest teams. They to be there.
general manager Russ Thomas lanagan, is quickly becoming By United Press International weekend cost the services at Sngln, Pt
115 443 52 144 .325
Jerry Mays also has been
greaChiefs'
the
Undoubtedly
Will be again in 1971. But they
of the Lions says of his team, fie of the best of the business What makes Ron Johnson wide receiver Lane Alworth H Am. AU 114 398 76 128 .322
outstanding.
probably are deficient enough test offensive asset is 28-yearexpected by everyone to be able ind there is quality depth run? The New York Giants and cornerback Mark Washing- Dvs, LA
125 503 65 160 .318 in
But Mays now has retired
several areas to prevent old Norwegian Jan Stenerud
Yarbrough,
Jim
too.
here,
121 494 65 154 .312
to challenge the best in pro
hope an operation on his thigh ton for at least three weeks, Alou SUL
He may be the greatest kicker and the Chiefs are attempting
the
to
making
it
them
from
Florida
from
man
hird-year
Amrican League
football this season.
y will make him ready to and linebacker Chuck Howley
Super Bowl VI. And anything ever to set up seven yards to plug the gap with Marvin
-I'm very optimistic," coach tas been given the left tackle run for the regular season.
G. AB R. H. Pct.
George
end
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and
less will be considered an behind the center.
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trading
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pot
Joe Schmidt says of his team's
Johnson, who led the Giants Andrie also are questionable Olva, Minn 105 409 61 144 .352 unsuccessful season.
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Denver.
to
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Roger
Mrcr, NY
chances to make the Super if
125 545 79 146 .322
with 1,027 yards last season, against Houston.
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None, of course,
Linebacking is another posiOtis, KC
Bowl. We have a very good
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not
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where
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team.
122 515 79 157 .305 above most. But the offense has been accurate on 70.6 per cent
gery today to remove fluid
The Cowboys, always a pre- Tyr, Minn
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of
threesome
The
3etroit.
"If things go good -if we're
107 368 67 112 .304 had difficulty carrying its share of all field goals. In 1969 he
rom under the thigh bone. The season favorite to go all the Rtmd Blt
Chiefs have so much defensive
lucky -we have a chance to go ,ucci in the middle and Wayne 23-year-old Johnson has been way to the National Football ftojs, KC
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or
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108 395 44 117 .296
all the way."
• thered by a charley horse in League title, lost to the Oilers Rchdt Chi
pointers, breaking the record of hole can be camouflaged until the
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Sure, there are 25 other he flanks rank among the best is right thigh from an injury 37-21
lstro- Hrtn, Det
year
last
12 straight set by Lou Gross in talent develops.
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National Football League teams n football.
received in an off-season dome, but Dallas coach Tom Bfrd, Blt
1953.
Offensively, quarterback Len
Detroit's defensive secondary,
May Chi
108 389 47 113 .290
which can say the same thing
Landry is optimistic.
basketball game.
The long-legged soccer-style Dawson is entering his 15th pro
incomparable
the
by
anchored
-but not all of them can do it
Elsewhere in the training
The loss of Johnson is the
kicker is deadly anytime the season. His leadership gam%
Lem Barney at cornerback and iants' second setback within a camps Tuesday, Pittsburgh
Home Rams
on the football field.
Chiefs cross midfield.
undisputed. He also has few,
Detroit wound up its regular the league's leading interceptor, week, hardly giving them time quarterback Terry Bradshaw National League: Stargell,
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Lebeau,
Dick
safety
season 10-4 in 1970, qualifying
to recover from 27-14 loss to was released from the hospital Pitt 41; H. Aaron, AtI37; May,
greater and great difficulty
10 to 20-yard range.
for the playoffs because it was more passes than anybody last the New York Jets last Sunday. where he was held for Cin 34; Johnson, Phil 36; PINEHURST, N.C. (UPI)-"I moving the ball offensively. the
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However, Johnson is expected observation atter being
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best record in the National
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Schmidt's
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•ne suffered by Miami star for the game against Minnesota Petrocelli, Bos, Horton, Det
the professional tour in the Still, Coach Hank Stram's Wright from the University of
They then were nudged, 5-0 elpb place second in rushing Eugene "Mercury" Morris, who on Saturday night...the Los Murcer, NY 22.
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Detroit opens its season on
defensive line," Schmidt adWest
field of 64 -for the fiveThe
oitts, which is one reason Monday night on national
W. L. Pct. GB
Thursday's Games
day tournament over the par 72
Detroit made four of its first television this year against a
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not
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Bos Angeles
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68 65 .511 9/
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2 3oston at K.C., night
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Three of them -No. 1 pick Minnesota Vikings.
By STEVE WILSTEIN
are crucial to a 30-win season. pitched a four-hitter to lead the determined
tournament Cincinnati
by
64 67 .489 121
2 Nash at Calif., night
/
"I think it's a challenge,"
Bell, and Alex IC-arras sized
UPI Sports Writer
Blue lost his second consecu- Twins past Detroit and even his champions and
tournament Houston
63 66 .488 12/
2
1
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"Beating
ensive tackle from Cincinna- Schmidt says.
nigh record at 14-14.
Tuesday
1-0
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from
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,Theatilly's Results
lucky bounces and well-placed the Oakland A's fell victim to ioles'
"I enjoy match play, but you
linebacker Charlie Weaver of season."
hits. It takes, above all, good the New York Yankees and a his 15th double with two out in can't really call this' match,, Cinch 5 Chicago 4'
Southern California -played in
timing.
man named Mel Stottlemyre. the opening frame after Don play,"asaid Nicklails in the S.D. 2 Phila 6, night
the All-Star Game against the•:'-inie Linns traditionally play Vida Blue,. unquestionably, In other American League Buford walked and moved lOckelsreem after shooting e 79 Los Ang 6 MU 4, night
world champion Baltimore quality football agast the good has a great arm. Moreover, he games the California Angus around to third base on a
in Tuesday's pro-ani. "It's Atlanta 15 Pitts 5, night
The Wranglers riding club will
Colts but Schmidt feels "all clubs but let down against the has the poise and concentration beat the Washington Senators, Brooks Robinson single and really head-to-head medal St. L 2 Houston 1, night
meet Thursday night at 7 p.m. at
teams. of far
three of them will help us."
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16th
his
Cuellar
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so-called
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2,
N.Y.
night
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more
experienced 2-1, Minnesota defeated Detroit,
Play."
the club for their regular monthly
Detroit's glaring weakness Schmidt hopes to cure this.
pitchers. But though he has had 3-1, Kansas City swept by victory on a four-hitter as The field of 64 will be cut in
business meeting. All members
outsmart
Thursday's Games
last season was its pass rush, "I don't think you
the good fortune to be playing Boston 5-4, in 13 innings, Baltimore blanked Tom Brad- half today. The only distinction
are urged to be present for this
scheduled
games
No
Dr lack of it, since the Lions got anybody," he said, "but you with a strong team, he has not Baltimore blanked Chicago, 1-0, ley and the White Sox.
between formal match play and
meeting.
Roy Foster dropped Ellie this tournament is that the
to the passer only 23 times. A 'out-mistake' them. You beat had that added dimension of and Milwaukee trimmed Clev
American League
The club will ride on Friday
Rodriguez' bases loaded fly ball player with the low score at the
good luck and good timing that
return to form by Karras, who them physically."
East
land, 6-5.
night at 7 pin. The Pony Exin the sixth inning to give end of each round wins the
W. L. Pct.
In the National League
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Milt match, instead of scoring by
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77 45 .631
Baltimore
Cincittnti edged Chicago, 5-4,
event will be held Friday as a
and the Brewers added three the hole.
68 59 .535
Detroit
San Diego beat Philadelphia 2-0,
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67 61 .523
Boston
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held a approximately at 8:30, so
their victory'overthe Indians. by Liggett and Myers Tobacco
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New York
6-4, Atlanta bombarded Pitspectators will have the opGail Hopkins singled over Co., runs five days instead of
53 73 .421
Washington
tsburgh, 15-5, St. Louis nipped
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second baseman John Kenne50 77 .394
Houston, 2-1, and San Francisco dy's head to score Tom four, but few golfers seemed to Cleveland
be given to the winner of the Pony
mind.
downed New York 3-2.
Express.
By VITO STELLINO
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the
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final
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Stottlemyre, who beat Blue defeated the Red Sox for the
UPI Sports Writer
in 13 innings, New York shutout three doubles as he scored
W. L. Pct. GB
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The Pittsburgh Pirates are Oakland and Vida Blue 1-0 and three runs and batted in and Oakland, is the solid man, 10th straight time this season in two golfers on the course to Oakland
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fifth victory against six losses gets $17,500.
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a slump Monday night when ive games behind Pittsburgh an end. A five-run sixth inning record reads 13-11, but who has hall.
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The Oilers dropped twr
HOUSTON (UPI) -• Ed The former San Francisco
innings and pounded the Pirates successive pitches and came York. Alan Gallagher scored Jim Spencer crashed a two- ut last year when the Bengals
Hughes, a no-nonsense rookie Forty-Niners backfield coach exhibition games- and posted
in
run
the
fifth
deciding
on
the
the
15-5.
of
wild
run
Edwards
homer in the bottom
home on John
staged a 61-17 rout. Louisiana coach hired off a champion has seven of the players in his 35-6 victory over the New York
The Pirates still have a five throw to score the decisive run Tito Fuentes' infield force out ninth to resolve a fine pitching
te doesn't talk a lot about team, has thoroughly over- starting lineup but some Giants.
Sadecki.
Ray
beat
to
game lead in the NL East, but for St. Louis in the fifth inning.
duel between California's Clyde its offense but averaged 25.2
Charley Johnson, in gooi
hauled his Houston Oilers in familiar names are gone.
they have now lost nine of their Ferguson Jenkins, in his first Ed Acosta pitched an eight- Wright (12-13) and Washingpoints and 340 yards, per game :Stara and material-he wants a
One is wide receiver Jerry health and in his Ilth year, h
last 14 games and that's not start since winning 20 games hitter in his first major league ton's rookie Pete Broberg to
season.
winner and will trade' anyone Levias, one of the few stars on virtually certain to start the
exactly the way to drive to the for the fifth straight year, was start to hand San Diego the give the Angels the decision
should be even for it.
offense
The
over
a 1970 team which finished in first league game Sept. If
Philadelphia. Jim Perry, last year's Cy
pennant. In seven of those nine pounded for 12 hits and five triumph
better this year. Nine offensive
Hughes, 43, has made nine its division cellar with a 3-10-1 against Cleveland. He looket:
losses, the Pirate pitching staff runs in seven innings as Nate C,olbert's 24th homer gave Young winner in the American
starters return and junior Bert trades which netted him 11 new
San very well in camp and has
has allowed six or more runs. Cincinnati blasted
Chicago. Acosta all the help he needed. League with a 24-12 reciiro, Jones was the equal of last players since oil millionaire record. Levias went to the
Dieto Chargers but Hughes got recovered from a broken collar
Bob Johnson and Bob Veale
quarterback
year's starting
Bud Adams signed him to a two -starting tackles in return, bone injury.
were the main victims Tuesday
Buddy Lee. Jones, a 6-foot-3.
Ron Billingsley and Gene Johnson is getting a detertwo
lasted
Johnson
night,
205-pound drop-backipasser, sive tackle Randy Nicar rated Ferguson.
mined challenge from the
innings and gave up five runs
by
will be backed this season
high.
are rich in wide Oilers' two prize rookies, No. 1
Oilers
The
while Veale pitched the third
junior Paul Lyons who likes to
receivers and that position isn't draft choice Dan Pastorini ant
and lasted four batters into the
Louisiana State does not play
roll
out.
settled. Third-year man Charlie third round pick Lynn Dickey of
fourth and was charged with
The other three offensive Auburn or Tennessee this fall Joiner, 4.5 in the 40, is Kansas State.
six runs. Luke Walker gave up
Baton
backs are two-letter seniors. and catches Alabama in
Cornerback Tommy Casanova, reason we adopted our
shallenged by Ken Burrough.
By DAVID MOFFIT
the other four,
a second-team All-America last linebacking system- said vc- Tailback Art C,antrelle was the Rouge (Nov. 6). Thus the Ben- Burrough came to the Oilers
Writer
Sports
Evans
UPI
Mike Lam and Darrell
OUT OF HOSPITAL
od
rain
pr
5-0-0
conference
certainly
wellrgo
"It
Clendon.
could
gals
No. 3 rusher in the
in a winter trade with the New PITTSBURGH (UP1)-QuarATLANTA (UPI) - Speaking year, and tackle Ronnie Estay vital to us the past two seai-ns
each had four hits to pace the
last year with 892 yards; the In SEC play this year and win,
fine
make
cornerstones
and
the
Orleans Saints who also sent terback Terry Bradshaw of the
nIattack that included three-run of Louisiana State Coach Bengals are so deep in
fullback is stumpy (5-9, 180) Al- or share, the title again.
out- and we hope to obtain
over starting defensive tackle Pittsburgh Steelers, who was
fiF homers by 1.um and Marty Charles McClendon rebuilding standing linebackers they dare mum results from it again this len Shorey; and flanker Andy
Dave Rowe. Burrough was the shaken up in an exhibition
his defensive unit is akin to
Perez.
yards
Hamilton averaged 22.3
state "even the loss of such a season.
'The Intersectional section of Saints' No. 1 draft choice in game against the Cincinnati
have
Hank Aaron added three hits speaking of a Pharoah rebuild- stalwart as Anderson
on the 39 receptions he made. the 11-game schedule is more
shouldn't "With the schedule we
1970 and Rowe, 280, had started Bengals Monday night was
including his 37th homer of the ing a pyramid. ,
ahead of us, we must, be ab
The offensive line has size, demanding. But there are seven
too
much
make
difference."
sealast
of
four seasons.
for
flom
season and 629th of his career. But, with seven
released from the hospital
opposition
to
stop the
speed and a year's experience home games this fall and catchDefense has been the key to
also wanted Mike Tuesday after being detained
Hughes
r
Aaron should have little trouble son's defensive starters gone - McClendon's success in his
of
scoring and a great deal
looks like the sort of line ing Notre Dame at Baton
and
10
Tilleman, the Saints' 6-8, 280 for observation.
lineback- that will provide more running
passing Babe Ruth's 714 mark and that includes All-America years as head coach
at ISLI and sporusibility falls to the
Rouge can make a big differ- pound defensive tackle. He
linebacker Mike Anderson and
before his career is over.
ers
this
for
for
result."
room and more protection
before that when he was defenence.
gave up starting tackle Glen
In the other games, San all-conference tackle John Sage sive assistant to Paul Dietzel. Three seniors-Louis C,,scio, the passer than a year ago.
masonsome
had
-McClendon
3-2,
Ray Hines, a linebacker and LEMAIRE SIGNS
York
New
Francisco edged
Last season was a good ex- Lloyd Frye and Richard Picou The Bengals have exceptiona
draft choices to get him. MONTREAL (UPI)-Righttwo
LSU's
take
linebackers
Cincinnati nipped Chicago 5-4, ry to do.
doesn't
McClendon
-are
probable
the
five
even
depth with four and
ample. The Bengals went 9-2
new Oilers in starting winger Jacques LeMaire of the
Other
home
at
should
games,
St. Louis edged Houston 2-1, Opponents may have difficulty and won the Southeastern
first two
Con- for 1971. "This group
tight end Willie
With
marks.
include
patch
the
spotting
6posts
Montreal
and
11)
topped
Los Angeles
Montreal Canadiens Tuesday
ference championship while give us the best ground cover- men battling for some pos. against Colorado (Sept.
4 and San Diego blanked the sort of building material leading the nation in rushing de- age we have ever had," said lions. The outstanding sopho Texas A&M (Sept. 18), lightly Frazier, safety John Charles signed a two-year contract with
Young.
LSU keeps on hand, the Benreal test and guard John
Philadelphia 2-0.
the National Hockey Leagpe
fense for the second straight linebacker coach Doug Ramiel- mores are up. front with 2451 but he figures the first
been a very goo
In the American League, gal defense this fall probably year. One of those two losses "They are quick, strong and pound offensive guard Tyler La- of whether the &spits will be "It's
club, it was announced by
said
Hughes
camp,"
as
as
training
tough
about
just
be
will
feud of New Orleans carrying a national power in '71 will be
Baltimore blanked Chicago 1-0,
Canadiens' general manager
know what to do."
was
a
classic-a
defensive
3-0
coming
is
team
"The
To be better than '70 is to be a "can't-miss" label and defen- their Sept. 25 visit to the Uni- Friday.
Milwaukee nipped Cleveland 6- usual. And usual defense at battle with Notre Dame.
Sam
Pollack.
eac
better
along fine, getting
1, Minnesota edged Detroit 3-1, LSU means among the nation's "Defensive flexibility is thel very good since LSU allowed an sive end Jim Gainey and defen- versity of Wisconsin.
best.
average of 52 yards per game
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Miss Linda Dean Southard Becomes Bride Lingerie Show And
Demonstration To
Of Roger Lynn Gamertsfelder In Lovely
Be Here Aug. 31
Ceremony At Memorial Baptist Church

WEDNESDAY—AUGUST 25, 1971
..
Sloss 153-11111 or 753.41147

Lloyd E. Boyd of Murray has
been dismissed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

Tuesday, August 24
Omicron Alpha Chapter of Tau
Phi Lambda will meet at the
Tuesday, August 31
/
2
home of Mrs. Melody Swift, 2071
The "Time Saving Gadget"
harm, at seven p.m.
Sewing class will be taught at the
Murray Extension Assembly
The Murray Quota Club is
Room from ten a.m. to 12 noon
scheduled to meet at the

"Sew Your Own Lingerie" is
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunsubject of a demonstration
• fashion show to be presented Ungham of Penny spent the
for the public by Mrs. Catherine weekend with their son, Zane
•mpson,Specializing Agent in :.'-unninghtun, Mrs. Cunningham,
Clothing and Textiles, from the and son, Phillip, of Bowling
Southside Restaruant at twelve
Kentucky Green.
of
University
The Lingerie Sewing Class and
noon.
Service
Extension
Cooperative
Jemonstration will be taught by
Mrs. John Livesay, Calloway
Mrs.
Henry
Mr.
and
Brewington
and the Clothing Chairmen of the
An evening class in beginning
Mrs. Catherine Thompson at the
County Homemakers County
The 1971 yearbooks for
weekend
County Homemakers of Cave City were
Issues and Concern Chairman, clothing construction will be Calloway County High Schooi Murray Extension Assembly
Organizations in the Purchase guests of her sister, Mrs. O.T. represented the county at the offered during the fall semester
Room from 1';30 to 3:30 p.m.
may be picked up at the school
Davis and Mr. Davis, and her
Area Counties.
Homemakers Council held at Murray State University to from eight a.m. to three p.m.
Area
Demonstrations will be given brother , A.A. Doherty and Mrs.
accommodate area womer
in Mayfield August 23.
through Friday, August 27.
from 1:30 - 3:00 p. m. at the Doherty.
Mrs. Harold Everstheyer, whose daytime commitment:
following places:
k
balance of three dollars is due
prohibit
regular
class
at
county president, was unable to
on each of the yearbooks.
26--Cunningham
August
attend as her six year old tendance.
Community Center
daughter was starting to school. Dr. Alice Koenecke, chairmar
August 30— Benton First
Wednesday, August 25
At the area meeting, plans of the home economics depart
Methodist Church
were made for an area mem- ment at Murray State, said the
The Boara of Directors,
August 31 Murray Extension
The executive board of the
bership drive with five prizes to course entitled Home Economics
Murray Chapter of National
Assembly Room
121,
Clothing
and
Textiles,
is
ir
Kirksey
School
PTA
will
meet
at
The home of Mr. and Mrs be given. These prizes are issued
iecretaries Association, met
September 1--Mayfield Milford Orr was the scene of
the an a percentage basis thus response, to several requests foe the home of Mrs. Rudy Lovett, Monday, August 23 in the ConPenny-Airport Road, at one p.m.
family picnic and social held by making it possible for a small a night class.
!erence Room of the Bank ol
September 3—Paducah
To be offered for three
the South Pleasant Grove club to win too.
Murray.
Courthouse
semester
hours
of
credit
or
for
Homemakers Club on Saturday
Homemakers
The
area
August
26
Thursday,
The Board voted to recommend
Kentucky
7—Barlow
September
August 14, at seven o'clock in the meeting will be held October 27 audit, the class will meet The Thursday Couples Mixed the sale of Kentucky place mats
Utilities Building
regularly
on
Thursdays
from
6
to
evening.
at the Cabana Club, Paducah,
Bowling League will meet at Diristinas cards and note paper
September 8—Fulton Municipal
Grilled hamburgers with all the with a buffet luncheon. Mrs. 9 p.m., beginning Sept. 2. Miss Corvette Lanes at 7:30 p.. Please to underwrite the financial
Building
Assembly
Housing
trimmings and homemade ice Jeanette Brown, Chapman, Arda Sue Fairless, assistant professor attend or call Helen Hargrove at obligation to the Kentuclia
Lingerie is fast moving into the cream were served.
Clothing Specialist and television of home economics, will be the 753-5014 if interested.
Division urr SA..
cha
has been
home sewing scene. New fabrics, Those present were Mr. and personel from Louisville will be instructor.
The
ofMurray
pter
special tools and a greater array Mrs. Jearl D. Spence of Minois, the math speaker.
Besides clothing construction,
The Wranglers Riding Club will invited to attend a special
of color and design available to Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr and
Mrs. Harold Everszneyer of the course will also emphasize hold its regular monthly business ceremony
honoring
three
the home sewer make the task son, Teddy, Mrs. Hoyt Craig, Mr. Murray will lead the group selection of fabrics and patterns
seven p.m. members of the Paducah.
the
club
at
meet
at
might
one
than
enjoyable
more
and fitting of garments.
and Mrs. Dennis Boyd, Mrs. singing.
Kentucky Lake Chapter who
imagine. Techniques of sewing Ermine Stewart, Mr. and Mrs. The
Calloway
County Mrs. Koenecke said the class
Friday, August 27
have successfully completed
on lingerie fabrics will be taught Ellis Ross Paschall, Mr.and Mrs. Homemakers annual fall trip will will be limited to 20 people.
The Murray-Calloway County their
examinations
and
and a fashion show to give idea: Clifton E. Jones, David Grayson, feature a visit to the Citizens
Students unable to resist
of using them in home sewira Mr. and Mrs. Kent Simpson and National Bank and visiting the during the regular registration Senior Citizens Club will meet at requirements for Certified
projects will be shown. Persons daughter, Hope, Mr. and Mrs. complete collection of Ray Harm Aug. 30-Sept. 1 may register at 8 the First United Methodist Professional Secretary.
are invited to attend the one Autry McReynolds, Mrs. Jessie bird prints and attending the a.m. Saturday, Sept. 4, in the Church at five p.m.to go in cars Out of many candidates for the
to see "Ramese_s" at the Kenlake rating this year, only three were
convenient for them, Mrs. May Brooks, and Mrs.
Barletta Area Homemakers meeting on ballroom of the Waterfield Amphitheatre. Each one is to certified, all members of the
said.
Thompson
Student
Union
Building.
accessories.
The
white
and
Wrather.
October 27.
The sanctuary of the Memorial
bring a sack lunch and the group Paducah -K entucky Lake
Baptist Church was the setting groom's mother wore a yellow
will eat at the park pavilion Chapter. They were Mrs. atom
for the wedding of Miss Linda silk worsted dress with mat.
before attending the play.
Ballard, Mrs. Betty Greer
accessories
white
clung
and
Dean Southard, daughter of Mrs.
Mrs. Mary
Christine Southard of Murray Their corsages were of yellow
The Wranglers Riding Club will employed
.
Union
nen Pf
icle
al
Carbide
orchids.
cymbidium
to
Southard,
Preston
the
late
and
ride starting at seven p.m. with a Corporation Nuclear Division.
Reception
Roger Lynn Gamertsfelder, son
special event being the Pony They will be honored at a
After the ceremony the
of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Express.
dinner at the Paducah Country
Gamertsfelder of Sidney, Ohio. reception was held in the
Club, September 24. A social
church.
The
fellowship
hall
of
the
Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of
Saturday, August 28
hour will begin at 7:00p.m., with
the church, read the impressive bride's table was beautifully
The buses for the Park League the dinner at 7:30 p.m.
double ring ceremony at three appointed for the occasion.
ballplayers will leave the Park Mrs. Margaret Dillon, InMisi
Thompson
and
Tom
Mrs.
o'clock in the afternoon on
League field at eleven a.m. to go ternational President-Elect,
Karen Alexander acted as the
Saturday, August 21.
to the St. Louis baseball game. Birmingham, Alabama, will
The altar was centered with the hostesses and Miss Cynthia Jones
Each child is to furnish money for on hand to make the presen
fifteen brached candelabra asked- the guests to sign the
his own eats and drinks. Wayne :ations. Mrs. Dillon is secretary"
register.
holding burning white tapers and
Wilson is president of the league. *A 011ie D.Smith, Manager of the
centered with an arrangement of The couple left for a wedding
Land Development of Alabama
pink carnations, baby's breath, trip to St. Augustine, Fla., with
The annual Molokla Luau willitkwer Company.be
piece
two
wearing
a
bride
the
and greenery. On each side of the
be held for the adults of the .apetsittfp4s ee to be made no
for al:simple ariaCUTOUTS MAE AirettO
altar were the nine branch tiered navy ernselble with black acCalloway County Country Club later than
r 15 with Mrs.
cinches
in
a
belt
that
neat
toured
little
waistline.
candelabra decorated with white cesories and a corsage of pink
with the catered dinner at 6:30 Frances Haynes, 316 W. Jefcarnations.
white
roses
and
and
and
fern.
bay's
breath,
mums,
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
and
FivefthediLer$50,audyour
:ron,Pduca:,Kentucky. Cost
Mr. and Mrs. Gamertsfelder
Pink bows marked the aisle
IT IS a basic rule of business that a smart secretary can go
with he Top
n.
e
.hecancingstartngat
will reside at 27 Bellview, Tipp
pews.
places. Meet one who has, Chantal de Vassieu. For ten years, furnishing
the music. Reser- check should be mailed with your
Mrs. Thomas Wilkins, organist, City, Ohio, where he will teach at
she was a secretary at L'Aiglon, a French company specializ- vations should be made by
eservation. If you need further
Exempted
Village
City
the
Tipp
belts.
That's
when
she
posed
a
good
quesUon:
men's
ing in
and Thomas Wilkins, soloist,
Friday noon, August 27, bY ormation, contact Mrs. Patsy
the
company
asked
president,
does
a
Chantal
good
men's
Why,
presented a program of nuptial School.
calling Mrs. Clegg Austin at 753- er, president of the Murray
belt have to be dull? Why can't it have fashion POW? Not
nusic. Selections by Mrs. Wilkins The bride, a 1967 graudate of
only did she raise the question but she also came up with some 5455 or Mrs. Bob Billington at 753-Chapter.
University
School,
atMurray
were "Claire de Lune",
smart looking answers- belts that were wider, boasted more 1799.
"Liebestraum", "My Heart tended Murray State University.
interesting buckles, featured unusual inserts. Her ideas were
THE
LACED-UP LOOK in six-inch wide belt by ChanEvery Faithful", am "One Hand, She receives an Associate Degree
so successful that the secretary became a member of the
The Murray State University
tal de Vassieu that laces round shiny silver triangles
One Heart". The solist sang in Nursing from Paducah Junior
Board of Directors and is currently celebrating yet another Women's Society will have a
been
May
1970,
and
had
of
women's
belts
designed,
College
in
line
she
own
says,
very
coup: Her
"We've Only Just Begun","Walk
"Newcomers' Coffee" in the
Veatch, 312
to emphasize the waistline and to do great things for such
Hand In Hand", and "Wedding a staff nurse at the Murrayarea of the home Mr. and Mrs. Don
social
midi,
the
gaucho,
the
pant
suit,
even
as_the
diverse fashions
Irvan Avenue, Murray, are the
Prayer". The traditional wed- Calloway County Hospital.
economics
department
of
the
is
blonde,
slim
and
Chantal,
who
tres
atshorts.
the short
mr. uamertsfelder, a 1961
ding marches were used for the
at parents of a baby girl, Valerie
/
2 to Applied Science building
tractive, likes the look of wide belts. Hers range from 21
graduate of Sidney High School,
eight pounds
nrocessional and recessional.
is
bulky.
Each
contoured
to
not
fit
they...are
Murray State at ten a.m. All Karr, weighing
7 inches wide but
served four years with the United
thirteen ounces, born on Wed. Bride's Dress
the body at prices that fit'the purse.-from $11 to $35. The line offficers, committee chairmen,
August 18, at the Western
The bride was escorted to the States Navy. He received his B.
is making its debut in stores across the U.S.A.
and the membership committee nesday,
altar by her brother, Dale Clark S. degree in physical education
are urged to attend and meet the Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
another daughter,
Southard. She wore a self styled and recreation from Murray
METAL TRIM and cutouts make eyecatching
new women faculty members, They have
1
2. The
'ormal gown of batiste designed State University in January 1971
designs on belts from Chantal de Vassieu.
new women of the staff, and Mary AllYson, age 2/
student at Murray
vith a slightly raised waistline and had been working toward a
wives of the new faculty mem- father is a
State University and is the
and a bodice marked with a tiny Master's degree since that time.
bers.
Rehearsal Dieser
manager of Pants 'N Things,
self covered buttons and high
Mr. .and Mrs. Kenneth
Chestnut Street, Murray.
collar. The Juliet sleeves had
Monday, August 30
deep cuffs outlined in lace as was Gamertsfelder of Sidney, Ohio,
The Homemakers Training Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs
parents of the groom, entertained
:he neckline.
meeting on "Pollution" will be Robert Veatch of Paducah anc
A band of pink carnations held with a rehearsal dinner at the
taught by Mrs. Maxine Griffin at Mrs. Lou Delle McIntosh ol
Frankfort.
rier chapel length mantilla veil of Colonial House Smorgasbord on
ariported silk illusion edged in Friday evening, August M.
Twenty-eight persons were
ice. She wore an antique gold
aid opal pendant on a __gold present for the dinner.
harm, a gift of the groom. She
arried a colonial bouquet of pink
roses, white carnations, yellow
chrysanthemums, baby's breath,
and greenery.
Mrs. Sherrill Ronald Hicks,
sister of the bride, was the
The
honor.
nuttron
of
Miss Melinda Hewett was
bridesmaids were Mrs. Ted
honored
with a party in
Delaney of Murray and Mrs.
Steve Stern of Champaign, Ill. celebration of her fifth birthday
They wore delicate pink crepe on Thursday, August 12. by her
dresses designed with empire family.
Games were played with Pam
in Murray
waistlines encircled with lace
motifs and inverted pleats at the Johnson, Tammy Trees, and
During the next few days a limited number of ladies will be
invited to loin this exclusive Beauty Club Plan. Membership
sides to add fullness to the skirts. Lynda Guthrie winning 'me
entitles you to receive:
The dresses had cuffed' puff prizes.
sleeves and deep scroop
PASSPORT TO BEAUTY
Refreshments of cake, pink
necklines. !hey wore horsehair
illusion picture hats with mat- lemonade, candy, cookies, and
12 Free Services--One Each AAertfts-Icir,One..Year,
Your choice of a:
ching pink crepe band and ice cream cones were served by
Shampoo and Style Set
the honoree's mother, Mrs.
streamers.
The
attendants
carried George
Personalized Haircut
. . A. Hewett.
Hair Conditioning Treatment
bouquets of purple statice, white Children attending were
or S.5.03 oft on a $12.50(and up) permanent wave
daisies , turquoise
chrysan- Tammy Teas, Janee Sims, Lynn
any month in place of one free service
MURRAY BEAUTY SALON
themums, and pink carnations Cothran, Hope Sompson, CiTnda
NorlAsid* Shopping Center 753-3112.
with greenery. They also
Guthrie, Lisa Wilson, Pan
wore black velvet chokers with Johnson, Amy Johnson, Tanunie
crystal teardrop pendants, grifts Parker, Tracy Parker, the
from the bride.
honoree, and her sister, Melissa
James Fogt of Sudney, Ohio, Hewett.
served as best man for Mr.
Gamertsfelder. The groomsmen
were LaMar Keiser of Danville
White sailcloth makes pretty
and Tom Murto of Bowling
curtains for a baWil room If
Green.
The bride's mother chose to they have animal appliques at
For only 59 95 you will receive your 'PASSPORT TO BEAUTY
wear for the wedding a turquoise pastel shades on them. Use picFRINGE BINGE BELT in sporty suede is embellished
CARD worth many dollars in savings on your
knit crepe dress with matching tures of animals from a child's
silver
trim.
with
It
BEAUTY SERVICES over the next 12 months
looks great on a pant suit
crayon book as patterns.

Homemakers Council

Secretaries Board
Has Meeting In
Conference Room

Mr. and Mrs. Roger Lynn Gamertsfelder

It's a Cinch

She Belts Out Clever Designs
To Focus Attention On The Waist

L

1

(
f

•
t
I
t
t
t

•

THE AMERICAN BEAUTY CLUB

ANNOUNCES
MURRAY BEAUTY SALON
Has Been Selected To Represent The
--- EXCLUSIVE --PASSPORT TO BEAUTY

SAVE $$$

FOR THE NEXT 12 FULL MONTHS
ON YOUR BEAUTY SERVICES!

WEDNESDAY—AUGUST 25, 1971
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OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT 7 DAYS A WEEK
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
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Double Stamps All Day
Tuesday & Wednesday
WE OFFER ONLY U.S. PRIME BEEF
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U.S. FOOD STAMPS REDEEMED

Shopping Center
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Things,

Coupon

CUT-UP

WE

FAMILY PAK

MOne

WE

GRADE A
MED.

19c
1 Pound Loaf
29c
20-oz. Loaf
25c
Doz.
Rolls
Brown 'N Serve
dil e
Pkg. of 8
Hamourger Buns I- Hagai8Buns

31c

7BISCUITS

AU. BRANDS
8-oz. cans

3

TOMATO JUICE
COOKING OIL
OLEO
TOWELS
EWE CHILI w/Beans
CATSUP
EN COCA-COLAS
BEEF STEW Dint'

%

GIVE

NORTHERN

KELLY'S

HUNTS

UM

rolls
Gt. Size

tor $1°°

15%-oz.$100
cans

tall can

CHIEF CHUM

20-oz. bot

No. 217 can

STATE

28-oz.
bot

"re

L

24-oz. can

tall
cans

39c
83c
79c
29c
89C
39c

CRANI CKERS
ICE MILK
STARK1ST

SAUSAGE COUNTRY STYLE lb.

SIVE
a•

TENN. RIVER
8 0z Pkg.

CAPT.

WINS

5-oz. pkg.

SLICED

FRESH

ea
lb.
lb

39c
55c
59c
25c

WE
SIVE

WE
SIVE
tfeil

"-oz

For

WE

PEACHES
lb 89C
bag

SUGAR
With this coupon and '5.00 T. r more
add. purchase. Tob.,-clairy prod.
excluded.
VOID AFTER AUG. 31st 1971

OSAGE

No. 2%
can

C YELLOW
PEACHES

9

with this coupon and '3.00 or more purchace

18-oz. jar

25-lb. bag

Fresh

RED WASHED

lb. bag49C

WE
YELLOW ONIONS 3 Pounds25' UVE
10' Candy Bars Mars 6 For 49'

lb

100 S&H GREEN 100
with this coupon and '5.00 or more purchase.
VOID AFTER AUG. 31st, 1971

to

CARNATION

SLENDERwith this coupon 9
tall can

NO OTHER PURCHASE NECESSARY
VOID AFTER AUG. 31st. 1971
WE
GIVE

hs

A

WE

ears 29c

Fresh

Drug Rack

VOID AFTER AUG. 31st 1971

35c
lb. 69'
Chickens
39c Ribs--7$1 39 Ham41"
S169
$189
Pork

2-1b. bag

89 POTAT
OES
3
CORN

100 S&H GREEN STAMPS 100
from our

WE

GARDEN DELIGHT

AEpS
FircocKTAILr

GIVE

PORK
HUSH PUPPIES
FISH STICKS
SKINLESS FRANKS ITIkg.
PORK STEAK
NECK BONES

294:p HAM SLICES ib89;vm
AK99
43;Rajsi'iR Hnd STEBAR-B-Q
MEATS ENE

2 cans 89' FRENCH FRIES
sn'E PRIDE OF ILL 14% oz cansn TUNA
SAVORY STRAWBERRY
5 lb. Pail 'I." PRESERVES
s
D
i
PUT
°
BUTTER
BEANS
&
PORK
MILK MAID
TEENIE WEENIE
303
Cream Style
100 ct.
99' FLOUR
cans 5 sl°° TEA BAGS
CORN
GIVE

siiiinAGE 4 $1"

10

lb.

Pound Box

TURNER'S
% Gal

WE

SLICED

CENTER CUT

LARA LYNN

GODCHAIIX

CIMMU.•
STAMPIS

lb.

STRONGHEART
15-oz. can

lbs.-

large rolls

lb. 25c

lb.

35C BAC10cON
BEEF LIVER

DOG FOOD
Ane
L forgo- TISSUE
CHEER
3
SALMON
39c TOMATOES FAIR
4 sr° SNOWDRIFT 3cairb,
59c Carnation Milk

sticks

lb. 15c Wings

FRESH GROUND
ALL BEEF

HAMBURGER
SOFTEX

ROYAL SCOTT

lb.
lb. 59c
lb 49c

MISS LIBERTY
SLICED

SACRAMENTO
46-oz. can

24-oz. bot 59C

CHEF WAY

vim

29c

For

THIGHS
LEGS
Backs & Necks

Shank
4
Portion
lb.

Butt Portion
lb.59

lb.

HI
EN
CUT-UP
59c
BREAST

TENDER
SMOKED

Miss Liberty

WE

lb.

U.S. PRIME
Blade Cut

AXWPELL dHBOUSE

Mrs
ah an(
osh

1

lb.

SIVE

-

.91
•

C•entte•
Ado.
•Ilen
Anderson
Ballard
Berren
Batt.
11.11
Bean•
Saurben
lloyd
Boyle .
13.arliew
Breathitt
Brerk.nridg•
B uIllit
Ivtler
Caklerell
Calloway
Campbell
Carlisle
Correll
Cart.,
C•sey
Clerli
Clay, .
Clint*.
Crittenden
Comber-lend
Dawes'
Edo,

Forme

3

14.691
• 12.269
8,608
8,291
28,303
9,114
35,364
21,918
18,178
31,163
21,257
7,422
15,490
14,734
15,724
1,546
13.073

Perry
PA.
Pen,e11
1101.,,son
terkeastle
Iowan
111n,411
Stet,
Skitiby
SoMptow
Spont•.
1•71••
Todd
T"99
• 1r...hie
W
Wnshtnoloo
Woofs*
Webstos
WhiO/ov
Wolfe
Wootolhord

344
149

10,890
38.309
29,421
11,234
3,867
9,747
9,489
30,021
15,834
11,249
29,238
5,330
67,789
51,107
13.704
14,119
33,511

14,503
7,021
20.594
_

,
_ 120141.
9,335
33.182
11.156
16,887
14.736
10.201
18,451
18,938
4,276
14.596
8.147
11,799
13,461
I I 056
27,791
22.14S
6,677
17.715
13.38/
8 137
5.369
9 944
31,961
68,261
6 671
34.103
7,433
12,334
12,808
11.076
15,376
18,493
11.518
5.410
16.253
11,344
8.870
5.107
14,537
45 491

11.1(8
14 '10
14 744
23.81)
4.334
11,913

566
249
443
355

_10,967
61767
19,360
10,677
70,481
6.377
15,723
19,043
17,362
20,471
10,346
20,866
12,134
7,420
10,941
26,900
13,118
16.503
7,021
15.035
5.914
12,443
1,335
17,012
11,156
12.074
13,442
10,201
9,970
18,938
4,276
535
8.347
11,799
1,091
11,056
20.11119
17,370
4,477
17,725
13,388
8,237
5.369
7.400
211.003
63,510
4 474
23.646
2.433
12 334
8,631
11,076
1.3110
1394$
6,229
5.680
9.319
11.344
8.870
5.102
10.796
17,153
11.148
10.473
0473
11394
4,534
7.093

204146
969.01
102 43
97• 10
353.62
815.32
401 30
401.09
411.17
634.81
537.54
487.63
391.99
337.78

350
400
205
204
100
23$
250
337
$12
282
313
187
$OO
164
307
415
435

350
/00
211
204
100
234
230
540
312
282
351
187
416
469
308
425
435
289
248
333
337
375
177
244
145
336
373
260
414
425
210
412
131
485
340
317
$63
154
250
418
257
446
303
343
303
231
2311
305
210
254
296

334
204
369
481
437
204
596
164
351
197
779
343
746
173
431
101
311

360,306.09
266,409.44
244,313.14
211,067.49
723,911.35
220.107.13
415,319.44
471,929.69
287.071.96
374.931 11
305,271.91
372,071 06
721,504.24
208.350.89
142,550.95
434,117 01
797,594 13
429,392 92
258.401.61
444,041 14
229,337 79
319,932.09
274,79148
474,701 61
237.9/0.59
246.381 12
257,176.02
795.435 59

289
248
546
337
266
174
243
132
354
370
240
441
125
210
417
331
485

303
341
301
231
738
280
710
253
7•4
334
203
369
471
434
204
596
184
351
197
278
340
784
173
438
101
311

,
561.25
748 72
366 $7
$34 77
673.31
289 92
909.69
248.69
499 AS
364 25
455 40
417 88
1 330.05
lee 59
1,516.34
1 56 74
709 84

781
790
243
242
287
284
381
387
735
239
193
193
114
287
376
374
471
459
144
146
342
142
540
546
307,--30
440
439
335
335
449
459
777
229
193
197

.44
1 14
47
.93
74
49
.53
SS
57
1.07
I 22
74
.97
79

458 27
540.28
401 11
51499
445 73
27384
504 St
496.73
404 64
752.01
97
111..'3 33
533 04
563 75
679 OS
475.64
349 74
290.71

its proper position.
The Somerset boy gave early
proof of ingenuity with guns when
he used a spring from an old
clock to repair the shotgun. It

317,427.63
111,511 17
378 5/4.60
448 974 76
396,491.01
210 791 55
500,287 35
230,707 63
100.502.27
210 561 34
262.507.68
381,873 79
811.396.58
300.347 51
601.411 61
134.238 4/4
328 404 41
272.493 67
778,544 70
262.682 19
340,900.06
731,969 10
1/9,4112,43
271,768 85
324.393 68
313,526,11
175.67480
310.151 36
418 179 64
300.504 57
359.1181 31
311 747 Ort
398,522 07
775 748 99
704,301 79

clock

the right shape, filed to an exact
size and tempered. But Murrell

Travelling?
Make Sure
YouGet Sleep

made it work.
His father, Sam Crockett, was
not surprised. Love of firearms
runs in the family. The Crockett'
Virginia

are

related

originally.
to

(1786-1836),

Crockett

Davy
famed

frontiersman who was killed in

the Alamo in

the war for Texas

Chicago (NFS)- Odds are
you'll take 1.7 trips.in 1971,9
to I you'll travel by ear, even
that you'll be on the road two
to five nights - and 20 to I
you'll lose a good part of a
night's sleep . each time you
travel.
S predicts sleep consultant
Sally Ames, based on a study

independence.

Thw shotgun repair vtsts the
beginning of young Crockett
s
'
firearms hobby. Now 29, he lives
at Millville, Woodford County,
and works as a pressman in the
State Finance Department's
print shop in Frankfort.
Over the years his attention has
the

on

centered

famous

of national travel patterns and
the disruption of sleep that

goes with them.

long

rifles, which he assembles and
sometimes repairs for friends or
for his own use.
believes

Crockett

the

.40

calibre, muzzle-loading long rifle
compare

modern gun in

travelers

make

trips

Barr,Ruston, Ls., Doctor of Philosophy degree in mathematics; Jack Don Wilson, Murray, Doctor of
Philosophy in mathematics; Francis Victor Ciochon, South Miami, Fla., Doctor of Philosophy In
adadalstration and supervision; William Louis Brunckhorst, White Water, Wisc., Doctor of
Education in higher education; and Robert Henry Isom, Jonesboro, Ark., Doctor of Education in
higher education and student personnel services.

totaling

business
and pleasure. Seventy-seven per
cent of travelers go by car, 63
per cent go up to 199 miles
from home, and 47 per cent
spend from two to five nights
away.
312 billion

miles for

"SLEEP AND travel seldom
make good companions, except

to

any

almost

accuracy

to

s driv'
2. LIMIT YOUR day
ing to a reasonable distance at
rifle enthusiast from
reasonable speeds. High speed
Salvisa, Ky., said Crockett is driving demands attention for
over modest about his shooting long spans, and this can be
jatiguing; at least take coffee
ability.
breaks every two hours.
Hockersmith, who won the 1970
3. Avoid overeating before
national long rifle championship
driving. Too much food can
in a shoot at Friendship, Ind., make you drowsy and slow
John

Hockersmith, a

fellow

GADGETS AND GIZMOS

long

89
70
1 1)

en
112
93
70
03
78
80
93
41
44

said,"
Crockett doesn't take part
in a great many tournaments, but
when he'does he always wins or
places. He's an outstanding shot.
. . one of the best.

84
54

"People

just

naturally

love

handcrafted things," Hockersmith commented, "and every

74
87
55
85
1 16
1 03
54
1 79
40
78
74
99
2 1(1
57
1 55
15

11,
70
.77
61
.42
S7
77
.44
89
47

1 111
711
.,3
Al
1

Traveling the way Americans do, sleep can be a probkm. Government figures show
that each year sees 361 million

RECEIVE DOCTORAL DEGREES-Among graduates receiving advanced degrees in summer
commencement exercises at the University of Mississippi Sunday were (from left) Alvin Francis

when you don't want them to,
a such as when you're driving a
car and you start to feel
range of 50 yards or occasionally
drowsy," says Miss Ames, conmore."
sultant to the Spring Air MatHe has made 18 complete long
tress Company,Chicago.
rifles and has worked on others.
Whether it's for your own
Barrels, butt plates, triggers, comfort or the protection of
and
locks
(firing fellow drivers and travelers,
guards
mechanisms) are usually bought here's what Miss Ames recommends to keep you abreast of
from the Dixie Gun Works in
the sleep you need while travelUnion City, Tenn. Crockett
ing:
makes all other parts himself.
I. Turn in early the night
Occasionally Crockett has before your trip and try to get
taken part in long rifle shoots, but seven to eight hours' rest. Even
most of his interest centers on if you don't sleep all this time,
making or repairing the rifles. the rest will help.

"can

98
.64
I 74
83
1 57
SO
.80
.47
87
97
49
1 12
.94
.59
$4
94
1 01

1

were from
They

$I
1 22
.60
.58
37
.59
.44
1.31
1.17
75
91
.53
1 65
1 72
74
.93
1 02

343,89$ 60
275.157.13
443,477 39
233,50.81
318,159 45
356,230.0
269,1311.31
3114.018 14
300,229 30
310 401.63
321.14150
231,592.29
748,112 71
325.469.51
207.471 38
249.099 19
286.435 69

task. The

easy

no

was

spring had to be heated, bent to

96
.S7
$4
47
1.17
1.03
1 63
.67
1 IS
51
.94
71
1 23
.67
64
.5
.74

379,743.78
255,558 SI
478,479.05
321132.27
606.793.90
194,58212
308.902.77
240.256.90
335107.16
376,467.14
248,238.13
433,103.44
372,141.67
229,423.30
324,111 97
342,09.96
392,204.45

587 18
441.04
748 25
348 54
450 22
616.06 *
305.61
648.16
544 55
467.97
630 49
748.11
367 11
532.51
338.74
361.71
559 61

340
317
5$9
354
141
408
257
441

Crockett.

The broken part was the sear
spring, which holds the trigger in

229,053.79
261,193.35
308,107.21
453,212.09
189,590.59
343,547.45
203,104.32
431,833.82
171,715.83
281,454.44
366,089.15
395,407.3*

1144.46
522.20
911.44
625.14
953.69
161.311
374.13
303.52
128.06
595.11
449.541
828.43
706.15
402.44
390.61
365.81
637.12

was

.99
87

315,166.06
471,708.97
232,207.08
223.049,15
111,300 12

523.52
406.91
301.47
346.58
165.62
312.63
134.74
1,143.06
1,071.11
521 TS
716.30
333 10
1,061 19
380.14
518.05
611.19
696.51

FRANKFORT,

Percent
04
Tete(

83$1.451.40
3141143 04
212.333 05
234,094.57
139,266.56
258.163 19

880 38
313 19
341 93

378
131
194
130
402
435
700
257
474
191
365
307
460
234
240
259
251

365
310
462
304
240
260
180

10,890
38,509
11,054
7,911
307
6,726
9,489
19,239
12,652
11,219
201111
3,330
34,744
38,849
8,043
14,119
16,427

792.05
50 29
329 71
403 II
ssa.rt
322.28
532 13
413.4/
322.43
211435
272.93
339.68
70919
976.53
436..59
768.37
$57.05

393
363
204
251
478
287
341
250
2/5
146
179
206
491

130
403
/115
725
7511
474
lel

8,085
6.330
9,511
19,996

10,917
6,747
38,456
10,677
610,947
13,615
19,748
120,700
17,362
25,238
10,344
21,901
12,134
7,420
10.941
30,102
13,113

tryieastee
L11..

Monroe
Meorgernery
laragee
Mebleobrel
Moho.
Nicholas
04eo
011heer
Owen
Orrsley
Prerilcr..

11 4.69
34 119
5.608
1.740
20.817
14,327
37,439
10.88$
20.748
8.884
8.648
7135
21.117

84403
3,608
7,978
20.817
14.327
54.904
21.075
nestas
cas4
8.618
7,1135
70.$88
1.482
4.330
12.446
131,906

Newry
Hickman
Hopkins
Joclume
1effersesi
lcresamism
Johns..
Kereten
Kamm
Knox
leave
Lawral
levoreec•
lee
Leslie
lecher
lemic

Mimeo
Meade _
Monr1e•
Mercer
Nome".

393
364
206
159
446
287
370
250
300
160
183
206
494
546
300
443
357

20,797

Flern.ng
Floyd
irenklin
'whew
Genet.
Gerrard
Grant
Graves
Greyest.
Greets
Greene,
Menaewit
Morelia
14arien
Merriam
Mart
N•mhors•6

_
AMC redone
McCreary _
114141a4m
_
Matinee -Mogeffie _ .
Marie*
Mer*4•11

144911
8,943
6,095
8.791
18,234
9.111
19,541
16,092
10,3417
12,329
12,217
7,422
15,490
14,734
15,724
9,50
7.455

Net
3441.4

tend
Niles

feral
Betel
An..
Agee
Ilterel
Poimaanon (Se in) IS. rx./

PAGE

long rifle is handKy.-When Kentucky
crafted."
2
1
-years
Murrell Crockett
With long rifles for a hobby and
old his crow-hunting plans for a
surname being what it is,
bright summer day were spoiled. his
Murrell Crokett named
naturally
double
dad's
His
barreled
his son now 4% years old) David
shotgun was out of commission

distribution of rend.
The tutiouriag table contains the figures for the 1971
serourtorii aiid couutd-ronri out fuitris•
'Tete!
Pettelemen

WEDNESDAY-AUGUST 25. 1971

Naturally, A Man Named Crockett
Is Right Handy With A Long Rifle

Road fund distribution

1

ItHAY, KENTUCKY
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51
St
93

Dear Editor

Friends, may I come this
morning for a very short visit?
Everyone

who

has

a

bible

please turn to the 13th Chapter of

your reaction time. On the
other hand-,a good meal before
you retire can help you sleep
better.
4. Be careful if you take
medication which can cause
drowsiness. Anti-histamines
used to control cold and hay
fever symptoms, for instance,
make many people groggy.
5. IF YOU must spend a
night on the road, allow at
least eight hours for sleep, and
find a motel or hotel early
enough in the day so you
lon't feel completely bushed.
Finally, if you can, pick a
hotel or motel that uses Back
Supporter bedding. This type
of mattress, with surface comfort and firm inner support, is
used by many lodging places
which draw repeat customers,
Miss Ames concluded.

master

sitting

at a

table

bell-bot-

washing ,

After
tomed

pants.

put

One

pair

in

the

stretchers

eating the last passover supper

of

with His twelve Apostles.

pants the usual way. Then
slide another pair in upside-down, so that the wide

At the 30th verse we find Judas
Iscariot leaving, he goes out tc
betray his Master. Of course the
Apostles don't know where he has
gone, but Jesus knows that the
crucial time has come; He knows
what cruel suffering and agony
that He will have to endure in the
next few hours; He knows too
what this will mean to His little
band, when He Is so ruthlessly
taken away from them and put to
death.
If you Wtint to witness one of the

pant

part of the stretchers is at
...he opening of the leg. No
teed to iron "bell bottoms"

Copley News Service
between
Arrival of summer usually
outbursts

of

heralds

new

physical

activity, as winter-

fattened

bodies are trimmed

and

toned for a season on the

beach.
This year,perhaps more than
others, exercise seems to be
new

a

taking

direction.

Americans are looking for the
results

maximum

with

the

minimum energy.
host

a

is

there

And

of

products to satisfy their needs.
They come under the general
"effortless exerheading
cost from

in

range

about $3 to several hundred
dollars and all claim to be
the

Observers on

health

whit of good.
Breathes there a woman with
vanity so dead that once to
herself she never has said,
"I've just gotta slim my thighs

I

get

into

a

bathing

suit?"

Epicurean Sauce
The Easy Way

Or
who

a

desk-bound

never

has

executive

gone

to - the

beach and kept his shirt on'
The affluent society, which

Heat ecodensed cream of asparagus soup (undiluted) with a
little lemon juice and some cap-

eats far more than it needs to
and usually

eat for survival
limits

its exercise

to

television set and

refrigerator is uptight about

tio
Many Americans dread the
thought of a day on the beach
because they are dumpy. Fat
even.
But, hark! Help is here far
those with thighs that jiggle, or
stomachs that look like hasrelief maps of the Western
Hemisphere.

strolls

"Slimmer Belts" - nothing
more, or less, than thigh girdles - are yours for a mere
nine bucks.

its lard.

Help, of course, has

been

here for some time - but not in
such wild proliferation.
weights,

Books, gadgets,

machines.
systems and all manner of
ingenious devices tumble from
an industrial cornucopia.
Home exercise equipment
alone rings American cash
gizmos,

belts,

registers to the tune of about

scene say few of them do one

before

f you follow this method

down the driveway to the
family buggy or short sprints

By STEVE CASEY

cising,"

Washing bells

St. John and read; Here we find
the

Shortcuts to trimming
pounds? Lots of 'em

$100 million a year.
If you believe the claims, just
having

these

exotic

-ef-

fortless" push, pull, jerk and
yank

machines in

the

house

you slim,
athletic, young and virile.
Forget diet. Forget hard work,
Double chins' There are
gooey wraps for that, $10. Fat
calves' Try flapping your feet
on a couple of wooden pedals.
$12.98.
Thighs bulging a bit. honey'
would, it seems, keep

Wherever you bulge, rest
assured that somewhere
there's a device that can help
you.
There's one that hasn't been
invented yet.
"The machine that would
really do the job is one that
would push you away from the
supper table," said one
department store saleswoman
in charge of contraptions.
But, she said, she has sold
many gadgets - and even
confesses to buying one herself.
an inexpensive, easy and
almost fun "Wheelie," about
the size of a homemade apple
pie. with a wooden handle stuck
through it.
Now,the object of this gadget
is to get damn on the floor on
your knees, grasp the handles,
push down on the wheel and roll
back and forth.
Fun, huh?
If it sounds silly, don't worry
It's only $2.79.
On the other end of the price
scale are electronic vibrating
belts, deluxe exemcycles and
assorted units of technological
wizardry that command as
nmuch as $501) a whack.

ers. Serve over hot cooked asparagus spears and sprinkle
with toasted sliced almonds.

most touching and yet the most
beautiful love scenes that has
ever

been

on

Action People Use The

earth, just slip

quietly into the chair at the table
that Judas vacated; now listen
through

the rest of the 13th
chapter on through the 14th, 15th,
Ifith, and 17th Chapters, to the

tc
411

Master as He pours out His very
heart in love to His little band of
Apostles,in the last hours that He

MULTI - TALENTED

THIRD "BIRTHDAY' PARTY-The world's longest-living heart transplant patient, Louis Russell 'Jr., hug::
Mrs. Emily Brown, whose son was Russell's heart donor.
at a party in Indianapolis celebrating Russell's third
year of life with a new heart.

WANT ADS

will ever spend with them on this
Earth before His resurrection.
Friends, if you can sit and wit-

Bobby Sherman will be the head- ness this scene and listen to the
line attraction for two perfor- Itender words of love and inmances at the Mid-South Fair in struction and the
wonderful
Memphis, Thursday, Sept. 30. promises without your
very soul
The youthful singer whose re- being stirred within
you, then
cordings have grossed more than something is
dreadfully wrong
$20,000,000 will have shows at with
you.
4:30 and 730 p.m. in the Mid'
Will you please read it and
South Coliseum. Tickets are
$5.00, $4.00, $3.00 and $2.00 remember that today the Master
and are available in advance from watches over and cares for each
the Coliseum. Advance tickets one of His own, with the'same
include gate admission to the tender love and compassion.
Fair.
Medye Christenbe.
ry
Route 1, Murray, Ky.

it

a

READ the WANT ADS
ItIGHTWIN011t-New presof Bolivia is Col

ident

Hugo Banzer (above), who
deposed

leftwinger

Juan

Jose Torres with military
and rightwing civilian aid.

Murray. Kentucky 42071

Phone 7534915
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rib-miz
b-ti-e traai

Prices Good Thru Tues. Aug. 31st

Field's Chestnut

Swift Premium ProTen

GROUND
N
BACO
„,e4,44.7 .49; BEEF ib.49;

SHORT RIBS
of BEEF
,b3Spit

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

grees In summer
ft) Alvin Francis
Hurray, Doctor of
of Philosophy in
Wisc., Doctor of
r of Education in

Field's Chestnut Easy Cut
BONELESS

Swift Premium ProTen

Sliced Into Chops

HAM
69;

ROUND
4 PORK
1
/
ib.99;
STEAK
LOIN Ib.59;

lg
rn

— nothing
s, than thigh giryours for a mere

KELLY'S

BARS
FIGKer
14'2-oz.

you bulge, rest
at somewhere
Ice that can help
that hasn't been

une that would
job is one that
ni away from the
le," said one
tore saleswoman
contraptions.
iid, she has sold
La — and even
uying one herself.
live, easy and
'Wheelie," about
homemade apple
xlen handle stuck
ject of this gadget
n on the floor on
rasp the handles
the wheel and roll
h.

end of the price
ctronic vibrating
exeocycles and
; of technological
it command as
a whack.

The

3P1

DINNERS

19t

oz

FIUME

CHILI

CAT
F9/12 1)

with BEANS
300
can

Red & White
Macaroni & Cheese

3/s1 2/29'
RICELAND

PEACHES

RICE
lib.

$
410can 3/1

c
21

lb.1 OC
Large Stalk 154

Sunshine Hydrox

1-2-3

VALLEY BROOK

COOKIES

JELL-0

CHEESE

All Flavors
4-oz.

2-oz.47t
/
141

79' 2/39'

2 Ibs

DRY
MILK

„t.59st

SUPER VALUE

McCormick

BREAD

VANILLA
2-oz.

42i9t

2/35'

or MACARONI

49t

Giant
size

'

554

Realemon

SPAGHETTI

PORIvinimpiEANS PALMOLIVE
NO. 300 can

49c

10 lbs.

RED POTATOES
BANANAS
CELERY
WATERMELONS
PEACHES

CLOVERLEAF

DEL MONTE

25:

*

Red Cross

silly, don't worry
7

7T

FISH STICKS
20-oz. 39$
POTATOES TASTI FRIES
13 oz
65'
CHEESE PIZZA CHEF BOY-AR-DEE
13-?z. 69c
PIZZA CHEF-BOY-AR-DEE Sausage or Pepperoni
BANQUET PIES Apple Pie- Coconut Custard - Cherry' Peach Pie 20-oz.29t
16-oz.

Family Pack

lb.

* PRODUCE

* FROZEN FOODS *
TASTE OF SEA

Whole
or Half

LEMON JUICE

2/25'

16-oz.

394

Red & White

Bama Strawberry

28-Ounce

Whipped

BLEACH

PRESERVES

COCA-COLA

PAR KAY

with 15.00 purchase, excluding
tobacco and dairy products.
Gallon
*NW JOHNSONS
SAVE 15 WHEN you aur
lib.can of

494
Baby Food 9t
18-oz.

GERBER STRAINED

A

FOLGER'S COFFEE

4%-oz.

No Deposit
No Return

4P1
Napkins 29t
CHARM IN

SPECIAL PRICE
WITH MS COUPON

12c871

1117110111 [dirge
I'miaow r

Expires 8 31 /1

1/1010.0

Mos I MI a/ I

SEALTEST AUTOCRAT

Ice Milk ,Ga

—

2 8-oz. Tubs

JOHNSON'S COUPON

160 Ct

glip

11111111

UAFILE COUPON

Bold

Oil

'1,?.?,7Johnson's
24 oz

494

U111111

SlANT Sill

KRAFT

CORN

471

AT

74;I
WITH THIS

IND

Expires 83111
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER PURCHASE

copPoN
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Two New Perils Beset
Nixon Economic Program

Corrections Seminar
Set On September 1

Registration Set MondayP
August 30. At Uni

Funeral Is Today
For Paul Galloway

Stores Checked For Soup

The funeral for Paul Galloway
N.J.,
Camden,
R.L. Cooper, health program from
FRANKFORT. 10
versity
of Murray Route One is being coordinator for the
its
all
for
Sunday
Headquarters
Calloway
-Fouroa af
ionally known
held today at two p.m. at the County Health
chicken vegetable soup after a
Friday, Aug. 27.
said
Department,
building
speakers
the
for
fal
at the University of Kentucky icilds will be featured
chapel of the Max Churchill today that every outlet or
al Registration
Freshmen and other new
market laboratory report showed some of
ay MIKE FEINSILBER
a seminar for staffs and nue-:semester of the new school year
in Lexington.
Funeral Home with Bro. Henry in Calloway County is being the soup could have been conspecial
a
get
will
students
WASHINGTON (UPI) -PresOrganized labor, however, hers of Kenuick%'s 26 re."'1st Murray State University ww
Hargis officiating.
checked to determine if any of taminated by deadly botulism.
welcome to the campus during
ident Nixon's economic pro- continued to
its crime councils
withhold
Pallbearers are Rex Galloway, Campbell's Chicken Vegetable
begin Monday, August 30-the
Reception
Kentucky was among 16 states
President's
annual
the
the
gram was beset by two new confidence from the new Nixon The
-long 9empar•
e in
Frank Towery, C. F. Paschall, Soup, processed in the Paris, affected by the order.
earliest opening date
to be hold by Dr. and Mrs.
threat
Crier*
fresh
perils today, a
policies, adding the threat of a sired by the Kentack.
Ed Mathis, Howard Matheny,
school's history.
The cans in questions carry the
from organized labor at home railroad strike to other poten- -Commission, will be Sept 1st the Wilson Gantt, dean of ad- M. Sparks Sunday, Aug. 29, from and Rheamond Wright. Burial Texas, plant is in the Murray
student
the
code number 07-P13-701X and
area.
apd a growing danger of tial labor disruptions. C.C. Ramada Ira_ Harstbourne Lane missions and registrar, said 1:30 to 3:30 pin, in
will be in the Goshen Cemetery "I f found, it will be removed Cooper asked that anyone who
union ballroom.
retaliation from industrial Eu- Dennis, president of the 190,000- and I-64 in Louisville
with arrangements by the Max from the market and will not be might have the soup in their
students will register the first
all
for
session
orientation
An
Richrope.
member Brotherhood of Rail- Speakers wel he Mark
Funeral Home.
three days of the week in the
Churchill
home to please check it for the
sold, "Cooper said.
'But Commerce Secretary way and Airline Clerks, said his mond,assistant director ci the U Waterfield Student
Union new undergraduate students is Galloway, age 54,
died
order
code number.
recall
a
the
out
in
put
p.m.
6
Campbell
for
scheduled
Raymond
notice
served
Prow*.
Stans
Nlaurice H.
union would consider its con- S. Bureau of
Building before classes start
Persons who find the soup
university auditorium Aug. 29. Tuesday about five a.m. at his
the administration does not tracts void on Nov. 13 unless its K. Procuruer. director of the Thursday, Sept. 2.
ad_ home. He was a member of the
and
should return it to the market
faculty
New
intend to back down and "will members get scheduled raises California Departmentt,of Murray State will be operating
where it was purchased, or
staff at Murray Union Grove Church of Christ
have no part of a fake and unless controls are placed Corrections; Sanger Powers for the first time on a new ac- ministrative
meet
for the first time and the son of the late Abrney and
will
Rate
destroy it to make sure no human
Waconsin
prosperity built on the shifting on
profits and administrator of the
corporate
celerated schedule adopted last
YORK (UPI)-The or animal may consume it,
NEW
in Zelda Harding Galloway.
Division of Corrections; and John year by the board of regents. at 10 a.m. Thursday, Aug. 26,
sands of war-induced inflation." dividends.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. stock market opened firm in Cooper said.
DepartSchool
University
the
the
Presof
that
director
confident
"I am
The 90-day wage-price-rent D. Case,
the fall and spring
Both
a fall Hazel Galloway of Murray Route moderately active trading Wed- At least six cans of the code
ident Nixon has the full support reeze is scheduled to expire ment of Corrections in Bucks semesters will begin and end auditorium, followed by
numbered soup ere recovered
meeting at 1 p.m. in tbe One; two daughters, Mrs. Glen nesday.
of the American people in hi. Nov. 12, the day before the County, Pa.
about two weeks earlier than in faculty
Shortly after the opening, Tuesday in Bowling Green at 31
n
i
Murray
o
Eker
rvirs
a
monthly
third
strong
location.
same
a
the
build
is
session
to
The
determiniation
threatened rail walkout. Stnas
past years.
ar, advances led declines, 155 to 92, cans of the soup were removed
and
oftePtye,
DanfGrimesR°u
Students will find other major
and healthy economy whose said Tuesday, however, that Crime Commission seminar to Gantt gave this registration
among the 380 issues crossing rom the shelves of a grocery
Mrs.
Iva
four
sisters,
inpolicy changes on campus Tenn.;
fOundation is an enduring some form of mandatory feature experts involved in
schedule:
Brandon of Hazel, Mrs. Euna the tape. The Dow Jones store in Paducah Tuesday. Ofjustice
in
academic
revised
today
criminal
the
besides
said
Stens
novative
necessary
peace,"
controls would be
Monday, August 30-Freshman
A York of Murray Route One, industrial average was steady ficials feared that 17 cans of the
programs in other parts of the counseling and registration of calendar when they return.
semarks prepared for a metting after that date
take
Mrs.Martha White and Mrs. Jean at 904.13.
will
policy
relaxed
more
consoup had been sold in Paducah
nation. Earlier seminars
at 1 p.m.
Chesapeake 8r Ohio gained Or since the cans are received in
Story, both of Murray; four
Dennis said his members cerned the courts and law en- seniors beginning
areas:
key
student
two
in
effect
31August
Tuesday,
were due to get a 5 per cent forcement.
Officers brothers, Harding of Murray to 86% in the rails. Southern cases of 48 cans each.
Registration of new freshmen -A voluntary Reserve
strike
would
surrendered
and
1,
Oct.
raise
Cooper said that anyone who
Corps program, ending Route One, Bryan of Murray Pacific, however,
(Continued frem Page 1)
beginning at 8 a.m. and Training
2.
/
that raise came through
18 years of compulsory notary Route Two, John D. of Detroit, Or to 461
unless
further informatioo
needed
in
again
reapportionment
tickles
registration of juniors in the
In the oil group, Phillips should call the Calloway County
the freeze is supposed to
for young men on the mien- and Max of Little Rock,
training
uary. Already there is some when
afternoon.
United Auto .Workers
Ark.; five grandchildren, gained % to 32%, with Health Department, 753-3381.
tent about it in connection end. The
Wednesday, September 1- campus; and,
Charles, Glen, Rodney, and Gary Occidental up kir at 16%, and
Union has indicated it, too, will
dormitory
-Self-regulated
itith Swinford's ruling.
Registration of the remainder of
Pennzoil to higher at to-Or, ex
strike if the freeze isn't ended
have have Eaker and Scarlett Grimes.
r The Legislative Reasearch
.the juniors, all sophomores, old hours for coeds
AFL-CIO
the
Natomas added L8 to
dividend.
and
days,
90
after
was
(LRC)
parental consent and who are not
ommission
YOUTH FELLOWSHIP
82%. Superior Oil was ahead a
there would be cause Word has been received of the freshmen and late registrants.
probation.
social
or
academic
an
unanimous recently in its has said
formerly
Brandon,
Ted
in
of
of
FREE
DOGS
registration
death
order
The
contract
scheduled
205.
at
full
point
if
Gantt has predicted a slight
decision not to appeal to the U.S. to strike
In the airlines, Eastern added The Murray Sub-Distif0
increases are delayed by the of Hazel, who died this morning each class will be A-Z. Gantt drop in enrollment from the 7,055
(kurt of Appeal's the Swinford
in
home
his
at
Methodist
Yont19
at one o'clock
One male dog, brown and Or to 2074, and ICLM was up % United
added that graduate
ruling. Both Democrats and freeze.
may register at any time doing students registered for the fall white, middle size, and one male, at 36%. American and TWA Fellowship will meet Thursdat
reported that more Dunn, North Carolina.
atHe
republicans on the LRC It was
semester a year ago.
yellow, also middle size, has had were unchanged at 35% and August 26, at 6:30 p.m. at eif
American The former diesel man was 48 the three days.
1 million
disclaimed any pre-arranged than
years of age and suffered from a Students planning to enroll for tributed it partly to the need to shots and also spaded, that must 30%, respectively. General Kirksey United
Method&
industry
private
in
workers
opinion. "It just turned out that
replace the 1,798 seniors who be given away by Thursday. If
Dynamics was steady at 23% in Church. Refreshments
have had their scheduled pay heart condition. He was the son Saturday or evening classes who
way," one member said.
1970;71
graduated during the
the
interested, call 436-2467 and ask the aerospace group. Boeing recreation will follow lr
raises postponed by the freeze,. of Mrs. H. 0. Brandon of Hazel cannot register during the week
meeting.
and the late H. 0. Brandon of may do so at a special year, the largest graduating for McKenzie.
the
to
threat
to
serious
to
16%.
rose
first
The
While the LRC was unanimous,
registration beginning at 8 am. dass in Mirray State history.
aspects of the Hazel.
sOme legislators who are not on international
of
wife
his
include
Survivors
Sept. 4, in the student
Saturday,
Europe
arose in
the commissioner were not as Nixon plan
Tuesday where the Common Dunn, N. C., his mother, Mrs. H. union building.
Europe's 0. Brandon of Hazel, and a According to Gantt, enrollment
Rep. Jon E. Rickert, D- Market -Western
the brother, Max Brandon of packets for students will be
-attacked
union
economic
the
headed
Elizabethtown, who
Murray.
profiteeravailable in the student union
even
"protectionist,
house committee which worked
American efforts The Newton Grove Funeral
on the remapping plan, was in ing" tone of
Home at Newton Grove,N. C.,
to secure the dollar.
favor of appealing the case.
ARM
has charge of the arrangements
Europe
not
America,
said
It
First Cut
"I object to the court putting
and funeral services are
balance
U.S.
the
for
blame
to
is
ota general rules and throwing
problem and added scheduled there for Thursday.
the ball in the legislature's lap," of payments
should rescind Mrs. H. 0. Brandon and family
Nixon
that
Rickert said, "without telling us
lb.
the
measures he left early this morning to attend
delay
without
low they want it done."
the services.
take.
Rickert, who is not seeking has taken or plans to
r
Two persons were injured in a
It warned of possible retaliareelection in the fall, said the
'
at
Tuesday
on
was
collission
ProTen
car
two
action
such
unless
tion
iownfall of the Kentucky plan
as
5:19 p.m. at the intersection of
was that "we understood the forthcoming the statement
Sliced
North 12th and Olive Streets,
Supreme Court would allow us to particularly critical of the new
I Centianed frees Page I)
to the report filed by
tax,
according
import
US.
lb $ 1 19
cent
per
10
4nsicier other things besides
1/4
and of the decision to "float" ployed the right to a still better the officers of the Murray Police
populations."
pay level.
Department.
Rep. W. Harold DeMarcus, R- the dollar so far as its lob at a better
Pure
it was former Gov. A.B. Treated and released at the
Stanford, a member of the LRC exchange value with other But
Murraythe
of
who
room
of
Versailles
Chandler
concerned.
emergency
is
currencies
did not agree.
Center Cut
The latter policy began to brought the audience to life and Calloway County Hospital were
"Everyone of us knew when we
of
show some signs of success on proved there is still magic the Mrs. Kathleen J. Rickman
passed that things i the reaplb
the European currency exchan- old-fashioned political method. Brookline, Mass., who suffered
lb.
portionment bill), it wouldn't
a rush of The two-time fomer governor contusions of the head and left
where
ges
Tuesday,
pass the courts," said DeMarcus.
dollar sales pushed dollar's needled all three opponents with thigh, and Mrs. Patsy Ahart
"the trouble was, we un- exchange value downward. The zest saying, "if you elect Tom, Stallons of Murray Route Six who
derstood too much," DeMarcus administration has indicated it President Nixon will be Governor was
THE
treated for a small
said in response to Rickert's hopes for about a 10 per cent of Kentucky."
hematona of the right temple and
statement that the federal courts devaluation so far as exchange Turning to Ford be said, "and
tiorlit,
says "Old fashioned
FOZ.
swelling on the right side of the
should have considered' such rates go to make american If you're elected Wendell, you
ofhospital
to
according
face,
things as compatibility of
, cookies fresh from
•
products more competitive won't have nothing going for ficials.
* LUNCHEON LOAF
geographic areas in the districts,
for
you." (at Washington).
Cars involved were a 1969
overseas.
economic ties and previous
the Hollow Tree!"
* SANDWICH LOAF
"And if Mr. Smith (The olkswagen two door owned by
alignments.
1 RED
American Party candidate) wins,
yden Rickman of 1002 Walnut
In another sampling of com* CHICKEN LOAF
youll have George Wallace," he St., Murray, and driven lo)
ment,Rep. Arthur L. Schmidt, Rtg TAG
added.
rs. Rickman of Brookline,
Cold Spring, a member of the
Chandler linked both Ford and ass., and a 1965 Ford four door
LRC, said he felt there was
Emberton to the state's 5 per cent wried by Noah Stallons, Jr., and
.,,..
BEEF-0SPAGHETTI
adequate guidelines in Swinford's
sales tax. (Former Gov. Bert) driven by Mrs. Stallons of
bode
4ecision.
Funeral services for Scott "Combs and my young friend urray Route Six.
and
GHETTI
- "Playing the percentage game Turner who was accidentally
No. 2 can
Ford put the 3 cent sales tax on," Police said Mrs. Ricmman
GEISHA
a8=1: MEAT BALLS "V
is always dangerous, but even if electrocuted Saturday while
Chandler said, "and you know going west on Olive Street, faller
we did use percentage figures, working in Clarksville, Md., have
that Tom and Louie (Nunn) put to see the stop sign at North 1211
197
the
that
there is enought
1*Ni-scheduled for Thursday at
the two cents."
Street, and collided with the
on
General Assembly can do fair two p.m. at the Byrn Chapel,
The candidates were limited to
lions car going south on Norti
reapportionment job."
Mayfield, with Bro. John eight
PRIDE OF ILL
minutes each and a 12th Street.
MARTHA WHITE BUTTERMILK
listed
several
ruling
Swinford's
.,
Featherstone and Bro. James
to the Volswagen was
to
Damage
card
held
a
up
worker
chamber
Sistricts that were out of line and Shockley officiating
303 can 3/594
signal when they had a minute on the front end to the Ford or
laid he would look disdainfully on Pallbearers will be Dwain
side.
the
card,
Seeing
left
the
remaining.
0stricts that had more than three Overby, Kenny Smith, Nathan
Chandler enjoying himself Another collision was in
gIercent deviation from exact Hart, Tex Reed, Donald West,
BUSH'S
103 can
"is that that damn vestigated by the police at 7:3i
and Earnest Dowdy. Burial will hugely, said,
equality.
between a 1966 Buick
there?"
over
up
today
m.
card
Sen. Clifford B. Latta, D- be in the Coldwater Church of
door hardtop driven by
Smith, who admitted Chandler
Prestonsburg, who was defeated Christ Cemetery. Friends may was
to follow, said he Lawrence J. Houck of Murray
a
act
hard
in the primary, said he would call at the Byrn Funeral Home. is a political novice, but said his rid a 1963 Chevrolet driven by
work on a new remapping plan, Turner, age 29, is survived by
303 can
DEL MONTE
ene W. Hall of Murray Route
party was the party of reform
SUNSHINE
though he would not be here in his wife, Mrs. Carolyn Garland and hoped to end "graft, waste
not
is
Turner; four daughters, Lisa,
Janaury. But Latta, who
Police said Houck parked
and corruption" at Frankfort.
an LRC member, was discontent Tammy,Debbie, and Marsha, all He announced two proposals
hid the Hall car that was
with the guidelines in the of Clarksville, Md.; parents, Mr. he said he intended making part rked on North 7th Street Mrs
3u3 can
1
'
Quinton
Mrs.
and
DEL MONTE
'
command.
.
Turner of of his
Swinford
II told police she failed to see
platform.
Mayfield; three brothers,
• "I certainly don't want to
They were:
Houck car and backed into
"tal-r
Charles and James Turner of
.pirne on something that will
-A uniform fire department
front end causing damge to
court
Q.
and
Louis
the
of
Mayfield
Turner
by
trash
ihrown ou as
service code for the entire state,
hood and bumper,according
Bronsburg, Ind.; parents-in-law and,
4," Latta said.
police report.
the
STICKS
Swanns Mkt
•
Bert Garland of
The Lilt; cited expense and the Mr. and Mrs.
-A moratorium on any new
ICirksey.
Possibility of a ruling that would
limited access highways until ONE CITED
YOU BUY A
fdIrdS11
every route a school bus has to
throw out the November election
—
BATHROOM
1-LB. CAN of
travel is hard-surfaced and two- One juvenile was cited for
as reasons for not seeking an
CLEANER
shoplifting at Big K on Tuesday
,
landed.
appeal.
i
•
FOLGEWS COFFEE
at 7:51 p.m. by the Murray Police
Another consideration was that
CRACKERS
.:---the
Department.
the
force
the courts could
SPECIAL PRICE
Miss Usrey
WITH THIS COUPON
,:,A.,
legislators to run at-large, that is,
Roll
Big
reported
persons,
each would be voted on Three other
IN PITCHER
ATTEND SHOW
5:1101
ICApatinued from Page 1)
were
1 lb
statewide, not just in his in- injured in accidents,
room
emergency
741
the
toffee
at
treated
to
a
She
be
plans
projects.
dividual district.
27 oz.
County member of the Calloway County Retha Turner and Katherine
That will be a big concern when of the Minrilloway
- • 89'.
accbrding Teen 4-H Club this year as she Lax of the Murray Beauty Salon
Only
the legislature reworks the plan Hospital on Tu -Way,
attended Raymond's Exposition
officials
hospital
at
her
year
freshman
enters
a
to
with
in January-coming up
Route Calloway County High School. of Advanced Hair Styling held
lawful plan so they won't have to Pam Smith, age nine, of
Good thru (J 1 /1 '
$139
Sunday and Monday at the
treated
was
Miss Usrey graduated from the
Two,Carnsville, Ga.,
run at-large.
raton
Motor
Inn
in,
Nashville,
knee Kirksey Elementary School and
"We must face up to this," said for an abrasion to the right
MED. SIZE
Route is assistant pianist at the West HOT TRAINING
FRESH
Rep. Norbert L. Blume, 1)- Lisa Smith,age eight, of
a
suffered
Fork Baptist Church. She has BLACKBURN,
doi
Carton
Louisville, "If we don't then four Two, Canurville, Ga.,
England
lb
one brother, Billy, a senior at (UP1)-Harry Riding, 39, has
years from now we're going to be laceration of the scalp.
Nancy Stovall, age thirty, of Calloway County High School. challenged all corners to best
ranning statewide."
an Her grandparents are Mr. and him in a hot mustard
Besides redrawing the General Braselton, Ga., sustained
RICHTEX
eating
NEW
sembly lines, the 1972 abrasion to the lower mid back Mrs. Carl Usrey of Kirksey and contest. He says he keeps in
Ibs.
gislature will have U.S. These three persons were Mr. and Mrs. Orfield Byrd of training by eating at least a
lb
pound mustard a week with his
ngressfonal Districts to reported to have been injured in Murray Route One.
food.
automobile accidents.
ternaP.
Harry

Stock Market

!tentucky

Ted Brandon
Expires TOby

rscon
g

SWANNS MARKET,

Two Persons
Injured Here
In Accident

Ford

,, Shoulder
Roast

79;

Sirloin Steak
ib.59it
Pork Loin
100%
Ground
79c Beef
Pork Chops
.
r
KUBLER ELF
BILTMORE LOAF
4,---,
..r„ ..-44.3

59;

For Scott Turner
Rites Are Thursday

•

'
COOKIE
SALE

99c '

3 sic(' -

PINEAPPLE

3/79

PANCAKE MIX

2/45' CORN

37'

4 37'
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Tidal
Detectc
Now In
By RUTH TOL
HONOLULU (1
tidal wave detect(
to serve as the
improved warnir
the Pacific by pr(
or and more accu
tion about the litt
waves.
After eight year:
Martin Vitousek is
has come up w
capable of far rr
readings that the
presently relied up
information Aboi
wave's approach.
Vitousek, an as
physicist at the
Hawaii, said a n.
tide stations or
countries and is:
Pacific depend
gauges, floating di
located in harbors
"However the
subject to the o
harbor water
interfere with ac
togs," Vitousek as
they would detect
potentially danger
gauge in a harbor
sloshing around
provide ad
:
9rmnot
qn,height and fre
The gauges are
to shore, Vitousek
they have to be ch
k. The new del
*re been placed c
oethe ocean at fiv
Plrific, are in suc
thin they are not
nermal wave mo
tcasek said.
# cable connects

pitterized equipm,
which analyzes thl
waves and their
tillousek plans to
cable and transmit
tion by radio.
.detectors
ed off Oahu
off Wake Is
Pacific, on
Shima, an isls
northeast of
off Amchitka
tans
ousek, who
ing on the
tion project
e, Dr. Gaylor
costs have
000 so far, sup
rtment of .Co
mic Energy

'tousek and Mil
eapect their de
eventually be use
the Pacific. Vitous
are so sophisticate(
detectors, propet
would be needed ii
46 gauges present!,

STAIRCASE PRO'
PETERBOROUC
(UPI)-Anyone
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Tidal Wave
Detector Is
Now. In Use
By RUTH YOUNGBLOOD
HONOLULU (UP!)—A new
tidal wave detector is expected
to serve as the basis for an
improved warning system in
the Pacific by providing quicker and more accurate information about the little understood
waves.
After eight years of work, Dr.
Martin Vitousek is convinced he
has come up with a device
capable of far more detailed
readings that the tide gauges
presently relied upon to provide
information About a tidal
wave's approach.
Vitousek, an associate geophysicist at the University of
Hawaii, said a netowrk of 46
tide stations on coasts of
countries and islands of the
Pacific depend on the tide
gauges, floating devices usually
located in harbors.
"However the gauges are
subject to the oscillation of
harbor water levels which
interfere with accurate readings," Vitousek said. "Although
they would detect a large and
potentially dangerous wave, a
gauge in a harbor with a lot of
sloshing around from boats
cannot provide acfurate figures
on height and frequency."
The gauges are located close
to shore, Vitousek said, because
they have to be checked once a
lopk. The new detectors, which
*re been placed on the bottom
°tithe ocean at five sites in the
Pirtle, are in such deep water
that they are not affected by
normal wave movement, Vitolesek said.
A cable connects the foot4ong
cSindrical device with cornpaterized equipment on shore
which analyzes the size of the
vikves and their frequency.
Vhousek plans to eliminate the
cable and transmit the information by radio.
two .detectors have been
j • ed off Oahu in Hawaii,
off Wake Island in the
-.ern Pacific, one off Minami
• Shima, an island about 500
northeast of Wake, and
off Amchitka Wand in the
.usek, who has been
Ing on the tidal wave
ion project with a colDr. Gaylord R. Miller,
costs have run about
000 so far, supplied by U.S.
ent of Commerce and
.mic Energy Commission
itousek and Miller said they
expect their detectors will
eventually be used throughout
the Pacific. Vitousek said they
are so sophisticated that only 12
detectors, properly spaced,
would be needed instead of the
46 gauges presently in use.

COFFEE
10-oz. Jar
(with coupon)
SAVE 30'

KEATHLEY'S VANILLA

2-oz. can
/
61
in Creamed
Gravy

9 LIVES

ARMOUR

CAT FOOD
PRIDE-OF 'ILL
VIENNA SAUSAGE5-oz.
17 can 5/$100
CREAM "_oz
4/$1°°
NO RETURN BOTTLES
CORN
28 oz

can

e3i

COCA-COLA 4/98t

WITH DISPENSER

Trial Offer

TRVKALitie
Rua,t

mitts.
xxx

LOTION MILD SOAP

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A _10,0Z JAR OF

FRESH NEW CROP

,FRESH, TENDER, YELLOW
- •w.StiyEET CORN

FANTASTIK

INSTANT

HOUSECOFFEE
MAXWELL
Parker's
Market
AT
$ 1 39

NO. 1 RED

STAIRCASE PROBLEM
PETERBOROUGH, England
(UPI)—Anyone want a threestory antique staircase' T4
item in the 500-year-old
Hotel must find a new home
before workmen can go ahead
and demolish the building.
;County planning chief Lawrence Robinson said Monday:
'The staircase is too good to be
destroyed."

OLD FASHION

BOLOGNA
LARGE
By-The-Piece

LEAN, TENDER
PORK

CUTLETS

LEAN, BONELESS
BEEF

69; STEW

HAMBURGER

lb.

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY ... YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE"

•

OLDEST MAYOR—William
F. Long, at 91 the nation's
oldest mayor, sits at his
desk in Macedonia, Ohio.
and contemplates his plans
to run for re-election
Macedonia, near Cleveland,
has a population of 6,300.

PARKE W

Shopping Center
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week
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Conservatives
threaten Nixon?

TV School
Begins On
Sept 20

• 75
S .
•

Ky.—
LEXINGTON,
"Community
TV
Hip]
School," a series of 39 half-hour
Copley News Service
lessons begins on the Kentucky
Educational Television network
''The overwhelming majority
of delegates were conSept. 20 at 7:30 p.m., Eastern
Servatives," William Rusher,
Time.
publisher of the conservative
Designed to help adults who
National Review, wrote of the
don't have a high school diploma,
1968 GOP convention, ". . . and
the television series assists
when Richard Nixon was
student viewers obtain their high
nominated it was because, and
school equivalency test. More
only because, a majority of
than 750,000 adult Kentuckians do
conservatives present had
not have a high school diploma.
decided to support him."
The TV high school contains
Only a few days after the
lessons in English grammar,
GOP decided on San Diego as
literature, math, natural science
Its 1972 convention city, Rusher
and social studies. Two lessons
and 10 other Conservative
are shown each week and eash
Party leaders in New York and
lesson is shown three times.
Washington "suspended" their
The state Department of
support of the Nixon adEducation, Division of Adult
ministration.
Education, is funding the leasing
Bridling under what they
believe is a "Nixon betrayal"
of the "Community TV High
School" series through a state
on domestic and foreign policy,
their open break with the
grant for G. E. D. The grant also
President has been building
provides for the purchase of a
since the very first days of the
limited supply of G. E. D. home
Nixon administration.
study kits.
Douglas Tyler of Farmington was the artist, "for
"MONA LISA" looks out at eastbound drivers on 14^ -We do not plan," the 11
Home study kits will be given
kicks," using one gallon white paint, one gallon black.
Mile Road near Farmington, Mich., a Detroit suburb.
Conservative leaders said in a
on a first-come first-serve basis
July 28 statement, "at the
to adult students enrolling in the
moment to encourage formal
course. The kits contain texbooks
political
opposition
to
on the five-subject areas covered
President Nixon in the forthIn the series. Adults wishing to
coming primaries, but we
receive the kits are asked to write
propose to keep all options open
to the Kentucky Educational
in the light of political
Television network in care of the
developments in the next few
Home Study Kit.
months."
The Education Department is
Museum and Library in the
By JOAN MURARO
The eastern conservative
personal invitation at the of the column capitals had to be
replaced because of World War
funding the television series
undercroft.
Copley News Service
break with Nixon raises the
bottom, and offered to perII damage, though the other 10 obvious question whether the
In May, an eight-foot statue
because many adults are unable
sonally introduce Onrchill, if
American Association of Ad- to attend the regular classroom
are the originals carved in 1667. conservatives throughout the
By CARL W.RITTER
FULTON, Mo. — The first of the famed World War ll
he accepted.
vertising Agencies, the Asso- program,according to Ted Cook,
The pews are new, but in 17th
Copley News Service
thousand years presumably statesman was unveiled at the
country have the political
The address, titled "Sinews
ciation of National Advertisers director of general adult
will be the hardest for the little college, adjacent to the old
to
prevent
the
of Peace," was delivered Century design. There are 27 power
If someone were to insist that and his own American Adver- education for the state.
London Church of St. Mary the church. The work of CzechMarch 5, 1946, and for the first circular steps in the belfry; 24 President's renomination in
the original
of
them
came
from
one-half of the people sub- tising Federation — "to take
fully
born sculptor. Franta Belsky,
Aldermanbury.
For the unemployed,Cook said.
San Diego roughly 12 months
time the world heard the exthe 12th
church
erected
in
to advertising claims the necessary steps immedi- "the G.E.D. certificate is one of
the statue depicts Churchill as
jected
pression "Iron Curtain,"
from now.
After a long, colorful and
ately to put the industry's
Belsky first saw him in 1940,
term which later over- Century. New stones needed to
The "suspension of support" are skeptical about them, the
the first steps in getting a job".
sometimes violent history,it is,
those destroyed by war is a pressure point from the American Advertising Federa- house in order." They are The certificate also helps many
while the 19-year-old Belsky
replace
title
of
shadowed
the
official
tailikely as it seems, in Fulton,
working
in
conjunction
with
the
be
came from the original Port- GOP right to try and drive the tion's top executive wouldn't
was training as a gunner in
the address.
Mo., on a continent whose very
proposi- Council of Better Business Bu- people in upgrading their present
land quarry in England.
England with the Free Czech
Churchill
A
Winston
President back from his inclined to dispute the
existence was largely unknown
Jobs.
reaus.
tion.
forces.
In all, 700 tons of stone were progressive drift to the left.
Quadrangle was dedicated at
when the first Church of St.
An additional benefit, Cook
Today's public is different,
chairBaker,
E.
Frederick
The eight-foot bronze figure
the school in 1958, but it was in shipped to Fulton for the The conservatives believed
Mary the Virgin was built in a
said,
"is that it opens the door to
Baker
said.
and
the
AAF
both
the
showing Chirchill, in Belsky's
project by firms which donated they provided the balance of man of
1961 that the idea of bringing a
corner of the London wall early
"The most difficult challenge more education, such as
agency,
advertising
Seattle
words, "standing foursquare,
their
services.
nomination
Christopher Wren church to
power for Nixon's
in the 1100s.
the advertising industry faces vocational school and college."„,
defiant, against a head wind,"
Completing the memorial at at Miami in 1968 and later for Ayer-Baker, Inc., recognizes is to truly understand the
Fulton as part of the memorial
The chirch has historic ties
atti- More than a third of the people,'
truth
and
possible
as
a
very
this
was flown to the United States
Fulton, and softening the ap- his dose election victory over
was first considered.
with William Shakespeare, who
tude, the thinking and emotion- who have received G. E. D9'
he is distressed.
proach to the church, which Hubert Humphrey.
Through all of this, the
lived nearby and is believed to by a special Royal Air Force
He is sufficiently distressed al processes of today's public. certificates in Kentucky have
flight. It bears only the word
now risesfrom a concrete base
bombed-out ruins of the Church
'
,have worshiped there, and with
is possible to to launch perhaps the greatest People are undergoing a time gone on for further education.
Theoretically,
it
'Churchill" on the front of 4.he
which houses the litrary inof St. Mary the Virgin,
John Milton, who married his
block Nixon's renomination. drive yet to police the business of doubt, of self-examination
Cook indicated that persons
limestone base, while the rear
Aldermanbury, stood roofless, stead of sitting amid the green
second wife there.
Practically, however, it is
engaged and of insecurity. In many, earning a high school diploma or
of the base carries the lines Sir
of its own little garden and extraordinarily difficult to in which he has been
But it is now located in Fulton
shattered and fire-blackened in
many instances they attack es- an equivalency certificate can
Winston used to express the
most of his life.
graveyard,as Wren built it, is a
as a tribute to a more modern
a corner of London, a sad relic
dump an incumbent president.
"There are rotten apples in tablished beliefs and institu- expect to earn an estimated
theme of his six-volume history
garden
installed
by
memorial
man • of English letters —
at the end of a long career.
Not only do the conservatives the barrel. We want to get them tions."
The Second World War:"
$258,000 in a lifetime, as comT. C. Whitmarsh of St. Louis in
Winston Churchill, who in 1946
He said the advertising busi- pared to 8182,000 for a
Exact date of the erection of
the formidable power the out. We will get them out,"
face
"In war: resolution
Isabelle.
of
his
wife,
memory
first used the term -Iron
ness
must
review
its
conduct
the first church is unknown, but
President holds over his party, Baker said in an interview.
In defeat: defiance
nongraduate.
includes only
Curtain" in an address at
burials were already being The garden
but to mount a "dump Nixon
In victory: magnanimity
He has been instrumental "with honest and harsh
"More education for these nos
plants which grow in England,
Westminster College in Fulton.
recordeti there as early as 1116.
movement" at the 1972 San during the last year or so in realism." He said it "must face graduates means more milliong.
In peace: good will."
and centers around a sundial
today's
public
with
hands
spotGutted in the great London
requires
The
church
was
convention
destroyed
in
Diego
The unlikely visit of the
bringing together the three key
of dollars to Kentucky," be said':
dating from 1650.
fire of 1666, seriously damaged wartime British leader to a
the great fire of 1666, and anew
time, money and planning.
advertising groups — the lessly clean."
Last year more than 1000 adult**
by afire bomb in one of the few small college in the central
church was built on the site by
Baker feels there is an un- enrolled in KET'S television high
World War I zeppelin raids on United States resulted from an
Sir Christopher Wren between
precedented need for all busi- school series. Network personnel
London, and nearly destroyed invitation sent him in August,
1670 and 1677, incorporating
ness — not only the advertising sent 200 questionnaires to persons
when it took a direct hit during 1945, by Westminster President
medieval materials from the
enrolled in this course. Of the 83
the tragic blitz attack of Dec. Dr. Franc L. McCluer. Maj.
earlier structure for the inbusiness — to tell the story pre- responses, 21 replied they had
29, 1940, the church has risen, Gen. Harry H. Vaughan, an
terior walls, and retaining a
cisely as it is.
passed the G.E.D. exam. Many
phoenix4ike, each time from alumnus of the school and
flight of steps from the original
-All business is being subindicated they intended to
others
its history-soaked ashes.
church.
military aide to President
verted," he said. "And if those
In 1915, a fire bomb from a
In its new environment,it has Harry S Trunum, took the
who would subvert business in take the test.
information
more
For
zeppelin did heavy damage to
to
become a Winston Churchill invitation
President
the United States and Canada
the church, including the
Memorial, with a Churchill Truman. who penned his
weighs 450,000 pounds in all and are successful, not only will about"Community TV High
By RAYMOND WiLCOVE
shattering of the last of the
rises 151 feet from the base to business itself be the loser, but School," persons should contact
Central Press Association
clear glass windows which
the torch.
everyone will. There would be their local school superintendent.
Correspondent
Reactions to the statue were
Wren had utilized for the
no alternate answer but to suc- Ted Cook, State Department of
NEW YORK—This is the
varied. It was described as a
window lighting that he liked. 100th anniversary of the concumb
to a statist economy. ... Education, 209 St. Clair Street,
symbol of French - American
countries were not built by Frankfort, Kentucky 40601; or
'Repaired again, the church ception of a great lady, a lady
friendship, as a token of middle- Our
took what appeared to be its who went on to become one of
class vigilance against oppres- statism. They were built by in- Mr. Bill Wilson, adult education
the most revered figures in
specialist at the Kentucky
death
blow
in
1940,
when
a
sion by the rich and poor, as a dividual enterprise."
There
was
avante(NES)
also
expects
Chicago
But he
Baker reported that a nation- Educational Television network,
direct hit left only the bare, American life--the Statue of
benighted nod to a pagan god•a time when indoor and out- garde casual to move into the
Liberty.
dess, and, by the Irish, as a al advertising advisory com- 600 Cooper Drove, Lexington,
door furnishings were about as dining room,as well, especially roofless walls and the 12
Like many public figures, she
symbol of defiance to the Eng- mittee has developed the legal Kentucky 40502.
columns inside still standing. was engulfed in controversy,
far apart as Kipling's east and
as part of the eclectic look
lish.
which blends the old with the
• west. Any purchase for the
structure for a nonprofit corEven the old bells in the belfry even reviled at times, before she
One newspaper in New York poration to be known as the Nanew.,
patio or lawn was restricted to
melted..
Bob Reiner guests
was accepted for what she is—
noted in describing the dedica- tional Advertising Review
"Done right, there's no reathose areas, and the homeMeanwhile the neighborhood a shining light for those who
HOLLYWO4.11)(EN) Bob
tion ceremonies the passage of
maker would hardly think of son why a dining room consistBoard, Inc.
and its parish had changed. seek a home in the New World.
Reirwt, a regular cast member
an ocean liner past Bedloe Ising of a glass-topped casual
using the same 'furniture
It, was in the summer of
This
board
—
expected
to
be
Where
Shakespeare
once
lived
of "All in the Family," will
pedestal table, sculptured
land and speculated over what
indoors as part of her carefully
and Milton walked, industrial 1871 that Auguste Bartholdi, a
appear in a guest shot for the
thought-out decor.
the immigrants lining its rails fully staffed and active in about
plastic dining chairs, a French
celebrated
French
sculptor,-conprovincial buffet in distressed . and commercial developments
might have thought of the giant three months — will consist of
But today the situation has
new ABC-TV comedy "Coiling
idea
for
a
ceived
the
giant
sta30 leading advertising people, Together."
had grown up. Since there was
cherry. and an antique New
statue.
changed. Not only is outdoor
York Harbor with-a
tue
in
New
England cupboard can't be
no longer a parish for the
The New York Herald thus 10 leading advertising agency
or casual furniture being used
* * *
torch of liberty pointing the
harmoniously,"
blended
pointed its finger at what personnel and 10 respected
interchangeably indoors and
church to serve, it was way to the New World.
Bartholstatue's
the
Buys
film
Vaughn said.
became
rights
eventually
out, but some casual designs
public
representatives,
plus
the
scheduled for destruction. For di, then 37, was disillusioned
chief role America's welcome NARB's chairman. These 51
are so handsome that they're
Another factor that makes
1101.1ANI
the first time in some 900 years, with the Old World, where the
(EPI)
purchased strictly for indoor
to the many millions who came persons would:
polymer casual furniture good
Quinn Martin, priNitll'ef of telo
there would not be a Church of Prussian-Franco War just had
flowing to the shores of the New
use.
for indoor use is the ruggedness
St. Mary the Virgin on the.spot. resulted in defeat for his peo1. Approve an advertising vision's "The FRI.." has pur"One reason why casual of the material of which it's
World seeking a haven from Old
chased film rights to the new
code.
In 1964, the ruined relic was ple.
made. If it can take the gaff of
World oppression.
furniture lends itself so well to
The statue was conceived also
• • •
2. Handle appeals on specific novel, "Like
1ny
Other
presented to the college Es a
indoor areas is because of the sun, wind, rain, ice, and snow,
as a gesture of friendship from
Fugitive."
it certainly ought to be able to
unusual designs available which
THE OFFICIAL now-forgot- complaints concerning truth
Wilt was dismantled stone by
the
people
of
France
to
the
peoten dedication poem was written and accuracy in national conare not restncted by the tradi- take the punishment of family
stone, and each piece was ple of the United States. and
Seat belts do save lives but only
by Whittier. The famous poem sumer advertising when the
tions of indoor furnishings," dining.
scrubbed
and
numbered.
The
$250,000
was
raised
in
France
Vaughn
A brand new material (rigid
Lazarus, written two Council of Better Business Bu- If they are worn, "Buckle up for
according to David
Emma
by
hastier- stone jigsaw puzzle for the statue over the next
urethane foam by Uniroyal)
years earlier, was ignored for reaus' staff reaches an impasse safety" is not just a slogan it's a
well-versed authonty on casual
was shipped to Fulton by sea decade. But it took another five
has been used by Vaungarde to
17 years until it officially be- with an advertiser.
furniture.
way of life-a way of saving lives.
years
tip
the
Unite
and
rail,
with
the
first
States
stones
to
sculpcame apart of the statue. In
HE NOTED, for example, achieve a contemporary
The
$225,0M
NARB
would
provide
The
seek
needed
volunto
arriving
in
1966—
chairs
March,
,
just
tured look in tables and
1903, a bronze tablet bearing the
that probably more outstandtary compliance with its decithat are as much at home
three centuries after the great build the foundation for the
poem was attached to the staing contemporary designs are
statue.
sions. When such efforts at perthe
on
indoors as they are
being produced for casual
tile's base.
fire. By the following January,
• • •
patio.
furnishings than for other
There the immoital words of suasion to change an ad or an
the final exterior stone was in
A COMMITTEE raised $125.types. The development of
the young New York poetresa ad campaign failed to resolve a
Table bases are offered in
place, and July of 1968 the 000, but the project by then was
Liberty
of
Stow*
Th.
sculptured designs in polymer two styles, a graceful Flowervan be read by the millions of specific case satisfactorily, the
lights were turned on in the in danger of falling by the wayOur air your tired
is especially strong in the causal shaped pedestal and a distincvisitors who take the 20-minute, board would ttrow open the
church
side.
Criticism was voitied in
for
the
first
time
in
configuration.
field.
Turbine
tive
about the project, then $1 ferry ride to Liberty Island case to public scrutiny and resfarlous
quarters
over
nearlY
erecting
iistic
three
decades.
Vaughn, who is president of
now is known:
Either comes with a choice
ter it to the appropriate govthe statue. One New York news- voted $58,000 to equip the mon- as it
Vaungarde, Inc., Owosso, of crystal or rough-smooth
'Ger, 1111 your tired, your
The old and the new have, of paper questioned French mo- ument.
ernment agency, such as the
Mich., manufacturer of casual
• •
poor. I/0 ur hIlitilled Mosses
glass tops in 36-, 42-: or 48necessity, been merged in the tives. An English paper wonFederal Trade Comrnission.
furniture, pointed out that the
of prat:moo to breathe free. the
inch diameters. Prices range
rebuilding, but the over-all dered why poverty - stricken
THE COLOSSAL statue
Baker said that once the prohomemaker is very receptive to from $99 to $227, depending
wretch, d n tufo of your /cent..
World
the
Enlightening
effect conforms entirely to France was exporting Liberty Liberty
gram gets rolling, he believes it
such innovative • approaches, on style and choice of top.
shore. Send
toy
these. the
28.
Oct
on
unveiled
finally was
Christopher Wren's plans. to rich America
where traditional
especially
will be possible to intercept
There are also two basic
It was at this point that 1888, with President Grover' hoinelfss, m pest-lost to pie.
Some 19th Century changes,
formality is not required.
false or misleading advertising —411.
chair styles. The Egg Cup
Joseph Pulitzer, who recently Cleveland and the sculptor in ,t lift my tamp beside Ulf !ioldincluding
window
traceries
and
-The breakfast room or area
swivel Chair echoes the silbefore it is permitted to take
purchased the Nrw York attendance. Berthold' made the en door!"
stained glass windows, were had
houette of the Flower table
Close by the statue, Ellis Is- advantage of the pubLic.
is one place where casual furniWorld, jumped into the brem h
in sections, built around
eliminated, and handmade He launched a campaign in
ture has really taken hold as a
base, while the Owosso armby Gus- land, which served until 1954
The public was characterized
hi a steel frame designed
duplications of the Wren newspaper to raise the lenlain.
refreshing alternative to the
chair features an unorthodox
Eiffel, who later was to as the gateway to America for by the veteran advertising
44.;
0 a:s
tave
conventional chrome and plasthree-legged silhouette. Priced
windows have been installed. ing $100,000 with contritadimls build the famous tower in Paris an estimated 15 million Euro- executive as being "much
AW/triark:'17-"
tic-topped dinettes," he said.
at $59 and $56. respectively,
name. Two hundred pean immigrants, now is being
The eight-sided bases of the as low as a nickel being a, bearing hie pounds
sharper" now than in earlier
eopper
"The family room is another
both styles are available with
developed
as
a
park
and
muof
columns, which were sand- cepted In about five month.; in ' thousane were used tor the ex- scum. Congress appropriated $8 generations. Baker said this
such area, especially where it
optional cushions covered in
1885, he raised the
bisstodc in America.
public is demanding "believstone, could not be removed, Congress, still not too $100,1 100 sheeting.11 the stetue, which million for this
adjoins the kitchen and is used
special mildew- and flame-re•••••Mtt Low.p
enthii,-.1- terior
ability" and will get it.
for family dining."
sistant Naugahyde,
and new ones were made. Two
By JEFIFIREY ST,JOHN
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Bluntly, any move to deny captures the Democratic
Nixon the nomination must nomination.
It is safe to say that the anger
begin now if it is to have any
chance of success. A new of GOP conservatives is not
presidential try by George C. likely to alter Nixon's drift to
Wallace may diffuse any the left. The President feels
"dump Nixon movement" by safe from the right wing of his
causing defections to Wallace. party because he believes they
Furthermore, Wallace may have nowhere to go. This time,
drain off money and manpower however, both the President
needed to stop Nixon at the 1972 and his advisers may have
miscalculated. The GOP right
convention.
The President has the GOP may not be able to deny Nixon
right wing over a barrel. But in the nomination but when the
such a position he may over- summer of 1972 arrives, San
Diego could well become the
play his hand and not clearly
realize what a hornet's nest he city where the GOP was split
has stirred up among con- wide open.
Already confronted with a
servatives with his domestic
still ailing economy, the GOP
policies and especially with his
right could seriously imperil
planned China visit.
the President's reelection
Nixon could overplay his chances by either defecting to
hand and split the party right Wallace or staying home and
down the middle if he decides to refusing to work and vote for
dump Vi:e President Spiro the man who pledged "new
Agnew and replace him with an leadership." Nixon may be
eastern liberal like New York sitting on a keg of political
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller. He nitroglycerin by alienating and
may be forced into such a move angering those who provided
if New York Mayor John the narrow margin of victory in
Lindsay switches parties and 1968.

•••

MONEY MATTERS

London church stands
in Fulton, honors Winnie

Ad leader assails
'rotten apples'

A Frenchman Had an Idea 100 Years Ago:
Result: America's Own Statue of Liberty

Casual Furniture
Makes Indoor Hit
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

*****************

FALL & WINTER
MERCHANDISE
vos
SHIRTS "kkte
7•
4,
4/te oo

GA NT - SERO
SHAPELY
Largest Selection in Murray

ir

A
so\-s,
e\20

PANTS
FLAIR

006/
Pe e /ro
Pressgeot

SPORT COATS ui,r°:e
9i libie
SUITS ,0.olts

FOR SALE

,
SERVICES OFFERti

SE RV ICES OFFERED

LITTLE GIRL'S clothes, sues 8
A26Nc
and 10. Phone 753-2477.

All 8-Track
Tape & LPs
'1.00 Off
at
Your Magnavox Center

Leach's Music & TV
in the Dixieland Center
AIR CONDITIONER, 16000 BTU
collerator, 2 years old. Like new.
Also 8200 BTU Collerator.
Reasonable. Phone 753-9827. A26C
ONE YORKSHIRE for sale.
Phone 753-8419 after 7:00
A26P
p.m.
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. ITC

ROOFING
Now is the time to do your
HOT BUILD-UP Roofing and Coating.

CARLOCK'S
Roofing Service
- SINCE 1935
Call Collect
502-729-4543

Free Estimate
Route 2
Philpot, Ky.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

AFTERNOON
ROOM FOR BOYS with kitchen EXCHANGE
and private entrance. $35.00 per baby-sitting for furnished
month. Phone 753-6638. 1008 apartment. References required.
A26C Or will rent apartment. Phone
Sharpe Street.
A26P
753-6278.
TWO CAR clean-up shop. Phone
exA27C PAINTERS WANTED;
REAL NICE expand° trailer, 753-3018.
perienced only. $4.50 and better
carpeted. Also a very nice furA30C
furnished per hour. Phone 753-1710.
ROOM
nished apartment. Phone 753-6044 THREE
A26C apartment. Teacher or college FAST EXPERIENCED typist,
or 436-5812.
student, couples only. Phone 753- approximately 4 hours each
lit afternoon from 2:00 till work is
FURNISHED BEDROOM for 2915.
girl. Phone 753-7266. Rent
completed. An equal opportunity
A26C EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for employer. Reply to P. 0. Box 32reasonable.
college girl. 1628 Hamilton
A27C
B, Murray, Kentucky.
A27C
REAL NICE 10' wide two Ave.
WANTED
HOMEWORKERS
bedroom, air-conditioned trailer.
One small child welcomed. MODERN BRICK farm home, 'part-time,full-time work at home
A26C 8% miles from Murray, North on mailing our circulars. For details
Private. Phone 753-4481.
641. Unusually nice. Carpeting, rush selt-addressed, stamped
drapes, attached garage. $125.00 t'nvelope and 35c to US En
NEWLY DECORATED upstairs per month. Phone 436-5479. A27C terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
'Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFC
furnished room for 2 boys. For
AUCTION SALE
more information phone 753PERSON--'AMBITIOUS
A26C AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
1387.
Needed due to expansion. Serve
August 28, 1:00 p.m. rain or shine consumers with
Rawleigh
FURNISHED APARTMENTS; at 402 South 8th Street next to
Household Products full or spare.
living room, kitchen, bathroom Bell's Grocery at the late Mr.
time. Can earn $125 per week or
with shower and bath. 1 or 2 Tom Williams home.
more. Write giving phone no.:
bedrooms. Zimerman Apart- Will sell; refrigerator-freezer
Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co.,
ments, South 16th Street. Phone combination, Philco cook stove,
Freeport, Ill, or call 815-232-4161
A30C
753-6609.
dining room suite with six chairs, from 8 to 4:30.
A26C
real nice living room suite, poster
bedroom suite, Zenith TV, like TURN YOUR spare time into
rwo BEDROOM furnished new.
Radio, cook ware, dresser, Money. Need 3 men to earn $50.00
duplex apartment. $110.00 per
chest of drawers, springs and to $60.00 weekly. Must be neat,
month plus utilities and $50.00
mattress, chifferobe, cedar have a car and phone. For apdeposit. Couple or couple and one
A3OP
wardrobe, vacuum cleaner, pointment call 753-1442.
child. Phone 753-1351 or 753rocking chairs, porch swing and
A30C
4599.
lawn furniture. Hand tools of all WANTED, 1 or 2 young men full
kinds, antique Seth Thomas time. Freed C,otham Co., 753A26C
clock, lamps, glass-ware, iron 4832.
TWO BEDROOM house, furware, sewing machine, old iron
large
nished, air-conditioned,
cook-stove. Lots of other items TRUCK DRIVER, apply at
yard. Available September 1st.
Texaco Bulk Plant. No phone
too numerous to mention.
$135.00 per month. 1637 Catalina
We will enjoy having you, come calls please.
A26
A30C
753-2527.
Phone
Drive.
and
be with us. Teri-}0 SHOLAR'S AUTO REPAIR
A27C
Shoemaker, Auctioneer.
needs a mechanic. Please apply
ROOMS FOR GIRLS, with kitTFC
in person.
chen facilities. Located 1624
Saturday,
SALE,
AUCTION
Hamilton. Phone 753-3402. A27C
you need extra
August 28, 10:00 a.m. at the late LADIES, DO
fall fashions.
Edd Morton home at Taylor money for new
HOUSE; THREE bedrooms, air- Store-9 miles southwest of Make excellent earnings in your
spare time as a Venda Beauty
conditioned, dishwasher, gar- Murray.
bage disposal, refrigerator, WW sell a housefull of nice Counselor. For interview apA27C
stove, washer and dryer, drapes. furniture. Some items are' pointment call 753-1711.
TFC Frigidaire refrigerator (like REAL ESTATE FOR SALE'
Phone 753-8129.
NICE TWO bedroom furnished
apartment. Carpeted, airconditioned. Near University.
Phone 753-7550 after 5:00
A30C
p.m.

CREOSOTED POLES for pole
barn construction, utility poles
and boat docks. Murray Lumber
Sweat
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
ITC SECRETARY; 6 years exKentucky.
IN MEMORY
S\e"e\ess
perience. References. Phone 753-' In Memory of my dear
to\
Paris,
1971 HONDA 350. Phone
ROBERT BRUCE
ANC Husband, Jesse Johnson.
2729.
A28C
Tennessee,642-7009.
Should your soul return on a
DAILY CHILD care in my home bright and summer day
few
a
also
peas,
PURPLE HULL
2T0
You would not find me bowed in
near University. Phone 753tomatoes. Phone 753-6354. A27C
A26P grief,
7276.
,RAc\4
But going merrily on my way.
TWO AUTOMATIC hog waterers.
Latest Styles
my I keep busy doing all the things
in
children
KEEP
WILL
A27C
Phone 492-8622.
home by week or day. Also willi That I always like to do,
BOSTONIAN - JARMAN
753-3102. A26C Like working in the garden
10'x50' LIBERTY two bedroom do ironing. Phone
When the grass is wet with dew.
trailer,furnished. Ready to move
all the chores about the
And
into. Located at Shady Oaks
WILL DO trash hauling, house that never seem to end.
Trailer Court. Phone 767Phone 753I go from room to room and then
A31C reasonable rates.
2751.
A31C begin again.
6130.
ALL DESIGNS
But do not come at night My
MATCHING DIVAN. and chair,
Largest Selection in Murray
EX- Dearest One when all my work is
PROFESSIONAL,
4(7‘
Also
condition.
$80.00. Excellent
painter, will work done
bed frame, $10.00. Excellent PERIENCED
on hourly basis, And I have gone to bed.
condition. Phone 753-7640 before contract jobs,
equipment. Call 489Tis then my lone vigil I keep and
own
has
5:00
after
753-5726
or
p.m.
5:00
Sept.7C
night I cry myself to sleep.
every
=87.
lit
p.m.
Written by Annie Johnson
FURNITURE REFINIsiiIINIG
ITC
new), electric stove, large chesthay. Phone All work guaranteed. Free pickJap
of
ACRES
SIX
bedroom type freezer, chrome dinette APPROXIMATELY 3 acres of
TWO
MODERN
North 15th Street Murray, Ky.
land on Highway 97, 44 mile from
and
up
estimate
delivery.
Free
A27C
753-3629.
suite, extra nice cherry dining
On August 16, 1971 the death lakeside furnished home
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
or faculty room suite, 2 nice poster bed Tri City. Large landscaped
Across From
students
Married
and
Aug24C angel visited the home of Mr.and
desired. No children. Will lease room suites, chairs, rockers, frontage, 300' wide. Beautifut
HANNAH'S husband Hector McCoy,753-3045.
Mrs. Tom Edd Travis
MSU Library
1 thru June 30th. living room suite, coffee table building site or suitable for
September
hates hard work so he cleans the
loving
WILL DO sewing in my home. claimed for its own their
month,
utilities fur- and end tables. The largest subdividing into smaller lots.
per
8100.00
Rent
new
Lustre.
Blue
rugs with
OPEN 8:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
A27C
Barrow, phone 492- daughter, Ora Belle.
Floyd
Mrs.
A30C collection of fancy quilts ever Phone 753-4076.
436-5587.
Phone
nished.
electric shampooer $1. Western
Ora •Belle was born August 21,
A27C
8445.
Auto, Home of "The Wishing
PHONE 753 3242
sold. Between 50 and 100 of them, SMALL FARM; good location;
1940. She professed faith in Christ
A25C
Well"
with UNFURNISHED DOWNSTAIRS never been used-all the fancy business or future investment.
united
and
age
early
an
at
WILL DO house-work, also babyUnited one bedroom apartment. Private patterns.
One mile East Murray, apsitting during the day. Phone 436- the Brooks Chapel
with mattress.
BED
BABY
of her entrances. One block from Lots of antique collector items: proximately 10 acres pasture.
One
Church.
SCHNAUZER
MINIATURE
A27C Methodist
5615.
lady 2 old dressers, 1 marble top),
Mature
A27C
sWEET CORN and Kentucky
753-3537.
greatest pleasures was attending downtown.
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
puppies, registered, non shed Phone
preferred. Phone 753-1299. Extra old fainting couch, iron be
Wonder Pole Beans. Also; pure
church.
her
serving
and
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
Loving dispositions, top
coats.
bred Dachshund puppies, one
MATCHING washer SEPITC TANK clebning. back
with brass knobs, sewing For appointment call 753Ora Belle loved her family Available now.
blood lines. Reasonably priced. HOTPOINT
A26P machine, picture frames, trunks
male, three females. See or call
$85.00; roll-a-way bed, hoe work. Phone Rex Camp. 753- dearly and expressed many
TFC
4147
Kennels, and dryer,
Melody-Ayre
Sept 2t times how she loved every body.
Set of 5932.
Ray Brownfield on Johnny
$20.00.
condition,
excellent
wall telephone, churns, butter
Buchanan, Tenn. Phone 901-247bedroom
ONE
head boards
Robertson Road, phone 753molds, tea kettles, wash kettles. APPROXIMATELY
She is survived bs her parents, FURNISHED
7-eightA25C twin beds, padded
3345.
close to hospital and
ANC
1721.
without mattress, $30.00. Piano
CARD OF THANKS
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Edd Travis, apartment,
oblong dough tray.
tenths acres, about 3 miles Southattractive
Large
university.
$25.00.
repair,
one sister. Mrs. Sue Taylor, and
BEDROOM SET,double bed with antique, needs
You could not imagine one old west of Lynn Grove and excellent
A27C We wish to express our deep four brothers, Will Edd, Jerry, rooms. Private entrances. Phone family having
45 JOHN DEERE combine, corn bookcase headboard, matching Phone 753-9660.
so many old location for basement. On good
A26P
753-1299.
appreciation and thanks for the Billy and L. A. Travis.
and bean headers. Like new. 1964 dresser with mirror, blond finish,
collector items. Here are the clad, mail route and school bus
many acts of kindness extended
NOTICE
Chevrolet 2 ton truck with grain $65.00. Regina electric broom,
A brother-in-law three sistersgdodies: 2 or 3 large tables, 2 old -oute. Contact Earl Spann, Route
to us during the illness and death in-law, a step-grandmother, Mrs. FURNISHED BASEMENT pie safes, old dish cabinet plus
bed and hoist. Reason for selling, $10.00. Odd living room chair,
Pochahontas, Illinois
A26P $5.00. 207 North 12th Street, SHAPEMAKERS!!! THE only of our daughter and sister, Ora Mamie Jones, four nephews, five apartment, 3 rooms, nice and the floor in one room full of fine 2275.
disabled. Phone 435-4535.
A26C
Water
entrance.
Outside
clean.
lose
to
way
weight
easy
and
inBelle
Travis.
neices, many uncles and aunts,
old glass and china. I could not
Apartment 2, between 6:00 and
753Phone
paid.
heat
and
an
ches
Make
fast.
appointment
GOOD USED refrigerator, $35.00. 7:30 p.m. only.
begin to list each item Sep rate THREE BEDROOM brick house
We also extend our deepest cousins, and a host of friends
A26C
1739.
Dinette set, $20.00. Also old
Hugh also mourn her passing.
A25C for Free figure analysis. Phone appreciation to Dr
and describe it.
on Catalina Drive. Pricy
753-2962.
A25NC Houston,
A26P
couch. Phone 753-8471.
Also a large shop filled with shop reasonable. Phone 753-9445. A26C
Drs. Richard and Mary. A precous one from us has gone
trailer.
BEDROOM
TWO
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols WE ARE ready now to deliver or Broeringmeyer, Rev. John A voice we loved is stilled
and hand tools, horse drawn.
Washer, dressing room, furbedroom brick
GOOD G. E. dryer for sale in Kentucky. No increase in
take your order for six vein Bradley and Rev. William There's a vacant place in our nished. Married couple only. If you like good sales, Don't BY OWNER-3
Phone 753-3302 after 4:30
prices. Country Boy Stores, the stoker or four by seven lump McKinney, the singers, Mrs. home
miss this one. For information house, two blocks from college.
$75.00 month. Green Acres
A26P Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
p.m.
call 435-4042 or 435-5131. Otto Phone 753-4683 or 753-1790. A25e
coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice & Bobby Garrison, Mrs. Jo Mathis. That never can be filled
Trailer Court No. 12. Phone
to
called
been
has
the
she
Though
Ky.
Dumas.
Junction
Chesters Licensed St Bonded
from Hopkinsville,
and Mrs. Linda
Coal Service, 408 South 4th
A30C
CORNER LOT with trees.
Mayfield 247-6107.
SWEET CORN.Phone 7531TP
1l7& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 Street.
Service.
neighbors, the donors of food rest,
Sept.11C
100'x150' in Kingswood. Beautiful
A26P
5874.
p.m.
Aug30C
and many beautiful flowers, the with a loving God above
locati6n, paved streets. Must sell
hearts
Max
Forever
our
in
the
LYNDIA COCHRAN Dance pallbearers, and
ISHED HOUSE for 4 boys AUCTION SALE, Saturday, immediately and will consider
will remain her sweetness
TRAILER 10'x52'. Number 80, Studio announces registration Churchill Funeral Home
Call Tom Alexander , August 28, 1971, 10100 a.m. at any reasonable offer. Phone 753girls.
FERGUSON MODEL TO-20
1TP
Shady Oaks Trailer Court. See Classes
Ballet, May God's richest blessings be and her love.
in
Tap,
A26P
S7C Harley Collins home, located 3,2 7820.
or 753-1713.
tractor with rebuilt motor. Also a
Jack Norsworthy or call 489Acrobatics, Modern Jazz. Phone with each and everyone.
AUTOS FOR SALE
miles East of Almo, Kentucky.
1961 Volvo automobile and chain
A31C 753-4647.
2691.
A25C Mr. 8L, Mrs. Tom Edd Travis,
1968 VOLKSWAGEN BUG, good THREE ROQM apartment, Selling RCA Television and LOT, 105'x160' in Sherwood
A30C
saw. Phone 436-2147.
furnished, incluatng utilities. On record player, good condition; Forrest. Phone 753-7358 after 4:00
A. Travis, Mr. and Mrs Curtis condition,$900.00. Phone 435ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- Taylor and Family, Mr. and Mrs.
TFC
A27P Main near 18th Street. Phone 753- one coffee table and end tables; p.m.
5791.
LADY'S BOWLING ball and PIANO, USED, rebuilt, tuning, vice, Box 213, Murray,
Ky., C.M. Will Edd Travis & Children. Mr.
A26C two couches and chairs; two
3984.
bag; 2'x12' pool, $14.00; 16" repairing. Jetton & Dyer Piano Sanders, ptione
TWO BEDROOM house; kitchen,
382-2468, Far- & Mrs. Jerry Travis & Children, 1969 FORD Galaxie 500, 4 door
with
convertible bike, $12.00; lady's Sales & Service, Cuba Road,
NICE FURNISHED apartments Ashley wood heaters, one
den, living room, bath. Range
mington, Kentucky.
TFC
&
roof.
Travis
Saturday
and
Evening
heater;
vinyl
Mr.
Mayfield.
and
coal
Billy
Mrs.
sedan. V8 automatic,
ranch mink pill box hat, new
near campus, reasonable and jacket; one small
and refrigerator included. All
ITP
TFC
Son.
Excellent condition. Phone 753- with bath. Also sleeping rooms platform rocker; chest of new carpet. Large lot with out$35.00; Two 26" bikes, 3 speed, phone 247-8522.
CALL YOUR Physician before
5573 between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 for college boys. Please call, we drawers; dresser; one iron bed side storage. Call Gene Landoll
$30.00 each; Child's electric dune
coming to the emergency room
A31C
p.m.
buggy, like new, $18.00; Hot ONE NEW fishing boat and after hours answering service- I wish to
the
may have what you need. Day, with springs and mattress: at 753-8175 or 753-4707 after 5:00
of
thank the nurses
wheels set, complete, $15.00 trailer, jet propelled. Phone 436TFC wardrobe; 2 electric heater4i two m.
TFC
A26C Calloway County Hospital for DUNE BUGGY, 1965 chassis, 753-8365, night 753-2891.
Call 753-2626.
refrigerators; two kitchen
A26C 2427.
A25C
Phone 489-2655.
being so nice to my sister during engine rebuilt. Bright yellow,
brick
four
bedroom
OWNER;
BY
suite
with
dinette
one
cabinets;
BILL REDICK is now associated her
illness and death. Sid
black hard top, chrome wheels. MOBILE HOME on Kentucky four chairs; wringer washer with tri-level house, located at Cadiz,
GARAGE SALE, Tuesday, with Roffler of Murray in the Noble.
ITC
Lake, 10 miles from Murray in twin tubs; electric dryer; 2 Kentucky. Large living. dining
$850.00. Phone Puryear 24712' WIDE, two bedroom mobile Wednesday and Thursday August Central Shopping Center. A27C
Two
Shores.
Panorama
A26C
3247.
shotguns, 20 gauge, like new, 410 and kitchen area, den, utlitiy
home,air-conditioned. Located in 24, 25, 26, at 526 South 7th
15'x15' living room,
bedrooms.
room, it': baths, carport and
Waldrop Trailer Court. Phone Street.
A25C BALDWIN PIANOS and organs We the family of the late ilenry 1965 CHEVY SS convertible, separate dining room, kitchen, gauge; electric guitar and amlarge lot. Phone Cadiz, Ky., 522machine
sewing
new
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
plifier;
753-5953.
A26P
B. Oglesby Sr. wish to thank factory air, power steering and central electric heat and air.
after 530 week days or
6515
electric
jars;
stone
cabinet;
Lonardo
Piano everyone for the mans its of brakes, 4 speed, $775.00. Also 1964
1961 TRIUMPH TR3. Front end purchase.
conditioning. All new appliances
A27(:
an lime on weekends.
wrecked but all mechanical parts Company, across from Post kindness shown to us during the Ford Custom, 2 door, standard including washer. On provate lot. fence charger; one pony, 3,4 size,
works good.
Office, Paris,Tenn.
MAN'S RING, 2 women's rings, good. $200.00. Phone 753WANT
TO
BUY
A27C lose of our husband and father. transmission, $350.00. Phone 753A25C
Phone 436-5571.
1948 Ford Ferguson tractor,
one necklace, one set earrings, 2359.
A27C
A26C
A special thank-you to Or. 1951. Priced to sell.
DOG OBEDIENCE training
disc, cultivator; one y.'ANT TO BUY; lots dud
plow,
one tie clasp. All 18K gold with
floor
3rd
Clark and Dr. Lowery,
FURNISHED
COMPLETE!.Y
classes, starting, August 31st in
PL-55 Chain saw, like standing timber Also have for
Remington
natural black star saphire stones.
nurses, the J. H. Funeral Home 1967 BUICK LaSabre 2 door cottage on Kentucky Lake. Rent
NEVER know how clean Paris, Tennessee.
YOU'Ll.
lawn mower; 100 sale lumber and sawdust.
Make
set.
ware
flat
riding
new;
bronze
Also
Phone 901-642- and Rev. Lloyd Wilson. to hardtop with power and factory
by week, month or year. Phone cedar fence posts; Number of 'Murray Saw Mill and Lumber
A26C that rug will be till you try Blue 4200.
offer. Phone 753-8512.
A27C
and
food
A26C
air. Phone 753-7785.
everyone who sent
TFC
436-5679 after 5:00 p.m.
Lustre. Rent a shampooer for
TFC
small items to numerous to Co Phone 753-4147,
flowers. We say thank-oli and
A28C
K.
I.OST & FOUND
TO RENT
WANTED
DOUBLE WASHTUBS, white only $1.00, Big
mention. Come out and buy
may God bless each of Vial
unwanted
bedrooms. 8
WANT TO BUY;
MARRIED COUPLE wants to CONTRY HOME. 3
enamel. Porch shade with wood
things you need and want.
Signed
to 5 outbuildings. On 60 acre lake. 33 Sale by Knotts Auction Service, usable furniture, lamps, desks,
4
country,
the
rent
in
house
slats, baby carrier bassinet, PROTECT YOUR pet from LOST: TWO full blooded Beagle
Mrs. Henry B. OgIciai‘
-hairs, etc. Will pick up. Phone
couple or college
weather, buy a home with easy puppies, one male, one female,
rooms with bath within a 4 mile acres. Ag
Hardin, Kentucky, 436-4666. Our
training chair. Phone 753and Children
AMP
after
p.m.
7
753-4490
after 7:00 p.m.
753-7860
students
cleaning
floor.
from
Phone
753home
strayed
Call
753-5960,
474Phone
Murray.
A26C,
6495.
service doesn't cost, it pays. A27C
;Tc radius of
AMC
1712.
A26NC Randy and Lori Brandon. AMC
A25C References.
7707.
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REVIEW

Tragedy
stalks a
winter

crinioscHom

THE WHITE LAND; by
William Dieter; Alfred A.
Knopf ; 219 pages; 85.95.
By
Cop

Reviewed By
JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service
Colorado-born William
Dieter has a touch for unintempted tragedy. Forty-one
and producing his first novel.
Dieter, in "The White Land,"
tells a story that belies the
rather nostalgic title he gives
Ns work.
His book revolves around a
snowstorm like none experienced by most readers.
And,it revolves around people.
Its people, however, are of a
combination that most of us
escape or avoid — they are in
turn brutal, nearly mad,
mystical, sometimes kind but
mostly tragic. There is no
"good guy."
Bliss Griffith, a moneyminded and equally strongminded Kansas cattle driver,
moves 10,000 cattle to the
Montana rangeland of Marc
Robbarde for what he had
hoped would be winter grazing
on grasslands safe from northern storms.
Robbinie, 25, lives with his
33-year-old sister Evelyn and
17-year-old crippled brother
George but his mind still clings
to worship of his late father.
The father was a veteran of
Custer's last stand and the
memory of old Captain Robbarde is preserved in the
presence of Miles, a Cree Inclan, kept on at the ranch
because "the captain" would
want it that way. Miles had
--been an Indian scout.
Robbarde and Griffith fight
.verbally, and eventually
physically, over the Indian, the
storm, the cattle and even
Evelyn.
Old Miles hates Griffith
openly and Robbarde secretly,
and places a mystical spell
over both of them with the
Kissineyooway'o — the storm
that locks all of the main
characters into the Robbarde
house through many days of
violence and despair.
' When the men do venture out
in hopes of saving some of the
cattle, both horses and humans
die in the vicious blizzard.
Miles approves this suffering
as vengeance for the shooting
of a pair of white arctic owls by
Griffith — owls that Miles
claims are responsible for the
nitineyooway'o, a magic
sarm of good and evil.
In the end. Miles invokes a
different kind of vengeance and
Griffith, left alone with an
rd
almost insane desire to satlea
single bull from his vast
fights successive packs of
wolves by rifle until all ammunition is gone, then with an
iron pipe and finally by hand.
There is a final quiet that
seems more in tune with what
one might expect in something
called "The White Land." But,
although depressing in the
tragedy portrayed much of the
way, the story is a compelling
one — perhaps becaise Dieter
has successfully created an
image of courage within his
otherwise distasteful main
chara cters.
He has done well in melding
the people he creates with the
savage winter country he
knows into a powerful saga of
violence.

Wow participate
in Bastille parade
PAIUS — For the first time
evillest took part in the
traditional Bastille Day Parade
in Paris. The group of 180 was
with 10,000 servicemen who
took part in the 70-minute
march.
In all, there were 7,000
French servicewomen, 600
armored vehicles, 200 military
planes and helicopters and six
military bands participating.

TV's-educational
content criticized
A survey of children's
television programs in 18
countries shows the United
States is the only major
country that does not have
children's programs on weekday afternoons.
The survey, prepared by the
National Citizens Committee
also
broadcasting,
for
criticized U S. children's
programs for their high degree
of commercialism and low
level of educational content.

Gala Rug Assortment

122
EACH
Beautifully designed rugs in contours, 26"
rounds and lids. Choose from gold, avocado,
plum, pink arid blue. Buy now and save with
these fantastic savings.

7 PIECE TEFLON COOKWARE
SET
Choose from Harvest Gold,
Poppy or Avocado in a super
tough Teflon II set that includes a 1142 and 2 qt, sauce
pans with covers. A dutch oven
and 10 inch fry pan with cover
that fits both.

Color pictures in a minute, black and
white in seconds. The new Model
420 presents many features at an
economy price. Focused flash capability, electric eye, electronic
shutter, easy loading and adjustable carrying strap.

POLAROID TYPE 108 FILM

SAMSONITE

8 Tra
STEREO TA

FOLDING
TABLE AND
CHAIRS

24"

SAVE AT BIG KI

WILDCAT
STEREO

3

GRECIAN COLUMN

FORM-FIT CHAIR

POLAROID
COLOR
PACK
CAMERA

8

4-speed automatic record changer, post i ve size selection-12", 10", 7" discs; two dynacoustic 6" oval
speakers, spearate balance, volume and tone controls.

Introducing the newest in casual chair
design... beautiful,
surface
embossed
pattern in an array
of bright decorator
colors.

ASSORTED WESTCLOCK
ALARM CLOCKS

222

Smartly styled keywound
alarm. Full numeral dial
with sweep alarm indicator assorted colors.

STREAMLINER
TYPEWRITER

TEN-FORTY PORTABLE
TYPEWRITER

II 12

3988

59"

3
8

REMINGTON

REMINGTON

Full-size keyboard, visible margins,
1 key-set tabulator, five year warranty.
4
:
7 65

42 key-84 character keyboard, automatic line finder,
five year warranty.

SWINGLINE CUB
STAPLER
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What a handy item for all
back to school
that
paper work.

GILLETTE

DRY LOOK
HAIR SPRAY

oz. capacity...fits
6
workmen's and
most
school lunch kits.

RID
AR
EXTRA DRY
anti-perspirant sprays
Rag. 910

Head & Shoulders
Shampoo

Scented And
Unscen ted

11 OZ. Ma

ELMER'S
GLUE-ALL
4 Oz. Size

122

REG • $1.77
Super
Regular and
Milk Wove

6 or.

•

LILT
Home
Permanent
1/
644:
"4

REG. 1.17

91 Tic
Reg. 1.22

4 subject divider book,
148 sheets.

6.5 oz.

3Forl 00

Complete
Style Kit

Sale: Thur.-Fri.-Sat Aug. 26, 27 & 28
9 - 9 Mon thru Sat.
1 - 6 Sunday

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

Phone: 753-8777
Acres 0 Free Parking

•
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seems no problem at the
moment, nor is it the sort of
thing that is left to chance.
The Mexican government
tourism office gives Acapulco
top priority — to the detriment,
according to some, of such

eyler,

.11M1110

ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia —
de Selassie the First, "King
of Kings, Conquering lion of
Judah and Emperor of
Ethiopia," is a fairy-tale figure
with enormous influence on the
harsh and often crude realities
of present-day African politics.
On his slight but proud
shoulders rests a large part of
the burden of attempting to
Leidy the disparate, divisive
and quarrelsome patchwork of
constitute
which
states
emergent Africa.
His imperial majesty, or
"Him,'' as he is affectionately
known to his followers, is the
founding father of the
Organization of African Unity
(0A1.1), the 41-nation body
which has based itself in Addis
Selassie's
Ababa, Haile
mountainous capital.
Few onlookers at the OAU
deliberations have failed to
notice the occasional black
statesman catch his breath as
he rises to denounce "imperialism" on the continent.
Very few manage it without a
furtive, embarrassed glance at
the emperor's impassive,
bearded figure.
It is one of Africa's outstanding ironies that the man
who is regarded as the symbol
of freedom from the yoke of
colonialism is himself one of
the world's remaining rulers of
a land which unashamedly
calls itself an empire.
Ethiopians proudly claim a
3,000-year-old history of
Christian civilization, tracing
their origins back to the
legendary queen of Sheba.
Ethnically, socially and
geographically, they have little
in common with the Negroid
Africans to the south or with
the Ankh mations.laths north.
Haile Selassie, a direct
descendant of Menelik, the
country's first emperor, was
crovmed in 1930 at the age of 38.
Ne immediately began a series
of administrative and fiscal
reforms and gave Ethiopia its
1st written constitution.
Five yearslater, the Italian
dictator Benito Mussolini invaded Ethiopia. After an attempt at an abortive counterattack which he led personally, Selassie fled to
England where he spent
several years in exile.
At the start of World War II,
Britain found him a valuable
ally when Italy sided with
Germany. Halle Selassie
returned triumphantly to
Ethiopia and organized partisans who successfully fought
the Italians in the East African
campaign.
Oddly enough, it was the
United Nations which in 1950
voted in favor of extending the
Ethiopian empire to include the
formerly autonomous province
of Eritrea, a coastal plain
occupied largely by Moslems
and immensely valuable
because of its access to the Red
Sea.
From the start, there was
truest in Eritrea. The Moslem
population grew increasingly
restive with autocratic rule
from the devoutly Christian
political
A
Ethiopians.
separatist movement
flourished and turned to
guerrilla warfare.
Meanwhile, Haile Selassie
was becoming an international
campaigning
figure,
ceaselessly for coordination
and cooperation on the African
continent. His stature was such
that he overcame bitter op.
position and convoked the
Organization of African Unity
in 1963.
Through the turbulent postcolonial 1960s, many African
leaders turned to him for
guidance. He valiantly attempted to mediate in the
vicious Nigerian civil war and
emerged as one of the few
statesmen respected by both
sides.
Once Biafra had --Nen
defeated he succeeded in
bringing together Federal
Nigeria and the five African
states which had supported the
breakaway state.
But despite the iron grip he
retains on his own empire, and
his new-found image as international peacemaker,
Emperor Selassie has failed to
quell the rising rebellion in
Eritrea.

The guerrillas of the Eritrean
Liberation Front have become
an increasing menace. Within
the last year, the ELF has
gained the support of several
Communist-backed Arab
Socialist states and the
situation now poses the gravest
threat to Selassie's rule.
Russiap presence in neighboring Sudan and Somalia and
in Southern Yemen, a short
distance across the narrow Red
Sea, has undoubtedly been
responsible for the increased
firepower and boldness of the
Eritrean rebels.
Moslem-Socialist propagandists have made capital out of
the iiier-that there is considerable U.S. influence in Ethiopia,
much of it centered around the
key Air Force communications
base at Kagnew in Eritrea.
In return for the long lease on
the Kagnew base, the United
States provides military,
technical, education and other
assistance to Ethiopia which,
despite its long history, is one
of the most underdeveloped
nations on the continent.
Following the intensification
of ELF activity earlier this
year, Haile Selassie declared a
state of emergency in the
province and installed his
minister of defense, Lt. Gen.
Kebbede Gabre, as administrator.
Gabre rapidly gave himself
the tough-guy image by
rebel
known
blasting
strongholds with large army
contingents and modern
Ethiopian air force jets, apparently taking little heed of
the civilian population in
between.
M least 30,000 civilians fled
in terror to the north, crossing
the border into Sudan and
giving the Moslem-Socialists
more fodder for anti-Ethiopian
anti-American
and
propaganda.
The situation took an
ominous turn recently with the

shooting of a Kagnew-based GI
who was assassinated while
carrying out a routine mail run
by truck between Asmara, the
Eritrean capital, to Massawa.
An embarrassed government
in Addis Ababa tried to disguise
the killing as the work of
bandits but intelligence men
disclosed that it had most
certainly been the work of ELF
guerrillas, spurred by the
Russian-inspired rumors that
the Kagnew base is being used
for "espionage in favor of
Israel."
Communist influence has
been at work elsewhere in
Ethiopia. Violent student
unrest at the university in
centered
Ababa,
Addis
primarily on opposition to the
imperial household, had
distinct traces of Red rumor
tactics.

GOOD, BUT . . . — Economist Dr. Walter Heller,
former chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisers, praises President
Nixon's initiative in formulating a new economic
program, but urges Congress to scrap much of it.
He said in Washington that
the program should have
more benefits for the consumer and less for business
and industry.

STORM DAMAGE—This section of U.S. Route 1 in Baltimore caved in in the wake
of torrential rains and floods in eastern Maryland which claimed at least 15 lives,
including four volunteer firemen-rescuers.

ACAPULCO, Mexico —
Serious Mexico buffs have long
dismissed Acapulco as not
really Mexico. "A gold-plated
Disneyland for large tots," one
Mexico guidebook insists. But
Mexican or not, Acapulco has it
made as a favorite North
American resort.
Few visitors to the interior of
Mexico these days can resist
adding Acapulco to their
itinerary. Its beauty is corn.
pored with that of Naples and
the Riviera . Its lure is so strung
that its luxury rooms now
outnumber those of Mexico
City.
Little-known until after
World War II, Acapulco has
grown so phenomenally that
now tourists coming here in a
year's time outnurnber the
residents by almost 5 to 1.

Discovered before there was
a jet set, Acapulco has since
become a jet-set haven; its
creature comforts are enormous and its weather is
dependably hot and bright.
Some celetrities came early.
Rtorn tour boats, local guides
proudly point out the cliff-side
homes of Merle Oberon, Frank
Sinatra. John Wayne and the
late Agustin Lara, the Irving
Berlin of Mexico.
The late President John F.
Kennedy honeymooned here
with Jackie in a three-tiered
blue house overhanging the
cliffs. The local story is that the
setting so impressed Jackie
that when Democrats were
discussing a site for a
presidential convention, she
asked, -Why not Acapulco?"
A standard question of
'visitors is where they can find
seine of the jet setters now so
closely linked with Acapulco.
The answer is that if they are

in town they are lounging in one
of the handsome villas which
they own, rent or borrow from
friends.
But like the less opulent
swingers, who come to this
paradise for fun and pay for it
with their credit cards, the jet
setters also patronize the
discotheques and restaurants.
Just 15 years ago there was
only one air-conditioned hotel
in Acapulco. Most resorts had
been built along the beaches
across the rugged western
peninsula that curls back into
the bay. Today there are
dozens of high-rise hotels and
aindominiurns sprawling over
a 10-mile distance. When they
are uncrowded during summer
months, most investors might
look on the Acapulco scene with
some alarm.
The newest and tallest luxury
hotel isthe 21-story Condesa del
Mar, operated by Flagship
Hotels, a subsidiary of
American Airlines. The owners
are Mexican but the airline,
which has been operating in
Mexico for 30 years, obtained
and guaranteed a $15 million
loan for its construction. No one
involved with the hotel seems
the slightest bit nervous.
Sustaining the tourist trade

other west coast paradises as
Puerto Vallarta. Continued
boosting of Acapulco seems
guaranteed, however, because
so many wealthy and influential Mexico City men are
investors in Acapulco.
Many of these same wealthy
Mexicans come to Acapulco for
fun. The great blue bay, once a
major port of shipping to the
Orient, is now devoted almost
entirely to pleasure.
Its tropical waters are ideal
for swimming, skin diving,
sailing, water skiing, and the
newer sport of being lofted over
the bay in a parachute pulled
by a speedboat.
The typical tourist will sleep
late and get in the water toward
the end of the morning, then
spend his afternoon lying on the
sand sipping Coco Locos
coconut milk and tequila).
At four in the afternoon
comes the
of
opening
Acapulco's version of the flea
market on Avenida Presidente
Aleman, directly across from
Sanborn's, the store that seems
to sell everything.
There is no rush from either
shopping or swimming, as the
restaurants and discotheques
stay open late.
There seem only two ways
for the Acapulco visitor to be
serious: to worry about the
poverty, still painfully evident,
or the crime rate. The tropical
state of Guerrero, in which
Acapulco is located, is the most
laiiiless in Mexico.
Perhaps it was this that
caused an intriguing-looking
lobster house that calls itself
"Black Beard's" to add a
on
sign:
footnote
its
RESPECTABLE.

Japan, Majorca and other
world-famous pearl-producing
countries have their eyes
focused on Northern Ireland,
which is gaining fame as the
producer of high-quality, artificial pearls.
The industry is not exactly
new to Ulster, since the
thousands of tiny pearls
decorating Princess
Elizabeth's — now Queen
Elizabeth — wedding gown
were made in Northern
Ireland.

WORTHLMS HEIST
Two thieves stole $2 million
worth of nothing recently in
Brooklyn, New York, when
they grabbed a satchel containing non-negotiable receipts
that a bank messenger was
carrying.

N. Y.SLAUGHTER
There were 714 murders in
New York City during the first
six months of 1971 compared to
548 murders for the same
period in 1970. The new figure
represents nearly four killings
a day.

ELLSBERG IN COURT
Daniel Ellsberg, appearing
in Los Angeles Federal.;
Court, answered "not guilty" twice to charges returned in an indictment by:
a federal grand jury that
he had endangered the national security of the country. Ellsberg won't go to
trial until next year when
he plans to base his defense on the American"
public's right to know the
secrets of the Pentagon papers, which he gave to
newspapers.

Northern Ireland
producing pearls
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DIAL
DRY
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
DEODORANT

ELMER'S

GLUEALL
clear,

RAZOR

Dries
fast, strong.
4-oz. Plastic
Bottle

and 5 Bonded Blades
Buy the
WILKINSON.
bonded Razor
and 5 Bonded
Blades

.33

Reg. 59
Sale

L
BINDER

CLAIROL

DESERT FLOWER
SPRAY

BORN
BLONDE

COLOGNE 2oz

r 3 Ring
r Map on
and
Inside Cover
High Fashion
4ciz
0TION
Mahogany
Plastic
Shirley
Western
Bottle $3.00 Value
& Laredo Black

Hand & Body

LOTION
LIGHTENER
KIT

TOOTHPASTE

Reg.
2.50

Reg. $1.09

DI-GEE
LIQUID

Anti-Gas
Antacid

HAIR
CONDITIONER
Beautifies troubled hair
in seconds.
8-oz. Plastic Bottle

Reg. s1.98
Take a tip from your hairSale
dresser. Beautify your hair
with Wells Balsam. Known
everywhere as the
way to lovelier hair. fastestqq

More than an
antacid! Stops
gassy-acid indigestion fast!
Relieves
heartburn.

Box of 100 Tablets or
12 oz. Liquid
YOUR CHOICE

Reg. '3.49

Sale
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Wall Street
Chatter
YORK (UPI)—The
NEW
stock market is worth a mark
up for effort and a Mark down
for execution, in view of the
Nixon administration's new
economic game plan, according
:o the Janeway Service. JIIIStifay believes the lata-dance
tsiyers and last-chance senors
will not begrudge the market
the last fling for which the
latest break had set it up.
-Many patients react to being
by
told how sick they are
"
spree,
big
a
on
off
taking
long
a
has
"It
says.
Janeway
and rocky road to travel back
to health."
The Alexander Hamilton Institute believes, in view of the
fired-up hopes for a sounder
economy, stock prices should
continue their basically firm
trend. "Issues that will benefit
from the President's new
program should be accumulated
now," the institute recommends.
It will be weeks and possibly
months, according to the Spear
Market Letter, before the
ramifications of Nixon's actions
are sorted and studied where
analysts will be in a position to
pinpoint their effect on individual companies. "Even so,"
Spear says, "on an industry
level, there is little doubt where
the benefits will wave." Spear
believes the impact of Nixon's
actions were historic if not
heroic.
A short-term sell signal was
flashed with last Wednesday's
market opening, according to
the Dines Letter. A Dow Jones
industrial average rise to 901
would flash a new buy signal,
Dines says, as would a sharp
drop from there. But Dines
believes a super bear market
was begun in 1966 and remains
intact. It believes the Dor, will
drop below the 400-point mark
by 1975. "Nixon has allot his
wad in a re-election bid in a
grandstand play," the letter
says, "and has no encore. Only
a law tying wages to productivity gains. could tape to change
this OilliTion." •

"1971 Marks
Our 50th Year
of Reliable
Drug Service!"

004.
UR

Similac
Ready to Feed

8 Pockets
Portfolio

32oz. 65C Value

Rexall
Minuteman Multiple
Chewable Vitamins
*1.59 Value

Last
Prices Good Thru 8/30/71 While Quantities
sio

Metal Foot Locker
•

Cepacol
Mouthwash

with Lock & Handles
Reinforced Corners

14oz. $1.29 Value

Mr
wider
opiro

Baby Powder

Multiple Vitamins
wilron

Economy
$1.29 Value
$2.99 Value

100's $2.29 Value

Figure Aid

SUPER PLENAMINS!

42's

Sominex ig's
Sleeping $1.23

Tablets Yalue
Aqua Volvo
Surf
After S.have

$1.25 Value

PLEktmiNs

650
$1.29
$2.35
a

WIT6 144-TABLET SOME!

reg.value--$11.38
$8.69
you pay

DISMISSALS

Breck
Shampoo

SUPER SAVINGS on

7oz.

Right Guard
Deodorant

1
Pgae.. r.rrmy

SPECIAL!
'

gliPPLY

Kiwi
Shoe Polish

NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

$1.09 Value

YOU SAVE
$269

SUPER PLENAMINS!
Only At Your C/al

Drug Store

40

.
Lisr

Rexall One Daily
Multiple Vitamins

a

I

tow

$1"'
11
2.69
Value

Rexall Vitamin E

on America's largest
selling Multi-Vitamin,
Multi-Mineral product!

4oz.

POLIDENT

Polident
Denture
Cleanser
Powder

Pack of
500
Notebook
Paper

Large $119 Value

63

August 22, 1971
ADULTS 93
NURSERY 3
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

98C Value

Massengill Feminine
Hygiene
Powder

Green
Star

School
Special

Package of 100

ENVELOPES

2.69 Value

Pack of
3 Pens
97C Value

LABELMAKER

6oz. $1.69 Value

Lunch Box
w/8 oz. Bottle
$3.49 Value

Birth rate falls
in welfare group
The number of babies born to
New. York City women on
welfare fell from one baby for
every five women in 1968 to one
for ever % nine in 1970
The fall is attributed to a
federal lav. that makes it
for
persons
compulsor y
receivuig welfare to be offered
faniils planning services
Acceptan( e of advice is
voluntar

VITAMIN
SALE

42,

$11.96 Value

AUGUST 21, 1971

DISMISSALS
_ Lynn King and
Debbie
Mrs.
iaby Girl, 1403 Cardinal Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Jane Elizabeth
Taylor, Hermitage Dr., Murray,
Mrs. Patsy Arm Thorn, Rt. 1,
Alin°, Mrs. Doris Lee Key, Rt. I.
Box 150, Murray, William Arthur
Kinel, 401 N. 1st , Min-ray, Mrs
Adelle _Beach. Rt. 1, Kirksey
Mrs. Marion Louisa Watson, Rt
2, Hazel, Miss Betty Ann(
Pickard, Flagview Park, 2-B
Douglasivie4v, Ga., James Er.
nest Hurt, 1004 Olive , Murray.
Miss Ella Hars Pinner (expired).

lig

with 12 pieces of
school equipment

4

Eura Glyco Wells, Route
1,Murray, Mrs. Phyllis Jean
;anion, 310 Woodlawn, Murray,
Eula June Stone, Route 8,
Murray, Mrs. Roselyn Magdellen
Adams, 506 North 5th, Murray,
Exie B. Adams, 312 South 10th,
Murray, Miss Paulette Myrna
Hooks, Route 4, Murray, Mrs.
Blanche Bernice Hatcher, Route
1, Rockfield, Mrs. Annie Marie
Pittman, Route 4, Murray, Mrs.
Susan Lee Paschall, 903 Dunlap,
Paris,Tenn., Master Billy Taylor
Morefield, Route 4, Murray,011ie
Clayton Smotherman, Route 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Julia Paschall, 1315
Poplar, Murray,Claud Cornelilus
Smith, Route 7, Mayfield, Rudie
Gifford Parker,Route 3, Murray.

123 44

PENCIL
CASE

The
Pocket
Thing

with iron

87

NURSERY

A,

Nti,gAfto

BANKAMERICARD

Hospital Report
ADULTS

master charge

SHOP
AND SAVE

Cigar Type
School Box
290 Value

Learning to
Letter or Write
Tablet
Compass
29C Value

29C Value

12" Rugged
Ruler
150 Value

EDU- CARDS

81.49 Value

ABC Lotto
Ages 3 to 8

AUGUS1

!tiple
"ins

JIM ADAMS I GA

Northside
Shopping
Center

Prices Good Through'Next Tuesday

*

*

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
* FIRST IN FINE MEATS *

U.S.Choice

Matchless

lb. 49;

ROUND BACON
STEAK BREAST
49; FRYERS
CHICKEN Ib.59;
Fresh Chicken

Family Pak
CUT-UP

lb

lb

U.S. Choice
I.G.A.

Bread
giby Food

20-u.

ICE'

Gi:1111

43'

Gal

Loaf

4/$1 RIB STEAK
99;
jar

9'
Hunt's

TOMATO
JUICE

Shortening

PUREX

29'

LOWER

EVERYDAY

19;

1 lb box

Martha White
Buttermilk

Ivory
LIQUID

SYRUP DETERGENT Pancake Mix

CATSUP
20-oz. Bottle

Qt. Bottle

47

PEARS
26;
No. 303 can

2 can
/
No 21

Cello Bag

9'

29'

I.G.A.

Peaches
28'

RADISHES

1-lb. box

King Size

Greer

Fruit Cocktail
Noc:;325ct

12-oz. can

49'
CRACKERS

WAFFLE

Del Monte

PRICES
ARE

5

PREM

19t

.,.No. 303 can

I.G.A.

Del Monte

with FREE GLASS

CORN

NO GAMES
NO STAMPS
NO S.V FORCED PURCHASES
JUST LOW PRICES !

3-lb. can

Y2 Gal

2-111 jar:'

2-lb. pkg.
1
/

Tea

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

RICHTEX
58;
Bleach

L&M

Pride of Illinois

PRESERVES

3:3

46-°z. can

a 4P1''
59ti
28-oz.
Bottle
Bo

lb

Zestee
STRAWBERRY

25;

Ripe, Yellow

Fresh, Green

BANANAS

CABBAGE

lb.

94

lb.

7t

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
emember.. At JIM ADAMS MA It's the total on the tape that counts!
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'mother of the United States
Senate."
When the new Constitution

RISE OF THE REPUBLIC

was sent to the states, New
Jersey quickly followed the
lead of Delaware and Pennsylvania and ratified it on Dec. 18,
1787 — officially becorrung the
third state.

War's turning point
was in New Jersey
,. Editor's Note: This is an- other in a monthly series of attides looking ahead to the nation's 200th birthday in 197E.
The chronological stories will
- describe each state's admission to the Union.
By ROBERT BETTS
Copley News Service

mg out 90 per cent of all possilaboratories came the transisble types of goods.
tor to revolutionize the elecAway from the busy thor- tronic industry, and Telstar,
oughfares and puffing filo- :he world's first communicatones, one still can discover lions satellite.
areas of quiet rural charm. AlAlbert Einstein spent his last
most half the state is still under years lecturing at the Institute
Forest cover. Its deer-hunted for Advanced Studies at
wooded slopes, glacial lakes Princeton, one of the country's
and pleasant streams, along leading research centers.
with its miles of sandy beaches
New Jersey's contribution to
has made New Jersey a popu- the Revolutionary War is comvacationla
lar
nd. The coast has memorated in many historic
more than 100 resorts, includ- skes and memorials.
ing such famous convention
Characteristic of the divided
L-enters as Atlantic City.
loyalties of that time was the
From Colonial times the weak between Benjamin
-Garden State" has been the Franklin, one of the strongest
fresh vegetable market for leaders of the move to throw off
New York and Philadelphia. It British rule, and his son, New
helped feed the Revolutionary Jersey Gov. William Franklin,
armies Today it has the high- who remained stubbornly loyal
est income per acre of farm- to the English king. William
land. Huge mechanized farms was arrested when the
pow out fruits and vegetables Provincial Congress of New
for canning and freezing plants Jersey took control of the
as well as for marketing fresh. Colony. He was imprisoned in
Dairy and poultry products Connecticut until he was exare also important. The first changed in 1778. He went to Endairy cattle artificial insemi- gland in 1784. never to return,
nation project was launched though he later became reconthere. It pioneered the com- ciled with his father.
After the war, New Jersey
mon-carrier shipment of dayplayed a key role in formulaold chicks.
From Thomas Edison's tion of the new country. Elias
workshops at Menlo Park and Boudinot of Elizabethtown
West Orange. N.J., came the t now Elizabeth, N.J.), served
phonograph, he electric light, as president of the newly
the forerunner of the radio tube elected Continental Congress —
and many other inventions. The from 1782 to 1783, and Princesaes now are national monu- ton served as the temporary
capital in 1783.
ments.
At the Federal Constitutional
Today 10 per cent of the nation's scientific research Convention in 1787, New Jersey
laboratories are located in New delegates sponsored the cause
Jersey,and several of them are of the smaller states and carried the plan for equal repreworld famous.
sentation
in the—Senate.. New
From
Bell Telephone's
Jersey is thus known as the

John Coleman was the first
white man to die in New Jersey
— shot through the neck by an
Indian arrow.
More blood was shed there in
the years that followed, in disputes not only between Indians
and white men, but between
white men and other white
- men.
‘ Fiercest fighting came in the
I American Revolution. Four
1 major battles and 90 minor en4 gagements were fought over
; this most strategic of the 13
4
..- Colonies — called the "cockpit
1 of the Revolution."
Washington spent most time
there as commander of the
armies, which included more
1 than 17,000 New Jersey men. At
Trenton, now the state capital,
he made his memorable Christmas attack on the Hessians,
after crossing the Delaware.
Although not the major battle,
it has been considered the turning point of the Revolutionary
War.
Today there's little to fight
but the traffic. The greatest
-, concentration of train and motor traffic in the world flows
across New Jersey. More than
' 100,000 vehicles speed daily bef-, tween New York and Philadelphia. The New Jersey Turnpike
and Garden State Parkway
rank among the principal highways in the world. They form
part of the state's great network of freeways, toll roads
and railroads.
ACROSS
Because from the earliest 1 Jog
days the territory provided the 5 Mine entrance
9 Cry
principal avenue of travel and 12
Goddess of
communications for the eastyouth
13 Rockfish
ern Colonies, it is said that 14
Exist
"history's main road runs 15 Printer's
measure
through New Jersey
16 Approach
Hindu cymbals
18
It has the greatest population
Pronoun
-density of all the states — more 20
22 Decorate
,than 7 million people living 24 Algonquian
within an area of 7,836 square 29,Indians
Protecting
miles.
tooth
29 Hebrew month
Though small in area,it is big 31
Speck
in manufacturing, ranking 32 Rips
seventh in the nation — first in 34 Man's name
Compass point
the manufacture of chemical 36
37 Darts
products. It has some of the 39 Glass water
bottle
country's earliest industries 41 Sun
god
and some of its oldest business 42 Diminish
44
Jogged
•
organizations. It claims to 45
Greek letter
niake a greater variety of prod- 47 Liquid measure
ucts than any other state, turn- 49 Armed conflicts
50 01 the same
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A) Generally an attorney,
CPA or someone enrolled to
practice before the IRS can
appear on your behalf. Details
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Miss Stella Wilson, a former

British model, has emerged as
the Xerox Corporation's top
sales representative in Neu,
York City, much to the chap-1r.
of male colleagues.
Miss Wilson,in her late 20s. Ls
responsible for a territory that
brings in $725,000 a year

Q) I've been called in for an
audit of my return. Can I have
iomeone represent me?

la) Daring a fund drive, I
volunteered to help my church
collect money door-to-door,and
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amended income tax return,
Form 1040X, which can be obtained at any IRS office. On
this form, you simply recompute the portion that has
changed from your original return and send it, along with
any necessary related information, to the address shown in
your 1040X instructions.

THURSDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

4,

voyager Desch Motel Oceanfront Resort
2424 5. Atlantic Ave., Beet
Daytona Nock, /1•0414

prepare

A) Yes. Tips of $20 or more
received in a month while
working for any one employer,
must be reported on or before
the 10th day of the following
month. However, your employer can require you to
report
your tips more than once
a
month.
You should keep a daily record of your tips to help
you
prepare the written report
you
must give to your employer.

A) Yes. You may deduct your
unreimbursed out-of-pocket automobile expenses directly attributable to services you render to charitable organizations,
including churches. If you do
not wish to deduct your actual
expenses, you may use a standard rate of 60 per mile to determine your contribution. Under this method, parking fees
and tolls are deductible in addition to the 6$ per mile. Depreciation and insurance are
not deductible in either case.
You should keep records of
expenses in order to substantiate your deduction.

Q) I just found out that I
could have claimed a credit on
my tax return for the excess
Social Security taxes withheld
last year because I had two
employers. Is it too late to
claim my credit?
A) No. Just

Q) I work as a waitress in
a
restaurant, and my employer
require. me to report my
tips
each week instead of month]
Can he do this?

I used my car to travel between
neighborhoods to collect. Are
my automobile expenses deductible?

Great Entertainment

75,

38 Cut
40 Three-banded
armadillo
43 All
46 Permit
48 Kettledrum
51 Note of scale
53 Pronoun
56 Pronoun

12 1

400

City.

11

A) Write the IRS service
center where you filed your return and give them the details.
If there were problems with
your return, you should have
heard from us by now. Be sure
to give your Social Security
number, name,current address,
and when your return was
filed. This information is needed to trace your return.
Most refund claims have already been processed and the
checks mailed out. It is possible that yours may have been
returned to us by the Post
office as undeliverable.

thASCO

-

9

privileges

Scientists estimate that the
daily activities on one human
being require the photosynthesis activity of 78 trees to
maintain a balance between
oxygen produced and carbon
dioxide used up.
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Bring your lighthearted spirit . . we
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rest by the sparkling seal
•All rooms suites are
oceanfront and have private
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the boys' larynx are immature
and such activity might lead to
permanent thickening of the
vocal chords, Dr. Rubin wrote.

Q) It has been more than
three months since I tiled my
income tax return. When am
going to get my refund?
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on what to do if your return
is audited are in Publication
566, Audit of Returns, Appeal
Rights and Claims for Re
funds. It is available free at
IRS offices.
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This column of questions and answers•on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Set-Nice and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
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DEAR ABBY: I am a bright, well-educated girl, just
turned 30, and I work as a secretary for a fascinating
gentleman who's 57. I've been around a bit, and ever since
I've known this man [some seven years] I haven't met
anyone my own age who is as attractive. They haven't the
sophistication, sense of 'humor, ability to enjoy life—you
name it, he has it. I guess I'm in love.
I've seen this man thria a couple of superficial office
affairs—nothing alarming. His wife is his age, charming,
knowing, and holding on.
He's been giving me some pretty long looks lately, and I.
don't know how much longer I can hold out. I know I'll never
find another job as good as this one, and I doubt if I'll ever
find a man as attractive.
Should I try to win him? Or would that be dirty pool?
I've heard that no woman can break up a really good
marriage. What do you say?
CONFEDERATE

DEAR CONFEDERATE: It's not only "dirty pool," it's
asking for a kick in the pants. You could probably get your
, name added to his list of "superficial office affairs," but
your chances for anything lasting and "real" look mighty
slim from this side of the typewriter.
DEAR ABBY: I have a rather large rump and my
husband doesn't like me to wear a girdle. I am far from
"firm," and I feel so sloppy without one, but every time I
wear a girdle my husband starts in on me.
This has caused a slight rift between us. What should
I do?
RUMPEISTILSKENS

Kentucky
Agriculture

highly pleased that this Kentucky
labeled product is now on the
market. We also appreciate the
cooperation from the ADA and
the cheese industry, which has
enabled us to launch this project.
While Kentucky ranks fifth
nationally in cheese production,
we are first among the South
Central States. Seventy-one
percent of the nation's cheese
supply is produced in the states
• of Wisconsin, Missouri, Minnesota, Iowa and Kentucky.

by I. Robert (Bob) Miller

Kentucky, ranking fifth in the
production of cheddar cheese,
now has a "Kentucky brand" of
cheese on the market.
The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture has been working for
a number of years with the
American Dairy Association of
cheese
and
Kentucky
manufacturers in an attempt to
get a Kentucky labeled cheese.
Kentucky has long been noted for
its fine cheese. The Department
of Agriculture regularly receives
inquiries on where Kentucky
cheese might be purchased.
Through the cooperation of a
Frankfort supermarket a "kickoff" promotion was held recently.
Mary Lois Keplinger, Kentucky
Dairry Princess, was on hand to
help launch the new product.
Additional promotion will be
conducted during October, which
is National Cheese Month. The
initial product is being packaged
by the Cudahy Company in
The one-pound
Harrodsburg.
packages can be recognized by
the colorful and distinctive label
which notes that the product in
"made in Kentucky."
While much more publicity will
be given this product in the upcoming weeks, we of the
Department of Agriculture are
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LICENSES FOR PATENTS
United States, but most people
to
licenses
developers
of
SAN
CLEMENTE,
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exist on only a few square
patents.
government
UPI
)—President
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yards.
an executive order Wednesday Currently government-owned
patents are turned over to the
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public domain after a certain
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government patents more salable because they will now
include exclusive rights to
develop the invention.
RACEWAY PANIC
WESTBURY, N.Y. (UPI)—A
hissing carbon dioxide cylinder
used in a soft drink machine
startled a group of fans at
Roosevelt Raceway Monday

1/1

night, causing a wild rush for
the exits. At least 24 persons
were injured.
Two workmen were tending
the machine when the cylinder
fell against a wall and began
making the strange noise. When
one workman began running,
others heard the noise and
started running, falling and
stumbling over each other,
%lice said.

SPECIAL
ALL DAY THURSDAY (Murray Only)
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1.25 Value

CARNIVAL

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls
COLONEL

SANDERS' RECIPE

Kentucky fried ekicken.
12th &

Phone 753-7101

Sycamore

DEAR RUMP: Wear pantyhose. They'll sort of bring
everything together.

YOUR OTASCO

DEAR ABBY: I am engaged to marry "MR. WONDERFUL" in three months. Well, yesterday I found out
that he has been seeing a girl who works at the union to
which he belongs. When I asked him if it was true, he said it
was, but she was only his "pipeline" of information about
what's going on.
He said he wouldn't stop seeing her and calling her at
home and I was silly to be jealous of this girl as she meani
nothing to him.
Do you think lam being silly to ask him to give up his
pipeline?
CONFUSED

MAN SAYS: SAVE ON -BANG-UP"

NUNTMG VatMS
DOVE SEASON OPENS SOON

SHOTGUN
SHELLS

adquarters for Famous Brand Guns

DEAR CONFUSED: If she's only his pipeline, yes.

Springfield .410 Shotgun

32"

Easy to handle, single shot, bolt action. 24"
barrel. Walnut finish stock. 64-322-6
Springfield .410 with 3-shot clip. 64-321-2
38.99

DEAR TWO: A "license" to marry Is just that and
nothing more. It may indicate that at one time you were
seriously considering marriage, but it's not "as good" as
being married.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it eft
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 41104, Los Angeles. CaL
50069. For a personal reply endow stamped, addressed
envelope.

12 GAUGE
FIELD LOAD
6 or II SHOT

STEVEN SPRINGFIELD

SAVAGE

BROWNING

DEAR ABBY: Here's the situation: Last winter my boy
friend and I took out a marriage license, but lots of things
have come up since then and we have had to put off getting
married for a while yet. In order to save on rent we are
living together. Doesn't our marriage license prove that we
are serious about our relationship and not just fooling
around? I mean, in a way isn't it just as good as being
married?
TWO IN LOVE

EASY TERMS

Stevens Shotguns ... Choice

Hate to write letters? Send at to Abby. Box 411704, Los
Abby's booldet. "How to Write Letters for All Occasions."

777

Choose from 12, lb. 20 oi .410 gauge single shot.

Angeles. Cal. 10069. for

64

321-8322-8.

Stevens .411O Repeater,

5-shot. 64-324

55.99

L'il Abner
12, 16 or 20-gauge

Choice

1 WILL SAVE T3415
ITS
NION,4
C MIt.LALS
IF I WERE A
CRIMINAL

Springfield Pump

CITY FROM

I'LL CRUELLY MISS
THEIR $22..50 A
WEEK-BUT I AM
IITILL A GOOD
CITIZEN-

CHIPPENDALE
CHAIR--

WE

TRADE
GUNSy

4

7447

5-shot, 12 or 20 gauge. 4-shot .410, full choke.
Exclusive white line spacer and checkering on
stock. 64-320- 1:322- I :324-2
Springfield Pump with Adjustable Choke. 64-320 86.66

EASY TERMS

f

Double barrel side by side. Checkered stock and
forearm. 64-320-8:321-5:322-5:324-5.
.22-.410 Shotgun-Rifle, over-under. 64-335-6 62.77

CLEANING
KIT

2"

Choice
Franchi Automatic Shotgun
•.\\ orld's lightest automatic.- Adjustable recoil

Phone 753-9909
CHIROPRACTOR
Invites the public to an
Open House at his office
August 29, 1971
903 Sycamore
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

0,10.77

EASY TERMS

12 or 20 gauge.

.n tion chrome lined barrel 5-shot. simplified
takc-down.
Fronchi Shotgun with Vent Rib Barrel. 64-285-2 177.74

DR. D. CHRIS EMMERT

64-183-6 185-8

10777
Choice

Stevens Double Barrel
Shotguns... 12,16,20 or .410

Shotgun Shells.
Standard Load, Box of 25.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-8391

For shotizims
idles ;Ind
pistols.41,1,
EASY TERMS -

9-8 Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays

Deluxe Cleaning Kit.
5.99
64-“- 2.-1

OTASCO

THESE PRICES GOOD AT All OTASCO STORES

•).
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Trudeau
papa role
welcomed

•

DIXON OUTS WEEKS
OAKLAND (UPI)-Oakland
Raider fullback Hewritt Dixon,
sustaining an injury in the first
exhibition game of the year
against Philadelphia, will be
lost to the club for eight weeks,
it was announced Monday.

POSTAGE PERSONALTIES

ir
111
Bakery prires good thru Sat, Aug. 28. All other prices good
thnaues., Aug. 31,

GIANT

1837 - 1899

Dutch Artist
lAndscape Painter

Copyright 1971 The Kroger CO.

Hi c
FRUIT

FLOUR

DETERGENT

DRINKS

Plain or
Self Rising9C

3-lbs. 1119c
1-oz.
pkg.

3P1

II

51b. bag

II

TEN
OA;

* DAIRY DEPARTMENT *
CLOVER VALLEY

MARGARINE

6 $
lbs.

Kroger

Cor
Bath Size

Carnation

Coffee Mate

11-oz. jar

Cheespred

99'
'v° 43'

t4bs

Parkay

8-ox. cups
Cmistry Club

Ice Cream
Pops

Nestle

Quick Cocoa
Jell-o Gelatin
Instant Pudding

24136.

KROGER

15-ct
ea
HomestIle,

0

BISCUITS
rntflt

Or

6-oz. pkg.

SALAD
DRESSING

BANQUET

1-lb. .1-sa. 35S

2°25

1-lb.

6'
1

2-".
jar

Kroger From Fardboak or

Baby- Limas`t:,1=','4 pt:s1
Cauliflower or Broccoli Cuts
Banquet Family - Size

Meat Pies
99'
Strawberry Shortcake
Chi
or Reef,
eken. Mit" Ea
24b.pkg

mightY

Fair Field

POTATOES
5

77c
/

Pint 38$

CAK
E
•
r

1-lb pkg.

gar or Cinnamon Kroger

Donuts
Golden

Pound Cake
Bleterio
KROGER MEL 0 SOFT

360,11
3
3

12-m pkgs.
1$
20 oz. Loaf $1

Giant Sandoof

KROGER
SUGAR

10 IL ha
$1

Kraft

1144:
bottle %,•

SPOTLIGHT BEAN

69

c

COFFEE
I lb bo,

olgate 100
7-se. Shampoo

1-lb. i)
Pkg. LIJ

Call

imit„00r,...,,„.,„„,,,,,

A84
"

144(. 27'
52'
Ptat

lip
VI°

23'

11
A9

SALTINEST
I

HAIR
99'
SPRAY "MI

t

FOR EXTRA STAMPS
two 8-ct. pkgs.
. OU Sondvoch Buns WeinrO _
Rolls 1
100with 2-1b. Vac-Pac Kroger Coffee 2
with two 1-1b. pkgs. Kroger
3
54U.1 Semmes
or Grahams

lotr,hki:onu reSago
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s)V Round or Chld. Sirloin

os Breakfast or
SO Co
w'th
aTti-Cut_Pirrk Chops
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;
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25;ish- ansvpmf,g meat

11 0 $1 19
Size ab

p ra

FRE

Gra

4
5

FOX 0
7
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9
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'10
25Prk Sou
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11
411, Sliced Lunch Moot
with any Pkg. Mrs. Weaver1
' DIP 12
with any pkg. SeaPak Seafood
13
with 2 heads Lettuce
14
i with 39c or more
Bananas
15
with 3-lbs. or TOM Onions
16
with 12 Lemons
17
with a Watermelon
18
cii ...nth 2 pkgs. Cut-up
19
`"'"' Frying Chicken

34-on.

• 25

25

KROGER

4 oz box

21

mull

18'

• EXP.8/31/71
F011et

Puss 'n Boots Fish
S-ot
can

Cat Food

116

-

_
..

v.. ,,...,

%

1
I
.....

,nmer

69

JERGEN'S LOTION

9's oz. Bottle
with this coupon at Kroger
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one. Subject to applicable

•

ri?irr

of an 8-oz. far
KROGER SPECIAL BLEND
Good thru Tues.. Aug. 31.
Limit one. Subject to applicable state
and local taxes.,
f(Ner

ID

77
41-1r.111

DIAL SPRAY

T

with this coupon at Kroger
thru Tues., Aug. 31. Limit
!,oue. Subject to applicable
state and
al taxes. Fa •
9
.9ef.a

(100 Stamp
Coupon

with this coupon and purchase
of
" Faur 544
'
10P Good dim
mot Tnes.,Ang.

PIG T

ale

,

I
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toward the purchase

11•!
-I

_2
-77-

Bee
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eROZ
Ne
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,-• 25
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can

SLICE

i

BLACK PEPPER A4(
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Gra

6

au Pork Sou

Vanish

1.0,ct9erip,..

FRE

with

Pint

10-og.

2.5-oz. Prlsteen Feminine Hygiene

loll

Makes $e)29
29 quarts
L

n'
4

Purple Hull Peas lt 19'
ABeulcrrikiin Potatoes5.7.:48'
49'
Aerowax
Pledge Wax
=
Cleaner
53'

c

Jergen's Lotion v.: sl"
Polident Powder usi:88'
Deodorant

SONELI

0

Bush Fresh

Cleanser

KROGER

Swi

BONUS COUPON

1.Plit
12-oz.

5N-oz.
bottle

Eagl

with this coupon andC1o
5.07
additiorral purchase, excluding .61T
'.tobacco. Expires Aug. 31, 1371 i $xim
Limit one per customer

14-ox.$1 29
can

bottle

3u.s.a

Stamp

Johnson

15-os.

gk.Size

1-Pintben
tt
l
eze 19C

14-oz. $1
bag L

Non-Fat

Ea

Ketc
Kraft hup
B--Q Sauce
SHHteeik
l Sauce
Cider Vinegar

13 or AQUA NET

Colga
te Toothbrush 41fors1
t,:740.thwash
53
C
Head & Shoulders sl"

1-113.
Pkg.

Cookies
1);ir

Co
U.S.
:Ro
H„,

19
'

Assorted

jar

box,

99

Drinks

Roam

09

Sweet Gherkins '244. 47'
27'
French Dressing

98$

PEANUT BUTTER 120247'
lat
Sugar Wafers

Radalso

WHITE Llo4aGfL
BREAD
9-oz, EXTRA DRY

48'

Tema Grapefruit

BAKERY DEPARTMENT

F8G8D ANGEL3
9

Charmin Tissue
Bi
Spaghetti
Juice
g K

10C

Big Value

lit. 14-oz.

PURE CANE

1-1b. pkg.

59

AnFlavon

Karo Syrup

Apple, Peach, Cherry,
Custard or Coconut Custard

CRACKERS

White or Caters

Red Label

FRUIT PIES °L
Ea

49'

%-gal. 27'

3 lb can

24b. ‘41.

SUN GOLD

SHORTENING

Bann Strawberry

Preserves

Plid

BELDALE

Kraft

* FROZEN FOODS *

37'
78'

can

Ken-L-Ration

For a white wash

"
'
I Pkg

Apple Jelly

Es.

Staley

MIRACLE WHIP
pkg. $1°1

Cat Food
Burgers

Ea'

1,t-1121101

ies-gaL 59$

U-ct Family Favorite

Swftch

5.5.-oz.
3g
bar g•

Dial Soap
75'
86' Diaper Sweet
' Sta-Puf Rinse
25
Sta-Flo Starch
15' Kandu Bleach
14b.1Pkg.

All Flavors

ggc Value

JACOB MARTS

11;

Limit right reserved.

KROGER

AJAX

ARRID '139 Size
SPRAY
Birthday of
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SHOP WHERE EVERY DAY IS DISCOUNT-DAY

Hy K.h. & H•noore

Aug. 25

ittlifirrt

3,43

By GREG CONNOLLEY
Copley News Service
OTTAWA - At an age when
most married men are
becoming grandfathers, Prime
Minister Pierre Trudeau is
taking his first venture into
parenthood.
The 51-year-old retired
swinger and his 22-year-old
wife have announced that a
baby is due in December. They
were married in Vancouver in
March amid great secrecy that
successfully fooled the ever
inquisitive news mecia.
The revelation that the
Trudeaus were having a baby
was released in an official
announcement from the prime
minister's office. Speculation
had already started that Mrs.
Trudeau, a Vancouver beauty,
was pregnant. The sharp-eyed
ladies of Perth, Ontario, a
small town near Ottawa,
presented a book entitled
"Stories for Little Children" to
Mrs. Trudeau on a recent visit.
Canadian newspapers
treated the news with restraint
and somewhat along party
lines. The Ottawa Citizen,
supporter of Trudeau's Liberal
government, headlined
"Margaret Is Expecting." The
Conservative Ottawa Journal
less enthusiastically declared:
"Another Trudeau Is On The
Way."
The Trudeau offspring will be
the first child of a governing
prime minister since 1869. A
daughter Mary win born in that
year to Sir John A. Macdonald,
the leading architect of
Canadian Confederation.
Trudeau's marriage and now
the prospectof parenthood in
cause him to lose his title of
"Kissin' Pierre," earned
during the 1966 general dection
when he bussed all the ladies in
sight and won a handsome
victory.
But liberal Party brass are
happy about the prospect of the
prime minister becoming a
father.
They envision an election in
1972 after the country has seen
widespread news coverage of
Mr.. and Mrs. Trudeau and
offspring.
The
Liberal
poptiOans figure the baby will
be worth a lot of votes.
There had been reports
Trudeau was planning an
election this autumn but now
that seems remote in view of
the political mileage to be
gained from the Trudeau
domestic bliss next year.
Canadians wonder what kind
of a father the Prime minister
will turn out to be. It is hard for
them
to
picture
this
freewheeling, FrenchCanadian intellectual sitting by
the fireside with his family. His
long-time status as a bachelor
and his much-publicized dates
with such glamor girls as
Barbra Streisand don't indicate
a speedy conversion to a stayat-home Pierre.
Yeto there
has been
exaggeration about his jet
setting. He is devoted to his
mother and goes to Montreal
frequently to visit her. Trudeau
is also a regular churchgoer,
attending Siriday Mass in the
cathedral here.
Mrs. Trudeau meantime has
started to curtail social
engagements. She is putting
away her bicycle which she
used to ride for daily exercise.
Shell do more walking instead.
And the omnipresent Royal
Canadian Mounted Police are
strengthening the escorts
assigned to Mrs. Trudeau when
she does appear in public. The
Mounties don't want her to get
jostled in the crowds.
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Nixon trip
due in
late fall?

Se01111

CO

By JAMES CARY
Copley News Service

DOUBLE TV STAMPS EVERY TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY *
OPEN SUN. 8-12

WASHINGTON — A six-anda-half-week period this fall is
emerging as the most likely
time (hiring which President
Nixon will make his historic
trip to Communist China in an
effort to ease world tension.
The optimum period is
between Oct. 1 and Nov. 15,
particularly the month of Oct.
15 to Nov. 15.
This time frame is suggested
partly by the fact that the
President, in his July 15 announcement, said he would go
to Peking before next May 1 to
prevent the trip from becoming
too closely associated with the
political campaigns of 1972.
White House officials have
also in effect ruled out the
period up to early fall. They
have told newsmen that it will
take until then to complete
arrangements for the flight.
Similarly they have pointed
out that the winter months in
Peking are bitter and
presumably undesirable for the
type of friendship-building
diplomacy Mr. Nixon will be
attempting to carry out.
This leaves early spring next
year—Marchand April—arid
the middle and late fall this
Year.
Peking is situated at the

BONELESS, TENDERAY
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DISTRIBUTED
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Boiling Beef
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29t
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LB
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SPECIAL

r,i()fiiiII i S mot
SL ICED BACON

SEEDLESS a)
GRAPES 14)

29c

4/
.!
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i

degrees 54 minutes north.
Hungnam in North Korea;
Hachinohe in northern Japan; ;
the area immediately north of
Sacramento, Calif.; Denver;
Springfield, Ill.; Columbus,
Ohio, and Philadelphia are all
about on the same latitude.
Not only are the winter
months in such areas cold, but
in Peking the early spring
weather, although not impossible, is erratic and
frequently still extremely cold
and disagreeable.
This leaves the "golden"
months — as they are known in
Japan — of October and
November as the crime period
for making the trip so far as
climate is concerned. They are
sometimes cold and crisp but
touched with the fires of
autumn, and are frequently
lrilliantly warm and gentle.
There are believed to be
other factors also, however,
that would point toward the six
weeks and three days between
Oct. 1 and Nov. 15 as the most
desirable period for the
presidential journey.
Between nOw and the time
Mr. Nixon steps off his plane in
Peking he will be walking
through a mine field of
potential difficulties. One
serious misstep and the
resulting explosion could
seriously
damage
the
psychological climate he needs
to make the trip a success. A
very serious mistake might
even force a cancellation.
That is the reason one school
of thought within the government is hoping the earliest
possible date will be selected
before an unforeseen international accident causes
difficulties
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SLICED SLAB

Armour Tender Tested

HYDE PARK
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OFFER EXPIRES 1-30-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S
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PORK CHOPS

COFFEE sAvE 12c

OFFER EXPIRES 8-3041
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

OFFER EXPIRES 8-36-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S
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PORK ROAST
Spare Ribs .691
lb.

Limit 1 Per Family

General Mills

Center Cut

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Family

49c

5
lb.
Bag

21209

COUPON
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Calloway

3-lb.
Can

COFFEE
99
(With Coupon At Top of Page)
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